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 Introduction 
Functional use of the arms and hands is important in daily life and promotes the autonomy 
of humans. Patients with upper extremity impairments may benefit from assistive devices 
that support their affected body function during the execution of daily activities to increase 
their independence. However, existing assistive technologies often do not meet basic user 
requirements regarding effectiveness and comfort, leading to high rejection rates of these 
devices. Therefore, a new generation of assistive devices supporting the impaired upper 
extremity during daily activities is required. 

This thesis describes the research that has been performed to develop and evaluate three 
assistive devices, one to reduce disability caused by impaired shoulder function and two to 
reduce disability caused by impaired hand function. This introduction starts with a 
description of the healthy upper extremity. Then, a theoretical model for describing disability 
is presented, followed by a paragraph on upper extremity impairments. Next, an overview of 
existing assistive devices is presented, including their shortcomings. Finally, the research 
objectives and the thesis outline are discussed. 

1.1. The upper extremity 
The upper extremity plays an essential role in daily functioning as it is involved in reaching 
and grasping. A redundant number of degrees of freedom in the kinematic chain of the upper 
extremity allows the human to select the best combination of joint motions for a particular 
task [1,2]. The shoulder and elbow bring the hand to a position where objects are within 
reach, so that they can be grasped by the hand. To limit the scope, this thesis focuses on the 
shoulder (reaching) and the hand (grasping). 

The shoulder complex entails three joints, acromioclavicular (AC) joint, sternoclavicular 
(SC) joint and glenohumeral (GH) joint. The SC joint connects the shoulder complex to the 
trunk. The scapulothoracic articulation together with stabilizing muscles trapezius, serratus 
anterior and rhomboid contributes to stability of the scapula. The GH joint contributes the 
most to the mobility of the arm [3]. This joint, between the humeral head and the scapula, is 
a ball-and-socket joint with three degrees of freedom, and allows for abduction/adduction, 
flexion/extension and internal/external rotation movements. As the articulating surface 
between the glenoid of the scapula and the humeral head is shallow, static structures (i.e. 
capsule and ligaments) and dynamic structures (i.e. rotator cuff muscles) are required to 
stabilize the GH joint. Four basic mechanical characteristics define normal shoulder function: 
motion, stability, strength and smoothness [4]. Many shoulder pathologies affect the GH joint 
and compromise one or more of these mechanical characteristics. Even though most daily 
activities do not require maximum mobility [5] and strength [6], still it is crucial that a 
functional range of motion and sufficient stability and strength of the GH joint can be 
maintained. 

The hand is a complex interplay of many bones, ligaments, tendons and muscles [7]. Each 
finger has four degrees of freedom: three for flexion/extension and one for 
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abduction/adduction. The thumb has five degrees of freedom. This large number of degrees 
of freedom allows the human to employ many different grasp types in their daily activities 
including power or precision grasps [8]. Power grasps are associated with gross finger 
movements, whereas precision grasps are associated with fine finger movements. 

Hand grasps consist of two phases: pre-shaping and grasping [9]. During pre-shaping the 
hand is adapted to the object’s size and shape. This occurs in parallel to the reaching 
movement of the arm. Typically the fingers move from a closed initial position to a maximum 
aperture. After approximately 60-70% of the reaching movement, the fingers begin to close 
and adapt to the size and shape of the object [10]. Three overlapping sets of constraints 
determine the feasible grasp space for a particular task during the grasping phase, see also 
Fig. 1.1 [11]. These are: task constraints (forces, motions), objects constraints (shape, 
fragility) and hand constraints (maximum grasp force, maximum hand opening). Choosing a 
grasp from this feasible grasp space involves the optimization of an objective function that 
considers quality measures such as stability, resistance to slipping and internal forces, 
etcetera [11]. However, if the set of constraints do not overlap, for example due to lack of 
muscle force, then no grasp is feasible and the task cannot be performed. 

 
Fig. 1.1 – The intersection between task, object and hand constraints determines the feasible grasp space. 
(Adapted from [11]) 

1.2. International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health 
The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) is a framework 
for describing health and disability [12]. According to the ICF biopsychosocial model (see 
Fig. 1.2), disability involves dysfunction on one or more levels: (1) impairments in body 
function (physiological) or body structure (anatomy), (2) activity limitations, and (3) 
participation restrictions [13]. From the model follows that the degree of disability is not only 
determined by the health condition, but contextual factors should also be considered. 
Contextual factors include external, environmental factors (e.g. legal and social structures, 
climate, etc.) and internal, personal factors (e.g. gender, age, education, profession etc.). As 
long as the disability can be managed effectively such that activities are not limited and 
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participation in society is not restricted, the effects of disability may not pose real problems 
in daily life. However, solutions may be required if this is not possible. Assistive devices can 
contribute to reducing the effect of disability [14].  

 

Fig. 1.2 – The biopsychosocial model of disability. Disability is defined on an impairments, activity and 
participation level. Interaction between health conditions and contextual factors determine the degree of 
impairment. (Adapted from [13]) 

1.3. The impaired upper extremity 
Impairments of body function and structure can manifest themselves as motor, sensory or 
cognitive impairments. In this research, only motor impairments will be considered. 
Symptoms arising from motor impairments can either be ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ [15]. 
Positive symptoms refer to the release of abnormal behavior, such as increased muscle tone 
(hypertonicity) or pain (myalgias). Negative symptoms refer to the loss of normal behavior, 
for instance due to limited muscle activation [16].  

Impaired shoulder function may be caused by a decreased tone of the rotator cuff muscles 
(negative symptom) due to for example shoulder trauma or neuromuscular disorders [17-18]. 
This may lead to glenohumeral instability and subluxation, which is defined as a partial 
dislocation of the glenohumeral joint [19]. The subsequent stretch of the passive structures 
around this joint may provoke shoulder pain [20]. Patients suffering from shoulder pain often 
still have the capacity to successfully execute tasks, but pain is preventing them from actively 
engaging their affected shoulder in daily activities, leading to a decreased performance 
(activity and participation level). Active engagement of the arm is associated with the 
preservation of glenohumeral alignment [21].  

Neurological disorders such as stroke, or musculoskeletal conditions such as traumatic 
injuries or muscular disorders are common causes of hand impairments [22]. Depending on 
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their impairment(s), patients may require support of the impaired hand during grasping, hand 
opening, or both. Two common patterns of impaired hand function are discussed below. 

Movement deficits associated with stroke may include abnormal, increased muscle tone of 
the finger flexor muscles (positive symptom). This leads to increased joint stiffness and a 
loss of joint mobility [23]. As a result, stroke patients will not be able to sufficiently extend 
their fingers during the pre-shaping phase, and objects cannot be grasped [24]. Depending of 
the severity of their impairment, the forces required to extend the fingers of these patients 
can be high [25].  

Movement deficits associated with cervical spinal cord injury may include muscle weakness 
due to a lack of voluntary muscle control (negative symptom). Muscle weakness in turn leads 
to increased stiffness and immobility, which can introduce other problems that contribute to 
motor impairments [26]. Spinal cord injury patients with lack of voluntary control of the 
finger flexors typically have problems generating sufficient grip strength which negatively 
affects their performance during activities of daily living [27].  

1.4. Assistive devices 
Assistive devices are examples of physical environmental interventions that can: (1) reduce 
the effects of impairments by restoring body function, (2) reduce activity limitations and 
participation restrictions by mitigating performance barriers, or (3) do both in varying 
degrees [14]. In the context of this research only assistive devices are considered that mitigate 
both the impact of impairments as well as performance barriers. These body-related assistive 
devices are commonly referred to as orthoses or exoskeletons. The terms orthoses and 
exoskeletons will be used interchangeably in this dissertation.  

Contrary to devices commonly used in a clinical setting during rehabilitation therapy, 
assistive devices are specifically designed for use in a home environment to assist with daily 
activities [28]. This poses strict requirements on their design. Personal factors such as needs, 
abilities, preferences and past experiences may affect the level of engagement of patients to 
use assistive devices, or the cognitive burden of a device [29]. Non-use (abandonment) 
concerns up to one third of all devices provided, and occurs mostly within the first three 
months [30]. Device abandonment is strongly related to device performance and the degree 
to which the user’s expectations are met regarding effectiveness, reliability, durability, 
comfort and ease of use [29]. Device development should therefore closely consider the 
users’ needs to enhance their quality of life. We emphasize the importance of improving the 
performance (i.e. on the activity and participation level) rather than restoring capacity (i.e. 
on the impairment level). As a consequence, all functionality that does not contribute to this 
goal shall be omitted from the design.  

1.4.1. Assistive devices to support the shoulder 
Assistive devices to support the shoulder aim to decrease shoulder pain by reducing the 
gravitational pull on the passive structures surrounding the shoulder complex and stabilize 
the joint [31]. The major shortcoming of commercially available shoulder orthoses is that 
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they limit the remaining motion of the shoulder. For example, the GivMohr sling (Fig. 1.3A) 
supports the upper extremity by using the extended arm to create an upward force [32]. It 
requires the use of a hand piece to provide the counteracting force. The device is aimed at 
patients with a flaccid upper extremity and supports the arm during standing and ambulation. 
The Omo Neurexa (Fig. 1.3B) (Otto Bock, Germany) and NeuroLux (Fig. 1.3C) (Sporlastic, 
Germany) provide an upward force and stabilize the shoulder by tensioning non-elastic straps 
between the arm cuff and a shoulder sleeve. Both devices can stabilize and reposition the 
humeral head, but restrict arm movements. As a consequence, patients will not be able to 
functionally use their arm during reaching tasks, unless the tension of the straps (and thus 
upward force) is reduced. The restriction of arm movements needs to be addressed in a new 
device to improve performance during daily activities.  

   
Fig. 1.3. – Left: GivMohr sling [32]. Middle: Omo Neurexa Plus (Otto Bock, Germany). Right: NeuroLux 
(Sporlastic, Germany). 

1.4.2. Assistive devices to support the hand 
In recent years numerous assistive devices have been developed to support impaired hand 
function [28,33]. Many of these devices are active, while some are passive (spring-based). 
They typically support several degrees of freedom to restore hand opening, grasping, or both.  

Commercially available assistive devices to support hand opening of patients with increased 
voluntary muscle tone are mostly passive (i.e. spring-based). The SaeboGlove (Saebo, USA) 
consists of a glove and a wrist support, see Fig. 1.4A. Individual tensioners located above the 
finger joints assist the phalanxes with extending. Although the resulting design is slim, the 
tensioners cannot provide large extension torques that are required to support patients with 
high finger joint stiffness. The SaeboFlex (Fig. 1.4B) (Saebo, USA) can provide much larger 
extension torques. It consists of a forearm support and a dorsal hand platform that anchors 
two spring attachments. Individual finger sleeves are attached to the springs to assist with 
finger extension. This device was originally designed for training purposes and not for daily 
activities. As a result, the SaeboFlex is considered too heavy for long-term use and 
encompasses a large volume. Also, high voluntary flexion torques are required to overcome 
the spring stiffness [34]. Devices under development to support hand opening mainly concern 
active, cable-driven systems [35-37], see Fig. 1.4C for an example. In these systems, cables 
are routed on the dorsal side of the hand through a glove. However, a general drawback of 
gloves is that they are difficult to put on and limit touch sensation of the finger tips [38].  
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Other systems under development use gloves with inflatable chambers to extend the finger 
[39-40], but this requires heavy and bulky actuators [28]. In conclusion, the state of the art 
lacks a portable device, that is capable of providing large torques to extend the fingers within 
a small volume. Reducing the size and weight of assistive devices that support hand opening 
are steps towards a higher degree of acceptability.  

Exoskeletons that support grasping typically consist of tendon-driven gloves (cables), 
jointless structures (pneumatics) or linkages to provide finger flexion [22]. Commercially 
available active hand exoskeletons that support grasping include cable-driven systems such 
as NeoMano (Fig. 1.5A) (Neofect, South Korea) and Carbonhand (Fig. 1.5B) (BioServo, 
Sweden). Both devices use electric motors to control cables that are routed through a glove 
that support grasping. The exoskeletons provide combined actuation of multiple degrees of 
freedom. The underactuated approach of both exoskeletons has resulted in compact designs. 
NeoMano has the most limited functionality as only the thumb, index and middle finger are 
supported by a single motor to enable a cylindrical grasp. In case of the Carbonhand, the 
thumb, middle and ring finger are remotely actuated, each with their own motor. The added 
functionality of the Carbonhand comes at the cost of added weight of two additional motors. 
Increased compliance and a large number of degrees of freedom are among the biggest 
advantages of these designs. However, their compliant nature also allows for unwanted 
movements that may compromise safe operation. Devices currently under development 
partly solve this problem. For instance, the RELab tenoexo [41], see Fig. 1.5C, contains both 
rigid and soft structures that help to stabilize the fingers as well as guarantee safe human-
machine interaction. Their lightweight, underactuated design features a three-layered sliding 
spring mechanism that flexes the fingers. The thumb can be manually put into pad and side 
opposition. The authors claim that their device can generate the four most frequently used 

   
Fig. 1.4 – Left: SaeboGlove (Saebo, USA). Middle: SaeboFlex (Saebo, USA). Right: Hand Extension Robot 
Orthosis (HERO) Grip Glove [37]. 

   
Fig. 1.5 – Left: NeoMano (Neofect, South Korea). Middle: Carbonhand (BioServo, Sweden). Right: RELab 
tenoexo [41]. 
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grasp types and cover up to 80% of daily grasping activities. The resulting exoskeleton 
however, consists of many (fragile) components, which makes it difficult to guarantee 
important user requirements regarding reliability and durability.  

Significant advances can be made to the state of the art of assistive hand exoskeletons if the 
design focuses on the core the functionality that will contribute the most to the performance 
in daily life. By doing so, hardware complexity will be reduced which will eventually 
improve reliability and durability and increase the uptake of technology in daily life. 

1.5. Objectives  
The main contribution of this thesis is to develop and evaluate novel assistive devices that 
support patients with impaired shoulder or hand function. The focus of this research lies on 
improving the state of the art, by exploring and iteratively testing alternative mechanical 
design strategies that can provide functional benefit to the user during daily activities which 
in turn promote the person’s independence [14]. We believe that device development should 
not consider restoring normal (healthy) function, but should rather tackle limiting factors that 
prevent patients from engaging their affected upper limb in daily life. Several functional 
requirements are currently not sufficiently addressed in the state of the art. The context in 
which the technology is used, plays an important role during the design of assistive devices. 
The environment, together with the user’s characteristics largely determine the perceived 
benefit. Devices that work well in one context, e.g. when used by a stroke patient with 
unilateral hand function, may not adequately address the user’s needs when used in a different 
context, e.g. when used a bimanually affected spinal cord injury patient in a wheelchair. 

In case of a shoulder orthosis that supports the shoulder of patients with chronic shoulder 
pain, the objective is therefore to develop a mechanism that supports the arm without 
impeding residual movements. In case of a hand orthosis that supports hand opening of stroke 
patients with increased flexor muscle tone, the objective is to develop a mechanical structure 
that is capable of providing large extension torques, and allows for easy donning and doffing 
by the patient. In case of a hand orthosis that supports grasping of spinal cord injury patients, 
the objective is to develop a system that allows users to complete basic activities of daily 
living by supporting the impaired hand. To this end, we adopt a user-centered, iterative design 
approach that enables us to capture basic user requirements and gather user feedback during 
the evaluation of prototypes. Interviews, observations and questionnaires aim to find gaps 
between the users’ current and desired level of shoulder and hand function, and capture past 
experiences with other technologies.  

Problem simplification will help to maintain the overall design goal of developing effective, 
reliable, durable, comfortable and easy to use assistive devices. Functionality that does not 
contribute to this goal will not be included in the design.  

Effectiveness and comfort are often not only determined by the assistive devices itself, but 
also the fitting procedure plays an important role. For example, misalignment of orthoses can 
create undesired forces acting on the body that may contribute to discomfort or compromise 
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functionality. Additionally, knowledge about the actual wear time could to help understand 
(the lack of) device efficacy. 

1.6. Thesis outline 
The thesis consists of two parts. The first part focuses on the impaired shoulder, whereas the 
second part relates to the impaired hand. All chapters (except the introduction and discussion) 
of this thesis were written as journal or conference publications. 

Part I: the Shoulder. In the first part the steps related to the development and evaluation of 
an assistive device to support the shoulder are described. This part consists of four chapters.  
 
Chapter 2 focuses on the conceptual design of a dynamic shoulder orthosis. The dynamic 
shoulder orthosis aims to reduce the stress on the structures around shoulder joint, thereby 
reducing pain without impeding the remaining range of motion of the shoulder. This orthosis 
works by statically balancing the arm with two elastic bands. If these elastic bands are not 
aligned correctly, a net moment around the joint is introduced that could lead to discomfort 
or a restriction of arm movements. Proper alignment of the orthosis will always direct the 
upward force towards the glenohumeral joint thus creating no net moment. 

For an optimal functioning of the balancing principle of the shoulder orthosis, the device 
must be aligned with the glenohumeral joint. There is currently no easy method to do this. 
Therefore, in Chapter 3, a novel method is presented to determine the center of rotation of 
the glenohumeral joint using only one camera and two printed markers.  

An orthosis can only be effective if it is worn by the user. To be able to assess the 
effectiveness of the device, it is important to determine the wearing time reliably. Subjective 
methods such as diaries or questionnaires are often used in the current clinical practice, but 
are unreliable and lead to an overestimation of the actual use. In Chapter 4 an algorithm is 
developed that provides an objective estimate of the wearing time of upper extremity orthoses 
using miniature temperature loggers.  

To conclude the first part, Chapter 5 presents the clinical evaluation of the dynamic shoulder 
orthosis. In a clinical study with 10 patients, the immediate and clinical effects of the orthosis 
on shoulder pain and arm function were investigated after two weeks of use. 

Part II: the Hand. In order to perform grasping tasks, it is important that the hand can be 
opened far enough, and then sufficient force can be applied to grasp the object. The second 
part of this thesis focuses on the development of two assistive devices that support the 
impaired hand of different target groups. This part consists of two chapters. 
 
Hand opening may be compromised if stroke patients do not have sufficient extensor muscle 
strength to overcome the effects of hypertonia of the finger flexors. In these cases, it may be 
necessary to support the hand opening with an assistive device. In Chapter 6 the mechanical 
design and feasibility of a hand orthosis is presented that supports finger extension of stroke 
patients. 
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Performing grasping tasks is complicated if patients do not have sufficient muscle strength 
to grasp objects. Chapter 7 presents the design and evaluation of a hand orthosis that 
supports a single, frequently used grasp (lateral pinch grip) of spinal cord injury patients. 

Finally, Chapter 8 provides a general discussion.  
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 A new shoulder orthosis to dynamically support 
glenohumeral subluxation 

 

Abstract—Objective: In this paper we presented a novel shoulder subluxation support that 
aims to reduce the stress on the passive structures around the shoulder of patients with 
glenohumeral subluxation and glenohumeral related shoulder pain. The device applies a force 
to the upper arm without impeding the functional range of motion of the arm. Our design 
contains a mechanism that statically balances the arm with two elastic bands. Methods: A 
technical evaluation study was conducted to assess the performance of the orthosis. 
Additionally, two patients evaluated the orthosis. Results: The results of the technical 
validation confirm the working of the balancing mechanism. The pilot study demonstrated 
that the shoulder support increased the feeling of stability of the shoulder joint and, to a lesser 
extent, decreased shoulder pain. Furthermore, both patients reported that the orthosis did not 
impede their range of motion. Conclusion: In this research we developed a shoulder orthosis 
based on two statically balanced springs that support the shoulder of patients with 
glenohumeral subluxation that have residual shoulder muscle force. Compared to existing 
shoulder supports, our design does not impede the range of motion of the arm, and continues 
to provide a stabilizing force to the shoulder, even if the arm is moved away from the neutral 
position. Tests with two participants showed promising results. Significance: The device 
presented in this work could have a significant impact on the shoulder function which may 
improve rehabilitation outcome and improve the quality of life of patients suffering from 
glenohumeral subluxation and shoulder pain. 
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2.1. Introduction 
The shoulder complex contributes to the mobility necessary to perform reaching tasks. The 
glenohumeral joint (GHJ) is one of the four joints that together form the shoulder complex. 
The GHJ is a ball and socket joint that allows for a large range of motion of the upper arm. 
As a consequence, this joint is relatively unstable [1]. For its stability the GHJ heavily relies 
on the posterior deltoid and the supraspinatus, together with the other rotator cuff muscles 
(infraspinatus, teres minor, and subscapularis) and capsule and ligaments [2]. Without normal 
tone of (one or more of) these muscles, the contribution of the relatively weak inferior and 
anterior capsule and ligaments to the stabilization of the shoulder is increased. These 
structures are easily overstretched due to the weight of the arm [3]. An inferior displacement 
of the humeral head from glenoid fossa may occur, also referred to as glenohumeral 
subluxation (GHS). The continuous stretching of the capsule and ligaments can be painful 
[4]. GHS often leads to a reduction of the painless range of motion of the shoulder, thus 
inhibiting the functional recovery of the upper limb and compromising the arm function 
during daily activities [5]. 

Shoulder supports, also known as braces or orthoses, are frequently prescribed to patients 
with GHS [6]–[8]. Clinical reasons to prescribe a shoulder brace include, among others, a 
reduction of stress in the passive structures from gravitational pull during standing or 
walking, maintenance of a proper glenohumeral alignment and shoulder pain reduction [9]. 
Several orthoses are commercially available, including: Omo Neurexa (Ottobock, Germany) 
[10], Neuro-Lux (Sporlastic GmbH, Germany) [11] and GivMohr (GivMohr Corporation, 
US) [12]. The aim of these orthoses is to reduce stress from the gravitational pull by applying 
an external force between the humerus and scapula that pulls the arm upwards. Stress 
reduction is closely related to proper GHJ alignment. A recent review by Nadler et al. 
concluded that, on average, shoulder orthoses are able to reduce the vertical subluxation with 
at least 5 to 10 mm in neutral position [6]. This instantaneous mechanical effect of shoulder 
braces is often assessed by measuring the humeral head position relative to the scapula from 
an X-ray with the arm in neutral position after initial fitting. 

Several studies assessed the effect of a shoulder brace on shoulder pain reduction [10-11, 13]. 
Across these studies, only a modest improvement in pain measures is reported by 57% of the 
patients who used the orthosis for a few weeks. 

Besides the low evidence for efficacy of shoulder supports [8,12,14], other commonly 
observed disadvantages include a reduction of the functional range of motion of the arm, due 
to the use of non-elastic straps in many braces. These straps create an upward force on the 
upper arm in resting position, but resist arm movement and thus limit the remaining range of 
motion. Van Bladel et al. stress the importance of actively engaging the arm in muscle 
activity to preserve glenohumeral alignment [13].  

In this paper we present the concept of a new shoulder sub- luxation orthosis that reduces the 
stress on the soft tissue around the shoulder complex of patients with GHS and GHS-related 
shoulder pain without limiting the retaining range of motion of the arm, such that the 
functional recovery of patients with remaining arm function is not inhibited and shoulder  
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pain is reduced. The orthosis is suitable for, but not limited to, patients suffering from rotator 
cuff injury, stroke or brachial plexus injury. 

We propose a design that consists of a trunk part and an upper arm cuff, connected only by 
two elastic bands (there is no hinge). It applies a force to the upper arm, directed towards the 
center of rotation (CoR) of the glenoid across the entire functional range of motion. Our 
proposed mechanism uses static balancing of two elastic bands to achieve this (Fig. 2.1). 

2.2. Design criteria 
The aim of the shoulder subluxation support is to reduce shoulder pain by reducing the stress 
on the passive structures surrounding the shoulder complex without impeding the functional 
range of motion of the arm. 

In order to take over the function of the passive structures surrounding the shoulder joint, the 
shoulder orthosis should be able to apply an upward force with a magnitude of at most one 
times the mass of the arm. This equals a supporting force that completely reduces the 
gravitational pull on the arm and is considered as a worst-case scenario. Depending on the 
condition of the patient (e.g., residual muscle force) and individual preferences, less 
supporting force may be required. Therefore, the user must be able to easily adjust the 
magnitude of this upward force. 

To not impede the functional range of motion of the arm, the supportive force should be 
directed towards the center of rotation of the glenoid. Several studies investigated arm 
movements (frequency and elevation levels) of healthy individuals during daily activities 
[15–17]. On average, about 90% of the arm movements during daily activities involve flexion 
angles less than 90°. Also, the time spent below a flexion angle of 90° was approximately 

 
Fig. 2.1 – Sagittal and frontal view of the prototype of the shoulder orthosis, consisting of five components: (1) 
Anterior and posterior elastic bands. (2) Shoulder bracket that provides a stable base for the two proximal elastic 
band attachment points. (3) An upper arm cuff with tensioning mechanism provides a stable base for the two 
distal elastic band attachment points. The amount of force applied to the upper arm is controlled by adjusting 
the length and/or number of the elastic bands. Sliding of the arm cuff with respect to the skin is prevented by gel 
liner material on the inside of the arm cuff. Users will be instructed how to properly put on the arm cuff. The 
arrows indicate the allowed movement of the white 3D printed slider. (4) Strap to the contralateral shoulder, 
and (5) strap around the waist that keeps the shoulder bracket in place. 
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96% of the time [18-19]. The brace should therefore allow for an elevation angle of at least 
90°. 

The brace should not obstruct normal arm swing, since disturbed arm swing increases the 
metabolic cost of walking [20-21]. Maximum shoulder extension angles of approximately 
20° are seen during normal walking [20]. The device should therefore allow for a shoulder 
extension angle of at least 20°. 

The achieved pain reduction with existing braces is modest. 57% of the patients across three 
studies show an improvement of shoulder pain [6]. Most of the commercially available braces 
feature two non-elastic straps on the anterior and posterior part of the arm. From a mechanical 
viewpoint it can be seen that these straps resist arm motion in case they have been fitted tight 
with the arm in a neutral position. Fitting the straps loosely in neutral arm position allows 
arm motion but does not provide sufficient upward force. In the latter case, the reduction of 
the stress on the passive structures is low, especially in this neutral position. In order to further 
reduce the stress on the structures around the shoulder complex, a restoring force in the 
direction of the glenoid should be present throughout the entire range of motion. 

GHS is associated with a decreased muscle tone of the rotator cuff [22]. The residual strength 
of unaffected muscles should be optimally deployed. Additional effort by the patients to 
overcome any added resistance during movements with the shoulder brace is undesirable and 
should be prevented as much as possible. 

The orthosis should not restrict elbow movement, to not impede functional use of the arm, 
and to prevent synergistic flexion patterns and soft tissue contractures of the elbow [7,9]. 

Considerations when designing an orthosis include, among others, the optimization of 
cosmesis [23]. In order to minimize the visibility, the brace should preferably be worn under 
clothing. This requires a slim design that closely follow the contours of the patient’s body. 

In Table 2.1 a summary of the main requirements is listed.  

Requirements 
• Allowed range of motion by mechanism: 

- Up to 90° shoulder elevation (or higher) 
- Up to 20° shoulder extension (or higher) 

• Force applied to the upper arm: 
 In the direction of the glenoid 
 Up to 100% of arm weight 
 During entire allowed range of motion 

• Prevent added resistance by brace during movement 
• Prevent synergistic flexion patterns and soft tissue contractures 
• Minimize visibility 

Table 2.1 – Main requirements of the shoulder subluxation brace 
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2.3. Conceptual design 
An upward (restoring and stabilizing) force on the upper arm that will not impede the 
functional range of motion of the arm can be generated using two springs attached between 
the upper arm and the shoulder. Fig. 2.2A shows a schematic overview of this spring 
balancing mechanism. The proximal spring attachment points are fixed to the trunk and the 
distal spring attachment points are fixed to the upper arm.  

2.3.1. Static Balance 
Mechanically, the shoulder-arm-spring system resembles a spring-loaded lever, where the 
glenohumeral joint forms the rotation point. If the springs are balanced, the resulting force is 
directed towards the center of rotation of the glenohumeral joint, and no joint moment is 
introduced. Perfect balance of this rotated spring balancer is achieved when the following  
conditions are met [24]: 

 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽 = 𝜋𝜋 (2.1) 

 𝑘𝑘1𝑎𝑎1𝑟𝑟1 = 𝑘𝑘2𝑎𝑎2𝑟𝑟2  (2.2) 

Where k1 and k2 are the spring stiffnesses, a1 and a2 are the distances from the center of 
rotation to the proximal spring attachment points, and r1 and r2 the distances from the rotation 
center to the distal spring attachment points. α and β are the angles between a1 and a2, resp. 
r1 and r2. In Fig. 2.2B the parameters are shown. 

Additionally, the spring force F must be proportional to its length x: 

 
Fig 2.2 – A) Principle of spring to spring balancing using a rotated spring balancer. B) The spring balancer 
mechanism applied to the shoulder. Two zero-free-length springs are placed between attachment points located 
on the trunk and upper arm to create a force towards the center of rotation. 
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 𝐹𝐹 = 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (2.3) 

Springs that exhibit this behavior are called “ideal springs” or “zero-free-length springs”. 

2.3.2. Direction Resultant Force 
The resulting force FRES is in any configuration directed towards the center of rotation. In 
Fig. 2.3 three examples (upper arm flexion angles of 0°, 30° and 60°) are shown to illustrate 
this. Since the resultant force crosses the center of rotation, the resulting moment that the 
elastic bands apply to the GHJ is equal to zero. Arm movements in the sagittal plane are 
therefore not impeded by the brace. Note: since the system is always balanced under the 
stated conditions, regardless of position, there is no requirement for symmetry of the 
attachment points in vertical arm position. The direction of the resultant force cannot be 
changed by the user. The elastic band attachment points will be aligned only once during the 
initial fitting process by the orthotist.  

2.3.3. Spring Tensioning Mechanism 
The magnitude of this supporting force can be manually adjusted by the user with the elastic 
band tensioning mechanism mounted on the arm cuff, see also Fig. 2.1. Pulling on a strap 
with their unaffected hand will allow users to move a carriage containing the distal spring 
attachment points over two linear guides. The distal spring attachment points can be moved 
approximately 5 cm up and down. This will alter the supportive (upward) force of the elastic 
bands.  

2.3.4. Zero-Free-Length Springs 
Zero-free-length springs, necessary to achieve balance (see also Eq. 2.3), have a force 
proportional to their length. Elastic bands made from natural rubber or synthetic polyisoprene 
(nonlatex rubber) are a practical implementation of zero-free-length springs when used in 
their linear range, which is typically between 150% and 350% of their initial length [25]. The  

 
Fig. 2.3 – The force vectors (Fe1 and Fe2) created by the elastic bands are shown for different upper arm flexion 
angles (θ = 0°, 30° and 60°). It can be seen that in each situation, the resultant force (FRES) travels through the 
center of rotation of the glenohumeral joint. 
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Table 2.2 – Characteristics of elastic bands 1 and 2 used in this study. 
 

characteristics of the two types of elastic bands used in this study are summarized in Table 
2.2. These commercially available bands are composed of different materials and have a 
different stiffness. The selected stiffness of the elastic bands can, together with their length 
adjustment, provide a wide range of supportive forces. For example, elastic band I can 
support between 31% and 50% of the arm weight of a 50th percentile male, whereas elastic 
band II can support between 44% and 71% of the arm weight. The elastic bands are chosen 
such that their ranges overlap. If required, a combination of multiple springs can increase the 
supportive force range even further. In the section about the elastic bands their lifetime, 
stiffness and linearity over time are further characterized. 

2.4. Methods 
In this section, we propose methods to validate the technical performance of the orthosis and 
evaluate the orthosis with patients. 

2.4.1. Attachment Point Locations 
The attachment point locations of the elastic bands should respect the conditions for static 
balance, remain close to the body, and not impede the functional range of motion of the upper 
arm (between -20° and 90° arm flexion). The latter means that the arm should not touch the 
proximal attachment points within the allowed range of motion. In order to wear the brace 
under clothing, the brace should have maximum height of 3 cm (RMAX) added to the skin 
surface. The constraints are summarized in Table 2.3 and visually depicted in Fig. 2.4. Note 
that the constraints resulting from the conditions for static balance are not included in this 
table.  

 

Table 2.3 – Constraints of the elastic band attachment point locations. 

 Elastic band 1 Elastic band 2 
Material Natural rubber (latex) Synthetic polyisopropene (non-latex) 
Free length 88.9 x 10-3 m 88.9 x 10-3 m 
Width 12.7 x 10-3 m 6.4 x 10-3 m 
Thickness 8 x 10-4 m 8 x 10-4 m 

Constraint Symbol Value 
Maximum distance from skin surface RMAX 30 x 10-3 m 
Minimum shoulder flexion angle θf 90° 
Minimum shoulder extension angle θe 20° 
Distance from CoR to distal spring 
attachment point 

L 0.2 m 

Elastic bands  Should have minimal contact 
with the skin 
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A custom Matlab script was used (MathWorks, USA) to search for attachment point locations 
that satisfy the conditions for balance and constraints. Preferably, solutions  are chosen where 
the elastic band does not touch the arm, to reduce friction between the elastic bands and the 
skin. Feasible combinations of model parameters that respect all constraints are investigated 
for similarity to obtain a shoulder brace design that is easily customizable to 90 percent (5th 
to 95th percentile) of the adult population. Anthropometric models of this population were 
constructed using normative data from multiple sources [26-27]. 

2.4.2. Conditions for Balance 
The shoulder brace should be properly aligned to minimize the added resistance by the brace 
to arm movements. A sensitivity analysis is performed to investigate the sources of 
misalignment that potentially degrade the balance of the system. For this analysis a fixed 
reference geometry (50th percentile male) is used and only mechanism parameters are  
changed.  

Static balance is compromised if Eq. 2.1 or Eq. 2.2 are violated, or if the elastic bands are 
used outside their zero-free-length range such that Eq. 2.3 is no longer valid. In the following 
paragraphs we investigated the influence of changing these parameters on the conditions for 
balance. In Fig. 2.5 a graphical overview of all possible types of misalignment is presented.  

 
Fig. 2.4 – Sagittal view of the upper arm. The shaded arc around the shoulder joint shows the valid area for the 
proximal spring attachment locations and is bounded by the allowable distance from the skin surface (Rmax) 
and shoulder flexion (θf) and extension (θe) angles. The shaded area anterior and posterior of the upper arm 
shows the valid area for the distal spring attachment locations and is bounded by Rmax. The dots show a possible 
solution of the attachment point locations for the 50th percentile male. For 90 percent of the adult population, 
the proximal spring attachment points P1 and P2 are always located on the dashed line. 
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1) Potential Energy: Eq. 2.2 relies on the correct positioning of the center of rotation of the 
mechanism with the anatomical center of rotation. We investigated the influence of 
misalignment between the anatomical and mechanism center of rotation (Fig. 2.5A) by  
shifting the center of rotation ± 2 cm in x- and y-direction. Also, the misalignment between 
the theoretical and implemented elastic band attachment points is investigated by varying a1 
± 20% with respect to a2 (Fig. 2.5B), and varying k1 ± 20% with respect to k2 (Fig. 2.5C). 
Since r1 and r2 are equal as both distal attachment points are always moved simultaneously 
along the linear slider, we will not investigate the influence of ratio r1 and r2 on the balance. 

2) Enclosed Angles: Eq. 2.1 is compromised if either angle α and/or β is changed such that 
the addition of these angles is not equal to π. In Fig. 2.5D the angle α is changed between 
±20%. In Fig. 2.5E the vertical location of the distal attachment points on the upper arm is 
changed between ± 20%. This influences angle β.  

3) Zero-Free Length: If the force-length relationship of the elastic bands changes over time, 
for example due to degradation of the elastomeric chains, the elastic bands may not have a 
zero-free length anymore. This will distort the balance of the system since Eq. 2.3 is violated. 
We measure the force-length characteristics with the experimental test setup described in the 
next paragraph. A linear regression model is fitted to the force-length data according to: 

 𝐹𝐹 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 (2.4) 

Here, β0 is the intercept, k the slope of the linear fit and F and x are respectively the measured 
force and elastic band length.  

 

 
Fig. 2.5 – Parameters that are changed to investigate static balance of the system. A) Mechanism center of 
rotation shifted in x- and y-direction. B) Changing distance a1 with respect to a2. C) Changing stiffness k1 with 
respect to k2. D) Changing angle α. E) Changing angle β by varying length L. 
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Fig. 2.6 – Schematic top view of the experimental test rig to perform lifetime and stiffness measurements of 
elastic bands. A rotating arm is connected to the motor (M) to continuously elongate and shorten two elastic 
bands (E1 and E2) between limits lmin and lmax. These limits can set by moving H1 and H2 along the x-axis 
and by moving the HR along the rotating arm. A force sensor (F) is connected to measure the force-length 
characteristic at predefined intervals. 

 

We calculated the 95% confidence intervals of the intercept β0 of the linear fit. The elastic 
bands show zero-free-length behavior if the value 0 is included in the confidence intervals of 
the intercept. The influence on the resulting balance can be determined by calculating the 
moment around the GHJ due to each band as a function of the flexion angle. 

2.4.3. Elastic Bands Characterization 
Two factors that influence the performance of the brace are the stiffness and lifetime of the 
elastic bands. An experimental test rig (Fig. 2.6) is developed to measure the force-length 
characteristics of the elastic bands over time during cyclic loading. From the data the stiffness 
can be computed. The system can also automatically detect failure of the elastic bands by 
analysis of sudden changes in the motor current. These data are used to compute the average 
lifetime. The setup includes LSB200 force sensors (Futek, USA) in series with elastic bands 
to measure the force during cyclic movements applied by an EC90 brushless rotary stage 
(Maxon Motor AG, Switzerland) connected to a rotating arm. The worst-case scenario 
involves cyclic stretching of the elastic bands between 150% and 350% of their length with 
a frequency of 1/3 Hz. These lengths equals a shoulder flexion angle between 0° and 90° for 
a 50th percentile male, see also Table 2.3. Four elastic bands are tested simultaneously of 
which two are connected to force sensors. Every 5 minutes force sensor data is collected 
during one complete cycle. Elastic bands of type 1 and 2 (see Table 2.2) are tested. The test 
setup was placed in an air-conditioned room (18 °C) to ensure equal test conditions. 

1) Stiffness: From the force-length relation of the elastic bands we can determine the stiffness 
in the zero-free-length range. A decreased stiffness will reduce the maximum force that the 
bands can apply to the arm. The stiffness of the elastic bands is derived from the slope (k) of 
the linear regression model (Eq. 2.4). 

2) Lifetime: If the elastic bands fail during use, the user will experience an undesired, sudden 
change in the magnitude of the force applied to the arm. By evaluating the lifetime during a 
worst-case scenario we can determine the average time required to replace the elastic bands. 
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2.4.4. Pilot Evaluation Methods 
Two patients with GHS are included in a pilot evaluation study to assess the functionality 
and subjective experiences of the shoulder subluxation support. Ethical approval for this 
study was obtained from the local Medical Ethics Committee.  

A physiatrist of the Roessingh, Center for Rehabilitation (Enschede, NL) selected the 
participants for this evaluation. The characteristics of the participants are listed in Table 2.4. 
Both subjects are clinically diagnosed with GHS of approximately 1 cm upon palpation, and 
suffer from GHS-related shoulder pain in rest and during movement. None of the participants 
had been prescribed a shoulder orthosis or other intervention prior to the study as none of the 
available commercially available orthoses were considered suitable for their condition and 
residual capabilities by their rehabilitation physician. Written informed consent was obtained 
from all participants before the study.  

The pilot evaluation consisted of two sessions. During the first session (∼30 min) several 
measurements of the patient’s arm, shoulder and trunk were taken to customize the shoulder 
brace. The aim of the second session (∼1 hour) was to gain insight in the functionality and 
comfort of the brace through quantitative measures, and qualitative observations. First the 
forces in the elastic bands were assessed. The subjects are instructed to tension the elastic 
bands to a level that feels comfortable, after which the lengths of the elastic bands were 
measured. The lengths are related to the applied forces according to Eq. 2.3. Then, the 
participants were asked to rate their average shoulder pain level during a normal day, and the 
minimum and maximum pain in the last 24 hours before the session on a scale from 0 to 10. 
Also, qualitative remarks about aspects such as restriction during arm movements due to the 
brace, stability of the GHJ and comfort of the design were obtained during a structured 
interview. Additionally the donning and doffing time were recorded. Finally, the System 
Usability Scale (SUS) was conducted to subjectively assess usability. The provided SUS 
indices of the new design are important indicators during the development process. Subjects 
are asked to score the agreement or disagreement with 10 statements on a 5-point Likert scale. 
The results are translated to a score between 0 and 100 [28]. Higher scores represent a better 
usability. 

 Subject 1 Subject 2 
Age 54 19 
Sex M M 
Condition Dysplasia and secondary 

osteoarthritis with involvement of 
capsule and rotator cuff musculature 

Hypermobility of rotator 
cuff caused by Ehlers-
Danlos syndrome 

Condition phase Chronic Chronic 
Affected shoulder R R 
Dominant side R L 
Length (cm) 180 186 
Weight (kg) 92 72 

Table 2.4 – Subject characteristics 
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2.5. Results 
2.5.1. Attachment Point Locations 
Valid elastic band locations are identified that satisfy the conditions for static balance (Eq. 
2.1 to Eq. 2.3) and don’t violate the proposed constraints (Table 2.3).  

For 90% of the adult population, the attachment points P1 and P2 are located on the dashed 
line of Fig. 2.4. For the 50th percentile male, the solution is indicated with markers (o) in 
Fig. 2.4. This solution allows the users to freely move their arm between angles θf = 90° and 

 
Figure 2.7 – Moments caused by the shoulder brace for a 50th percentile male when parameters of the shoulder 
brace are varied with respect to the optimal configuration. The parameters are graphically depicted in Fig. 2.4. 
In the optimal configuration the system is balanced. In this configuration, the moment caused by the shoulder 
brace is 0 Nm over the complete movement from 20° to 90° flexion. A negative value represents a moment that 
counteracts arm flexion. A) X-coordinate of CoR changed with  2 cm. B) Y-coordinate of CoR changed with  2 
cm. C) Distance a1 changed 20% with respect to a2. D) Stiffness k1 changed 20% with respect to k2. E) Angle 
α changed 20% with respect to optimal configuration (145°). F) Length L changed  20% with respect to optimal 
configuration (0.2 m). G) Moment required by a 50th percentile male to lift his arm against gravity for different 
flexion angles. (Note: the scale of the y-axis has changed.) 
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θe = 20° without touching the shoulder bracket. Also, the spring attachment points stay close 
to the body within the specified limits.  

2.5.2. Conditions for Balance 
A detailed overview of the resulting moments due to shifts of model parameters can be found 
in Appendix 2.1. A deviation from the optimal configuration of the elastic band attachment 
points of the shoulder brace will affect the equations for balance (Eq. 2.1 to Eq. 2.3). For 
each model parameter change (see also Fig. 2.5), the effects on the balance of the system 
were investigated. In summary, the study showed that in neutral position, the alignment of 
the brace is most sensitive for shifts between the mechanism CoR and anatomical CoR in x-
direction. For example, a 2 cm shift leads to an additional moment of 0.5 Nm (Fig 2.7A). 
Furthermore, a shift in y-direction of the CoR does not lead to an unbalance in neutral position 
(Fig. 2.7B). However, the moment increases for larger flexion angles. Also, a vertical 
displacement of the distal attachment points (Fig. 2.7F), which occurs during tensioning of 
the elastic bands, does not create large additional moments (<0.1 Nm). 

2.5.3. Elastic Bands Characterization 
1) Lifetime: For each elastic band tested, the number of cycles until failure is recorded. Elastic 
bands of type 1 have an average number of cycles until failure of 29 × 103 ± 8.9 × 103 (n = 
20). Type 2 bands have an average number of cycles until failure of 9.5 × 103 ± 2.9 × 103 (n 
= 20). All elastic bands failed at the interface between pin and band. The average number of 
arm movements of healthy individuals reported in literature (above 40° with a duration 
between 1 and 5 s) is approximately between 100 and 120 movements per hour [15,19].When 
the number of cycles until failure are compared to the average number of arm movements, 
we can conclude that the elastic band of type I is able to withstand at least 30 days of usage 
in worst-case scenario (continuous stretching between 0° and 90° for 8 hours per day). For 
the type 2 elastic bands the average lifetime equals approximately 10 days of use in the 
extreme case. 

 
Fig. 2.8 – Boxplots showing the stiffness (N/m) of the measured elastic bands type I (left) and type II (right) over 
bins of Δ20% of their lifetime. 
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2) Stiffness: The stiffness of the elastic bands of type I and type II is determined using a linear 
regression fit. The average stiffness of the elastic bands is plotted as a function of the lifetime 
binned over intervals of 20% in Fig. 2.8. The average stiffness of the type I elastic bands 
drops from 34.3 N/m to 31.7 N/m. This equals a decrease of 7.8%. The average stiffness of 
the type II elastic bands drops from 48.5 N/m to 46.6 N/m. This equals a decrease of 3.9%. 
As a result, the maximum force that the elastic bands can generate will also decrease. The 
user can compensate for this decreased force by adding more elastic bands or stretch the 
bands to generate the same amount of supporting force. 

2.5.4. Pilot evaluation 
The results of the pilot evaluation are presented in Table 2.5.  

1) Applied force: The tension in the elastic bands was measured and scaled to the arm weight 
of the subjects. The arm weight was estimated from the body mass [27]. Subject 1 applied a 
force of 32 N. This equals a percentage of 71% of his approximated arm weight. The tension 
in the elastic bands of subject 2 was 29 N. This equals 83% of his approximated arm weight.  

2) Glenohumeral stability: The glenohumeral stability was subjectively assessed. Both 
patients reported a feeling of increased stability of the shoulder when wearing the orthosis. 
Subject 2 mentioned that he could lift objects more easily due to this increased stability.  

3) Restriction during movement: The restriction of the arm due to the construction of the 
brace during movements was scored on a scale from 0 to 10 by the subjects, where 0 indicates 
no restriction and 10 is a high level of restriction. Subject 1 reported no hindrance (0/10) 
during voluntary arm movements. Subject 2 experienced very little hindrance (1/10) during 
voluntary arm movements. Also, both subjects were asked to rate the additional effort they 
had to provide during movement due to resistance by the brace caused by possible 
misalignment on a scale from 0 (no added resistance) to 10 (high level of resistance). Both 
subjects reported no added resistance (0/10) by the elastic bands during maximal arm flexion 
and abduction movements. 

4) Pain: The least and worst shoulder pain experienced by subject 1 in the last 24 hours was 
respectively 0 and 6. He reported an average pain during a normal day of 4. Subject 2 

Table 2.5 – Results of the pilot evaluation. 

 Subject 1 Subject 2 
Force elastic bands (% of arm weight) 71 83 
Type of elastic band used Type II Type II 
Restriction due to construction of brace (0-10) 0 1 
Restriction due to added resistance by elastic 
bands (0-10) 

0 0 

Pain score, min-max during last 24h (0-10) 0-6 2-6 
Pain score, average of normal day (0-10) 4 5 
Pain score without brace (0-10) 4 4 
Pain score with brace (0-10) 1 4 
SUS score (0-100) 97.5 92.5 
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experienced a pain with a score between 2 and 6 in the last 24 hours. During a normal day 
his average pain score is 5. The instantaneous effect of the brace on the shoulder pain was 
assessed by scoring the pain without and with the shoulder brace. At the start of the second 
session, subject 1 experienced a pain of 4. With the brace his pain score reduced to 1. For 
subject 2 there was no difference in pain score without and with the orthosis. In both cases 
his pain score was 4. 

5) Comfort: Regarding comfort of the device, the subjects reported high pressures on the 
shoulder arc. The arm cuff stayed in place when applying tension to the elastic band. No 
irritation of the skin occurred. Subject 1 noted that it was difficult to attach the posterior 
elastic band to the shoulder bracket. Subject 2 mentioned that the comfort during seating 
could be improved since the harness of the brace is running over the spine and touches the 
back rest of a chair. Currently, the orthosis has a weight of 650g.  

6) Usability: The average donning time of both participants over three trials is 86s. The 
average doffing time measured across three trials is 22s. Both participants completed the SUS 
for the shoulder brace after the second session. The SUS score of subject 1 was 97.5 and the 
score of subject 2 was 92.5. 

2.6. Discussion 
Patients with GHS and GHS-related shoulder pain may benefit from a shoulder brace that 
provides a restoring force to realign the GHJ. Current solutions are limited in that they impede 
the retaining range of motion of the upper arm. For these patients, a new shoulder subluxation 
support is developed that does not have the disadvantages of the currently available braces. 
The orthosis is applicable to a wide target population, including, but not limited to stroke, 
rotator cuff injury and neuromuscular diseases. Also, the orthosis can be used in a clinical 
and home setting to facilitate training and activities of daily living.  

The brace contains two statically balanced zero-free length springs that realign the shoulder 
joint while providing a restoring glenoid-directed force. To guarantee the static balance of 
the system, and thus allow unrestricted arm movement within the retaining range of motion 
of the user, the shoulder brace should be aligned such that the equations for static balance 
(Eq. 2.1 to Eq. 2.3) hold. Misalignment of the brace is defined as the offset of one or more 
elastic band attachment point locations from the desired position. Providing clear instructions 
for the initial fitting by the orthotist is important, because only inaccurate brace fitting can 
result in a misalignment of the elastic bands, leading to a supporting force that is not directed 
toward the center of rotation of the shoulder joint. When misalignment occurs, the user will 
experience either a resistive or assistive force when the arm is kept in a certain position. The 
orthotist should in this case realign the elastic bands to match the conditions for static balance.  

For each error source contributing to the misalignment of the brace, the effect on the balance 
of the system is investigated. Simulation results revealed that shifts in x- or y-direction of the 
shoulder brace CoR with respect to the anatomical CoR have the most detrimental effects on 
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the balance. However, even in these cases, the added moment due to misalignment is low 
(<0.5 Nm). 

In our simulation, we determined the influence of one parameter at the time on the unbalance 
of the system. In practice, misalignment of the brace can violate multiple parameters of the 
conditions for static balance simultaneously. Depending on the specific configuration of the 
brace, the change of multiple parameters can either reinforce or reduce the unbalance.  

Also, we only considered arm movements in the sagittal plane (flexion/extension). A detailed 
analysis of the balance in the frontal plane during abduction is presented in Appendix 2.2. In 
the frontal plane the system acts as a gravity equilibrator, compensating the (partial) weight 
of the arm in abduction. Changing the location of the distal spring attachment points will 
change the magnitude of the abduction force provided by the mechanism. 

The average lifetime of the elastic bands is determined during a worst-case test. The 
disposable elastic bands are very cheap and easily replaceable. Tests have confirmed that 
both types of elastic bands survive during a sufficient time before replacement of the bands 
is required. All bands failed at the attachment point. Improving this interface by reducing the 
friction between the attachment point and elastic band will probably extend the lifetime of 
the elastic bands.  

In a pilot study with two participants several aspects of the shoulder orthosis were 
investigated. Both patients reported that the shoulder subluxation support provided a 
stabilizing force to the shoulder and, to a lesser extent, provided an immediate shoulder pain 
relief. The participants also addressed several issues regarding the comfort of the brace. Both 
subjects reported large reaction forces on the shoulder arc. The shoulder subluxation support 
reduces the stress by applying a force between the humerus and scapula. The magnitude of 
these reaction forces is directly related to the tension in the elastic bands. The comfort will 
likely be increased if the pressure distribution of the shoulder bracket is improved, for 
example, by using softer materials. Another improvement could be the reduction of weight. 
The results of the SUS suggest that the usability of the proposed system is promising. The 
device is likely to be accepted in daily activities for scores above 70. Truly superior products 
score better than 90 [29]. A comparison with other orthoses is not possible, as the SUS scores 
of these devices are not available.  

The conclusions presented in this study are based on quantitative and qualitative remarks 
about glenohumeral stability, pain, comfort and usability during a pilot evaluation with only 
two patients. Still, the results provide valuable insights and suggestions for improvements. A 
clinical study will be performed to further investigate the functionality and usability of the 
system. The shoulder pain will be evaluated after (medium) prolonged orthosis usage to 
assess the added benefit of the device for pain reduction. In this future study, we will also 
investigate the GHJ alignment using an imaging modality such as ultrasound, in order to 
objectively establish the re-positioning of the humeral head in the glenoid by the brace. This 
method has an advantage over conventional radiographs since there is no radiation involved. 
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2.7. Conclusion 
In this study, a new shoulder subluxation support is presented for patients with GHS and 
GHS-related shoulder pain. The brace uses two statically balanced zero-free-length springs 
that provide an external force to the arm in the direction of the glenoid in different arm 
postures. Compared to existing shoulder braces, our design has the potential to reduce GHS-
related shoulder pain without impeding the range of motion of the user, even when the arm 
is moved away from the neutral position. Preliminary tests with two participants showed 
promising results.  

Appendix 2.1 
A deviation from the optimal configuration of the elastic band attachment points of the 
shoulder brace will affect the equations for balance which are given by Eq. 2.1 to Eq. 2.3. 
For each model parameter change, the effects on the balance of the system are investigated.  

The results of this sensitivity analysis are depicted in Fig. 2.7. The horizontal line at 0 Nm 
represents the optimal configuration of the elastic band attachment points. The resulting 
moments can be visually compared to a reference moment Fig. 2.7G. This is the moment 
required to lift the arm against gravity for each flexion angle. These results are discussed in 
the paragraphs below. 

Potential Energy 
A shift in the center of rotation with respect to the anatomical center of rotation in both x- 
and y-direction was simulated. A shift in x-direction (Fig. 2.7A) disturbs the balance when 
the arm is in neutral position and decreases to approximately 0 Nm at a flexion angle of 90°. 
For the y-direction (Fig. 2.7B) the opposite occurs. A slight shift does not affect the resulting 
moment in neutral position. However, the moment added by the brace increases when the 
arm is flexed. For a shift of 2 cm a resulting moment of approximately 0.45 Nm occurs at a 
flexion angle of 90°. 

The effect of changing length a1 (with respect to a2) on the resulting moment can be seen in 
Fig. 2.7C. From this graph we can see that a maximum moment of approximately 0.2 Nm 
occurs around 30° shoulder flexion for an increase in length of a1 of 20%.  

The stiffness of the anterior and posterior elastic bands are varied. In Fig. 2.7D the results are 
shown. A  maximum moment of approximately 0.2 Nm is observed at 30° flexion. 

Enclosed Angles 
Changing angle α will affect  Eq. 2.1, which is required for balance of the system. The results 
are shown in Fig. 2.7E. It can be seen that in neutral position the arm will experience a 
moment due to the misalignment of the brace. When the arm is flexed, the moment reduces 
to 0 Nm at about 30° after which it increases again to a maximum of about 0.3 Nm at 90° 
flexion.  
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Changing the vertical location (L) of attachment points D1 and D2 on the upper arm will alter 
angle β. The resulting moment (Fig. 2.7F) shows a similar trend as was seen when varying 
angle α. The maximum moment occurs at 90° flexion and is approximately 0.25 Nm. 

Zero-Free-Length 
The force-length characteristics of the elastic bands type I and type II are shown in Fig. 2.9 
averaged over their lifetime.  

For each data set, a linear regression fit was computed. A zero-free-length is achieved when 
the 95% confidence interval of the intercept includes the value 0. The dashed lines in Fig. 2.9 
indicate the average length range in which the elastic bands show zero-free-length behavior. 

 
Fig. 2.9 – Force-length characteristics of elastic bands of type I and II averaged over their lifetime. The type I 
elastic band shows zero-free- length behavior between 180% and 350% of their initial length . The type II elastic 
band shows zero-free-length behavior between 230% and 350% of their initial length.. 

 
 
Fig. 2.10 – Moments caused by the non-zero-free-length characteristics of the elastic bands for a 50th percentile 
male. 
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For the type I elastic bands the zero-free-length behavior is observed between 180% and 
350% of their initial length. The type II elastic bands show zero-free-length behavior between 
230% and 350%. In the shoulder support, the elastic bands are used between 150% and 350%, 
which is outside their linear range. This will affect the balance of the system. The moment 
that is added by the elastic bands is plotted in Fig. 2.10 as a function of the flexion angle. For 
the type I elastic bands the maximum moment is approximately 0.03 Nm. For the type II 
elastic bands the maximum moment is approximately 0.08 Nm. Compared to the moment 
required to move the arm through the range of motion (see also Fig. 2.7G), this additional 
moment is negligible.  

Appendix 2.2 
In the manuscript, only the balance of the arm in the sagittal plane has been considered (Fig. 
2.11A). The moments created by the anterior and posterior elastic bands are balanced, such 
that no net moment is introduced around the CoR of the shoulder joint. The locations of the 
attachment point A and P are shown in the frontal plane, see Fig. 2.11B.  

In the frontal plane, the combination of the two elastic bands acts as a gravity equilibrator. 
Depending on the distance (aA and aP, Fig. 2.11B) of points A and P with respect to the CoR, 
each of the bands contribute to exactly compensating (part of) the weight of the arm. An 
elastic band that is attached above the CoR (e.g., point A in Fig. 2.11) will contribute to an 
abducting moment of the arm, whereas an elastic band that is attached below the CoR (e.g., 
point P in Fig. 2.11) will contribute to an adducting moment of the arm. 

 

 

Fig. 2.11 - A) Sagittal view of the arm showing the CoR, the elastic band anterior (A) and posterior (P) 
attachment points (dots) and force vector (arrow). B) Frontal view with the arm in 45° abduction. In abduction, 
a net abducting moment is introduced as a result of both force vectors FA and FP. 
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The condition for static balance of this gravity equilibrator in the frontal plane is [24]: 

 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟 (2.5) 

Here mg is the force caused by the arm weight, acting on distance L from the CoR. The elastic 
bands with stiffness k are attached at a distance r from the CoR to the upper arm and a distance 
a to the trunk. See also Fig. 2.12 for a schematic overview. From the equation it can be seen 
that the amount of weight that is compensated (m) is, among others, determined by the 
position of the attachment points A and P.  

Given the optimized position of attachment points A and P in the sagittal plane, the 
combination of elastic bands will compensate approximately 6% (220g) of the arm weight of 
a 50th percentile adult male throughout the entire range of motion in the frontal plane 
(abduction angle). 

In general, having an assistive abducting moment can be beneficial, as patients with reduced 
muscle strength are aided (to a small extent) in abduction. Also, patients with continuous 
tension on the rotator cuff musculature due to glenohumeral subluxation may find assistance 
by the brace during abduction beneficial. If desired by the patient, the abducting moment can 
be increased by moving attachment point locations A and/or P up. However, this will 
deteriorate the balance of the arm in the sagittal plane during flexion. The abducting moment 
can also be increased by moving attachment points A and P laterally in the frontal plane. 
However, then the system is no longer a perfect gravity equilibrator, which means that the 
relative amount of weight compensation changes with the abduction angle. This is shown in 
Fig. 2.13. If A and P are shifted medially (‘o’, solid line), additional effort is required to 
overcome the adducting moment caused by the bands. But if A and P are shifted laterally 
(‘∗’, solid line), the assisting moment helps the patient to abduct his arm. 

 

 
Fig. 2.12 – Schematic overview showing the basic components of the gravity equilibrator. Force mg acting on a 
distance L from the shoulder joint is balanced by a zero-free-length spring with stiffness k attached at distance 
a and r from the rotational center. 
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Fig. 2.13 – Abduction moment versus angle plots for three locations of the anterior (A) and posterior (P) elastic 
band attachment points. If points A and P are vertically aligned with the CoR in the frontal plane, the abduction 
moment caused by the elastic bands increases for larger abduction angles of the arm (+). Moving the attachment 
points in lateral (*) or medial (o) direction causes an offset of the abduction moment (solid lines). This moment 
now counteracts (in case of a lateral shift) or assists (in case of a medial shift) the patient’s voluntary abduction 
moment, as can be seen by comparing the moment required to lift the arm (solid thick line) and the resulting 
moments when the elastic bands act on the arm (dashed lines). 
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 Feasibility of reconstructing the glenohumeral center of 
rotation with a single camera setup 

 

Abstract—Background: An accurate estimation of the glenohumeral joint center of rotation 
(CoR) is important during alignment of braces and exoskeletons, as a misalignment will 
introduce undesired forces on the human body. The aim of this research was to develop a 
new method to estimate the glenohumeral CoR and register the location to the body using a 
single camera and two printed markers. Methods: During shoulder anteflexion, the arm 
roughly describes an arc in the sagittal plane, with the glenohumeral joint in the center. Two 
binary square-fiducial ArUco markers were secured to the upper arm and the scapula, their 
position and orientation were obtained, and a sphere was fitted to the coordinates of the arm 
marker. The sphere center position was then registered on the skin. The accuracy was 
assessed with a test bench with a known rotational center. The repeatability was assessed in 
vivo with five healthy participants. Results: The mean absolute offset between the true CoR 
of the test bench and the fitted sphere centers across multiple trials was 2.7mm at a velocity 
of 30°/s, and 2.5mm at 60°/s. The root mean squared distance from the estimated sphere 
centers after each trial to the mean sphere center across all trials per participant was 5.1 mm 
on average for the novice examiner and 5.2mm for the expert examiner. Conclusions: The 
proposed method is able to accurately and precisely estimate the glenohumeral CoR. 
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3.1. Background 
The center of rotation (CoR) is the point around which an object rotates. Locating the CoR 
of a limb inside a joint is important when aligning braces and exoskeletons. A misalignment 
between the CoR of a brace or exoskeleton and the anatomical CoR creates undesired forces 
on the human body and will negatively interfere with the working principle of the brace or 
exoskeleton [1]. 

Recently, we developed a shoulder brace which provides support to patients with shoulder 
pain due to glenohumeral subluxation [2]. Springs apply a restoring force between the 
humerus and glenoid joint surface of the scapula, such that the joint is re-positioned while 
residual motion is not impeded. Correct positioning of the springs that create this upward 
force depends on a correct estimation of the glenohumeral joint CoR (GH-CoR) in the sagittal 
plane. Incorrect assumptions about the location of its rotational center will create external 
forces that impede arm movement. 

Typically, brace alignment involves positioning a mechanical (2D) hinge relative to a plane 
of motion. So instead of representing the CoR as a three-dimensional coordinate, we only 
have to deal with the CoR as a two-dimensional coordinate. Brace alignment requires a 
reliable method to accurately locate the GH-CoR using low-cost equipment. Also, the 
estimated location should be easily registered on the patient’s body to allow alignment of the 
brace to the estimated CoR. Besides, the method should be quickly performed to be accepted 
in the clinical practice. 

3.1.1. Center of rotation estimation 
During brace alignment, often bony landmarks are palpated to estimate the location of the 
rotation axis of a joint. Unfortunately, palpation of the GH-CoR is not possible as it is an 
internal anatomical landmark [3]. 

Functional identification methods estimate the CoR from the relative motion of adjacent body 
segments. Motion of one segment is recorded with respect to another segment [4]. A spherical 
or circle fit on the cluster of the measured marker positions will reveal the rotational center 
of the joint in 3D or 2D respectively. These methods are valid for the glenohumeral joint 
since it can be considered a spherical (or ball-and-socket) joint with a fixed rotational center 
[5].  

Different techniques have been proposed to obtain the relative motion of moving body 
segments, including (miniaturized) magneto-inertial measurement units (MIMUs) [6-9], 
optical motion tracking with two or more synchronized cameras [4,10-12] (e.g. 
stereophotogrammetry [13]), electromagnetic tracking [3,14] or ultrasound [12]. Many of 
these methods involve the use of expensive equipment, or are time-consuming, which limits 
their availability and usability. 

3.1.2. Square-based fiducial markers 
Square-based fiducial markers are passive markers that are placed in the field of view of a 
camera. Knowing the markers are square, their pose with respect to the camera can be 
estimated [15]. If the markers are attached to body segments such as the upper arm or scapula, 
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the 3D position and orientation of these segments can be obtained. The setup may consist of 
only one cheap fixed-focus webcam. The markers itself are printed on paper. 

Several types of square-based fiducial markers are reported in literature, such as ArUco [16-
17] and AprilTag [18]. These markers consist of a black border and a unique inner (black and 
white) binary code for identification. Based on fiducial marker performance criteria such as 
false-negative rate (probability that a marker is present while not reported), and intermarker 
confusion rate (probability that a wrong marker id is reported) [19], ArUco markers were 
selected [20]. Previously, fiducial markers have been used for motion capture purposes [21-
22]. To our best knowledge, these markers have never been used before to estimate the 
rotational center of the glenohumeral joint for brace alignment. 

3.1.3. Registration 
Registration of the estimated CoR position on the skin allows us to visually align the 
rotational centers of the brace and the glenohumeral joint.  

3.1.4. Aim 
The objective of this study is (1) to develop a procedure to estimate the GH-CoR using a 
single-camera setup and two square-based fiducial ArUco markers and to register the 
estimated location on the skin, and (2) to evaluate the proposed procedure by determining the 
repeatability and accuracy of the estimated values. Accuracy was assessed with a test bench 
with a known rotational center. Repeatability was assessed in vivo with healthy participants. 

3.2. Methods 
3.2.1. CoR estimation 
Because the GH joint is a ball-and-socket joint, a marker attached to the arm describes an arc 
that approximates a sphere with respect to the GH-CoR. The projected center of this sphere 
on the sagittal plane is defined as the GH-CoR in the sagittal plane. The CoR estimation 
procedure described below provides an estimate of the GH-CoR. 

Setup  
The setup for the CoR estimation consisted of a generic, fixed focus webcam with a resolution 
of 1920x1080 pixels (C-400, Hama), a computer for data processing, a chair with back rest 
and two ArUco markers (Fig. 3.1). The webcam was mounted on a tripod, with its principal 
axis aligned perpendicular to the sagittal plane of the glenohumeral joint. One ArUco marker 
(Ma) was secured to the upper arm with a strap, and the other marker (Ms) was secured to 
the scapula with a custom L-shaped holder and double-sided adhesive. Both markers were 
printed on plain paper and their size was 32.5 x 32.5 mm. 

It is important to tightly fasten both markers to their respective body segments, since relative 
motion between the marker and the body segment may introduce errors when estimating the 
CoR. The webcam was calibrated by obtaining several views of a calibration pattern with a 
known geometry to quantify distortions that were introduced by the lens. The calibration 
procedure only has to be performed once for each camera. 
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Fig. 3.1 – Schematic overview of the measurement setup showing a subject sitting on a chair with the two ArUco 
markers (Ma and Ms) and camera with its principal axis placed perpendicular to the sagittal plane, 
approximately in line with the z-axis of the CoR. When the subject is performing an anteflexion movement of the 
arm (movement in the sagittal plane), marker Ma that is attached to the upper arm describes an arc. Marker Ms 
is attached to the lateral portion of the scapula. From the relative movement of the marker Ma with respect to 
the marker Ms the CoR can be estimated through sphere fitting. An adhesive with grid pattern is placed on the 
humeral head region, and is used for registering the estimated CoR position to the skin. 

 

Aruco markers  
The pose of the two ArUco markers was detected with the open-source ArUco library [16-
17,23]. To increase the accuracy of the marker pose estimation, the marker pose tracker 
algorithm with discriminative correlation filters was implemented [23]. This algorithm 
detects the initial position of each marker and tracks the marker’s position in subsequent 
frames.  

Procedure  
The CoR estimation procedure consists of four main steps: 

1. Obtain arm marker coordinates from video. Video recordings (frame rate = 25 frames per 
second) of arm flexion movements in the sagittal plane were processed with the ArUco 
marker pose tracking algorithm [23] to obtain the transformation matrices that express the 
translation and rotation from the local coordinate systems ΨS (scapula) and ΨA (arm) to the 
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(global) camera coordinate system ΨC, see also Fig. 3.2. 𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 is the 4x4 homogeneous 
transformation matrix from ΨS to ΨC, and 𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶 from ΨA to ΨC. 

2. Transform arm marker coordinates from camera coordinate system to scapula marker 
coordinate system. To account for possible trunk movements of the subject with respect to 
the camera during a measurement, the arm marker coordinates (𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶) were expressed in the 
scapula marker coordinate system ΨS. This transformation is provided by the 4x4 
homogeneous matrix (𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆) which transforms data from ΨA to ΨS: 

 𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆 = (𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶)−1𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶 (3.1) 

3. Fit sphere to arm marker data. The equation of a sphere is given by: 

 (𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 − 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥)2 + �𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦 − 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦�
2 + (𝑝𝑝𝑧𝑧 − 𝑠𝑠𝑧𝑧)2 = 𝑅𝑅2 (3.2) 

With (px, py, pz) points on the sphere, (sx, sy, sz) the center of the sphere and R its radius.  

A sphere was fitted to the 3D arm marker coordinates (expressed in ΨS) using a least-squares 
method. Finding the least squares fit corresponds to minimizing the squared Euclidean 
(geometric) distances (di) between the arm marker coordinates (px,i, py,i, pz,i) and the estimated 
sphere center (sx, sy, sz): 

 
Fig. 3.2 – Schematic overview of the local marker coordinate systems (ΨS and ΨA) and global camera coordinate 
system (ΨC). Each video frame the arm marker coordinates are sampled. The CoR in the sagittal plane is defined 
as the projected center of a sphere that is fitted to the processed marker coordinates. 
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 Minℱ = ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
2𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1  (3.3) 

with: 

 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 = ��𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥�
2 + �𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦�

2 + �𝑝𝑝𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑠𝑠𝑧𝑧�
2 − 𝑅𝑅 (3.4) 

4. Project sphere center coordinates on to image plane. Finally, the (3D) sphere center 
coordinates (sx, sy, sz) which are expressed in reference frame ΨS, were projected onto the 
camera plane using OpenCV’s projectPoints function [24]. The resulting sphere center 
location in the camera plane (𝑐𝑐�̅�𝑥 , 𝑐𝑐�̅�𝑦) allows for registration of the estimated sphere center to 
the body. 

3.2.2. Registration 
The estimated sphere center location should be registered on the upper arm to be able to align 
the brace to the shoulder center of rotation in the sagittal plane. 

Setup  
Before the measurement, an adhesive with a grid pattern (5 x 5 mm grid size) was placed on 
the lateral region of the shoulder (see Fig. 3.3A) to guide the registration of the estimated 
rotational center on to the body. 

Procedure  
The registration procedure consisted of three steps: (1) plot the projected sphere center (in 
pixels) on the captured image using Matlab 2019a (MathWorks, USA). (2) Measure the 
center position in the grid coordinate system (where (0,0) is the lower left corner of the grid). 
(3) Mark the location on the body. In Fig. 3.3B a close-up of the adhesive with grid pattern 
is shown, together with the estimated projected sphere centers across individual trials and its 
mean value. 

 
Fig. 3.3 – A) The projected sphere centers can be plotted on the captured video frame. The adhesive that was 
attached to the subject’s skin serves as a reference during registration of the found center to the skin. B) Close-
up of the grid pattern showing the estimated sphere centers across individual trials (o) and the mean sphere 
center (+) and its position in the grid coordinate system. 
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3.2.3. Experimental procedure 
With two experiments both the accuracy and repeatability of the CoR estimation procedure 
were determined.  

 
Fig. 3.4 – Setup that was used to determine the accuracy of the CoR estimation method. A servo (1) rotates the 
moving ArUco marker (2) at a fixed speed. Since the true rotational center (3) is known, the offset of the estimated 
sphere center with respect to the actual center can be determined. 

 

Accuracy 
Accuracy is defined as the mean difference between the estimated rotational center and the 
true rotational center across multiple trials. A test bench with a known rotational center was 
used to determine the accuracy of the CoR estimation procedure (Fig. 3.4). The test bench 
consisted of a fixed and moving segment to which two ArUco markers (size = 32.5 mm) are 
attached. The camera was placed 50 cm from the test bench, and was horizontally aligned 
with the rotational center of the test bench. The distance from the moving marker to the 
rotational center was 10 cm. The rotation of the moving segment was controlled with a servo 
motor and custom software. Measurements were performed at two velocities: 30 and 60°/s. 
Each trial, the segment was moved 5 times between 0 and 60° anteflexion. 

In total, 10 trials were recorded and the data was processed with Matlab 2019a (Mathworks, 
USA). The estimated center of rotation (𝑐𝑐�̅�𝑥 , 𝑐𝑐�̅�𝑦) was obtained for every trial by performing 
the steps described in the CoR estimation procedure. The true center of rotation (𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 , 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦) was 
obtained by manually registering the actual location on the image. The mean absolute offset 
(doff) between the estimated and true rotational center across n trials was calculated according 
to: 

 𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 1
𝑛𝑛
∑ ��𝑐𝑐�̅�𝑥,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥�

2 + �𝑐𝑐�̅�𝑦,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦�
2𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1  (3.5) 
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The mean offset was reported, and a two-sample t-test was performed to determine whether 
the offset distance between the true and estimated rotational center significantly changed (p 
<0.05) for different velocities (30°/s and 60°/s). 

Repeatability 
Repeatability is defined as the degree to which repeated measurements would lead to similar 
results under similar circumstances and was evaluated with five non-impaired subjects with 
a median age of 35 (range 32-63). The subjects had no history of shoulder-related complaints 
and were able to follow simple instructions. Ethical approval for this study was obtained from 
the Ethics Committee of the University of Twente (ref. number 2021.74). All participants 
gave their written informed consent prior to the start of the study. The subjects were seated 
on a chair with back rest, and faced such that their sagittal body plane was perpendicular to 
the camera. The subjects were instructed to lift their right arm, with fully extended elbow, in 
the sagittal plane without excessively moving their trunk. One movement consisted of 
moving from a neutral position to 60° anteflexion and back. One trial consisted of 5 
consecutive movements, with a constant velocity of approximately 30°/s that was guided by 
a metronome. Prior to each measurement session, an adhesive with a grid pattern (5 mm 
spacing) was attached to the subject’s skin at the humeral head region for registration 
purposes. The distance from the shoulder to the camera was 60 cm. The camera was 
positioned at an approximate equal height with the shoulder joint.  

Subjects were instructed to move their arm between 0 and 60° anteflexion. Although 
participants were able to lift their arm higher, a maximum angle of 60° anteflexion was 
chosen to restrict the motion from occurring in other joints of the shoulder complex than the 
glenohumeral joint as much as possible. During the first 60° the movement primarily occurs 
at the glenohumeral joint, with only a small contribution from the scapulothoracic joint. 

A strap with marker Ma was attached to the upper arm, approximately 15 cm from the 
glenohumeral axis of rotation. Marker Ms was attached to the flat portion of the acromion 
(lateral portion of the scapula, above the spinal process) using a 3D-printed part and double-
sided adhesive tape. This reduced skin movement artifacts as much as possible, as the 
acromion is said to have the least amount of skin movement artifact compared to other 
locations on the scapula [24]. 

Each trial was repeated 20 times. This includes putting on both markers, and positioning the 
subject in front of the camera. During the first 10 trials the subjects placed the markers on 
their body themselves. This condition resembled a novice examiner. During the last 10 trials, 
the researcher placed the markers on the subject. This condition resembled an experienced 
examiner.  

Video recordings were made during all measurements and the data was processed according 
to the CoR estimation and registration procedure described above. The repeatability of the 
method was assessed by calculating the root mean squared distance (RMS) from the 
estimated projected sphere centers (𝑐𝑐�̅�𝑥,𝑖𝑖 , 𝑐𝑐�̅�𝑦,𝑖𝑖) after each trial to the mean sphere center across 
all 𝑛𝑛 trials (�̅�𝑘,𝑦𝑦�) per subject: 
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 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = �1
𝑛𝑛
∑ ��𝑐𝑐�̅�𝑥,𝑖𝑖 − �̅�𝑘�2 + �𝑐𝑐�̅�𝑦,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦��2�𝑖𝑖  (3.6) 

A paired t-test was performed to detect significant differences in RMS (p <0.05) between the 
two examiners. 

3.3. Results 
3.3.1. Accuracy 
The mean absolute offset (doff) between the true center of rotation of the test bench and the 
fitted sphere centers across multiple trials was 2.7 mm (SD 0.72) when moving at a velocity 
of 30°/s. The mean absolute offset was 2.5 mm (SD 1.0) at 60°/s. A two-sample t-test revealed 
no significant difference between the two velocities. 

3.3.2. Repeatability 
The repeatability was assessed by evaluating how close individual measurements are to each 
other. For two participants only 19 trials were available for analysis, instead of 20. Once, 
because the video was not properly recorded, and once because the arm marker was rotated 
such that it was not detected by the marker pose tracker algorithm. For the other three subjects 
20 trials were available: 10 conducted by the novice examiner, and 10 by the expert examiner. 
A pair-wise comparison per subject revealed a mean distance of 6.6 mm (range 2.4 – 10.8 
mm) between the novice and expert examiner estimations. 

 
Fig. 3.5 – Mean-centered projected sphere center estimates for each of the five subjects (S1-S5) displayed on a 
5 mm spaced grid. Trials where the novice examiner performed the measurements are marked with (x) and where 
the expert examiner performed the measurements are marked with (o). 
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In Fig. 3.5 the estimated projected sphere center positions for each individual trial are shown 
per subject. To allow for a visual comparison of the data between the two conditions (‘novice’ 
and ‘expert’) the sphere center positions were mean-centered on the grid. 

The mean RMS value across all subjects was 5.1 mm (range 3.4 – 6.0 mm) for the novice 
examiner, and 5.2 mm (range 2.7 – 8.5 mm) for the expert examiner. A paired-sample t-test 
was performed. The difference between examiners was not statistically significant (p = 0.96). 
The 95% confidence interval of the difference was (-3.2, 3.0 mm). 

3.4. Discussion 
In this study we have shown that our proposed method can accurately estimate the rotational 
center of the glenohumeral joint. Accurate knowledge may improve the quality of the brace 
alignment. Not only because proper fitting will increase the performance of the brace, but 
also since undesired external forces may cause the brace to loosen over time. The accuracy 
and repeatability of our method is comparable with state-of-the-art methods, such as 
presented by Crabolu et al. [8] (accuracy mechanical test bench <3 mm), and Lempereur et 
al. [5] (in-vivo repeatability <4.11 to 8.25 mm). Compared to other methods our setup only 
comprises a cheap webcam (around €40) that can be used for many measurement sessions 
and the total assessment (including preparation time) takes less than three minutes to 
complete, which will further improve uptake in the clinical practice. In addition we have 
created a simple technique to register the found sphere center location to the body.  

Relative movements between the marker and the bony segment to which it was attached may 
potentially have negatively impacted the quality of the sphere fitting process. All trials have 
therefore been visually inspected for any large deviations from the marker coordinates to the 
fitted sphere. In general, the data seemed to match the fitted sphere outline well. Incidental 
skin marker artifacts may have occurred, but their influence on the CoR estimation was 
considered be minor, as the sphere fits were always based on the averaged data of one full 
trial (5 movements). Still, skin marker artifacts could have contributed to the variation among 
subjects, especially if they have a high body fat percentage. Difficulties in maintaining a 
constant arm speed throughout the measurement may have caused an uneven spreading of 
sampled marker coordinates within the movement range for several trials. This may affect 
the performance of the marker tracking algorithm. Also, excessive rotation of the upper arm 
during flexion-extension movements may have decreased the algorithm performance. 

3.5. Conclusion 
In this study we proposed a method to estimate the GH-CoR and register this location on the 
body for brace alignment. The accuracy of the method ranged from 2.5 to 2.7 mm under the 
assumption of no skin artifacts. The repeatability ranged from 5.1 to 5.2 mm for the novice 
and expert examiner. From these results we can conclude that our method is able to accurately 
estimate the GH-CoR with a high degree of repeatability. We observed no significant 
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differences between the measurements that were conducted by novice or expert examiners 
which means that the proposed method is robust for inter-rater differences. 

In the current study, healthy participants performed anteflexion movements from a neutral 
position to 60° anteflexion and back. Patients may not be able to perform these complete 
movements due to pain or other limitations. For these patients, we will explore the influence 
of a smaller movement arc (e.g. 30° anteflexion) on the quality of the estimation in a future 
research. However, it should be noted that patients with a very limited range of motion may 
not benefit from a dynamic orthosis that requires alignment with the shoulder joint. 

In the current work we only applied the method to the glenohumeral joint. In future research 
we will explore the possibilities of transferring the method to other joints such as the hip, 
knee or elbow.  
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 Accurate estimation of upper limb orthosis wear time 
using miniature temperature loggers 

 

Abstract—Objective: To propose and validate a new method for estimating upper limb 
orthosis wear time using miniature temperature loggers attached to locations on the upper 
body. Design: Observational study. Subjects: Fifteen healthy participants. Methods: Four 
temperature loggers were attached to the arm and chest with straps. Participants were asked 
to remove and re-attach the straps at specified time-points. The labelled temperature data 
obtained were used to train a decision tree classification algorithm to estimate wear time. The 
final performance (mean error and 95% confidence interval) of the trained classifier and the 
wear time estimation were assessed with a hold-out data-set. Results: The trained algorithm 
can correctly classify unseen temperature data with a mean classification error between 1.1% 
and 3.1% for the arm, and between 1.8% and 4.0% for the chest, depending on the sampling 
time of the temperature logger. This resulted in mean wear time errors between 0.5% and 
8.3% for the arm, and 0.13% and 13.0% for the chest. Conclusion: The proposed method 
based on a classifier can accurately estimate upper limb orthosis wear time. This method 
could enable healthcare professionals to gain insight into the wear time of any upper limb 
orthosis. 
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4.1. Introduction 
Upper limb orthoses are frequently prescribed to support patients with impairment of the 
shoulder, arm and hands. However, an orthosis can be effective only if it is used by patients. 
Little is known about treatment adherence with wearing upper limb orthoses. Physicians or 
therapists assume that the patient adheres to their prescribed treatment, but the actual wear 
time may deviate strongly from the prescribed time. The rate of non-use may be as high as 
one-third of all devices provided [1]. To evaluate the efficacy of a treatment that involves an 
orthosis, a reliable estimation of the wear time is required. 

Subjective methods, such as diaries or questionnaires, are low-cost and easy to implement, 
but are vulnerable to reporting bias (e.g. social desirability or recall errors) [2-3]. These 
subjective methods lack accuracy, as most patients tend to overestimate the degree of actual 
wear time [4]. Objective methods, such as measuring force [5–7], acceleration [8] or 
temperature [2, 4, 7, 9–11], have been proposed to overcome these problems. 

Of these proposed methods, temperature seems to be most suitable for measuring orthosis 
wear time, because of the small size of the sensors, low cost, ease of implementation in 
existing orthoses, and ability to take measurements over a prolonged period (up to a few 
months) without human intervention. Currently, no algorithms have been developed to 
estimate upper limb orthosis wear time using temperature sensors. Previous efforts to 
estimate wear time have focused mainly on orthopaedic footwear [2, 9] and spinal correction 
braces [4, 7]. In these applications, orthoses are typically worn for long, consecutive periods 
(from a few hours up to 23 h/day). The device is thus donned and doffed only once or twice 
per day. In contrast, upper limb orthoses are generally donned and doffed more frequently; 
for example when performing rehabilitation exercises at home (e.g. 3 times a day for 20 min), 
or when performing specific daily activities. Algorithms developed previously rely on 
absolute temperature thresholds [4, 7], or peak detection algorithms to discriminate between 
on and off states [9]. Reported accuracies in these studies range from 86% to 99%, but these 
results may not be valid if the sensors are applied to other body parts, are donned and doffed 
more frequently, or if the sensors are not worn directly on the skin. 

The aim of this study is to propose and validate a new method to estimate orthotic device 
wear time using temperature sensors attached to locations on the upper body. The method 
should accurately estimate wear time during frequent donning and doffing, and while not 
wearing the sensors directly on the skin. A decision tree classification algorithm was trained 
using labelled temperature data obtained from healthy participants, and its performance 
assessed using unseen test data. Instead of using only a single temperature sensor, the study 
investigated whether a dual sensor configuration (1 sensor directed away from the body and 
the other directed towards the body) improved the performance of the wear time estimation 
algorithm. A further aim was to investigate the effect of sampling time on the performance 
of the algorithm. 
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4.2. Methods 
4.2.1. Temperature sensor data loggers 
Thermochron® iButtons® (Maxim Integrated, San Jose, CA, USA) are miniature data loggers 
that measure and store temperature (Fig. 4.1A). The sensors are 17 mm in diameter and 6 
mm high, and thus are a suitable size for integration into an orthotic device. The DS1922L 
Thermochron® can store up to 8,192 values with a resolution of 0.5°C. Its sampling time can 
be programmed from 1 s up to 273 h. With a sampling time of 1 min, the device can store up 
to approximately 5.5 days of consecutive temperature readings. When the sampling time of 
the sensor is increased, longer measurements can be performed before data has to be 
retrieved. Table 4.1 shows the maximum periods of unsupervised data collection for different 
sampling times. Under normal operating conditions (1-min logging interval, and a 
temperature of 30°C), the DS1922L battery lasts for at least 1 year. 

The temperature loggers are secured to the body with 2 elastic straps. One strap is positioned 
around the chest and the other around the forearm (Fig. 4.1B). Temperature sensors are 
attached to each strap by means of a custom 3D-printed case (Fig. 4.1C). One sensor is 
positioned facing towards the body (SIN), such that it touches the participant's clothing. The 
other sensor is positioned facing away from the body (SOUT). In order to provide a 
comfortable interface, the length of the straps is adjusted for each participant. 

4.2.2. Smartphone app 
To simulate donning and doffing of an orthosis, the participant was asked to remove and re-
attach the temperature sensors at specified time-points. For this, a custom Android 
smartphone application was developed, which cues the participant and registers whether the 
action has been completed. Based on the timestamps logged by the smartphone app, a label 
was assigned to each temperature data-point that contains its true state. The app notified  

 
 
Fig. 4.1 – A) DS1922L Thermochron® iButton®. B) Close-up of the adjustable strap with 2 sensors mounted in a 
3D-printed case; 1 sensor facing towards the body (Sin), and the other sensor facing away from the body (Sout). 
C) Placement of the straps on the forearm and chest. D) Screenshot of smartphone app. 
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Sampling time Maximum measurement duration 
1 min 5.5 days 
5 min 28.4 days (~4 weeks) 
10 min 56.9 days (~8 weeks) 
15 min 85.3 days (~12 weeks) 

Table 4.1: Maximum duration of one measurement when different temperature logger sampling times are 
programmed 

participants with an audio signal when it was time to don or doff the straps. Fig. 4.1D shows 
a screenshot of the instruction a participant receives after a notification. To record sufficient 
transitions between use and non-use states (to represent frequent donning and doffing of the 
orthosis), the intervals between 2 notifications were randomly programmed between 15 and 
60 min. The smartphone time was synchronized with the sensor time prior to each 
measurement. 

4.2.3. Measurement protocol 
From each participant approximately 24h of measurement data were collected, consisting of 
8h of active sensor donning and doffing and 16h of non-use. Both straps (with sensors 
attached to them) were worn on top of the participant's clothing. During the period in which 
they actively don and doff the sensors (8h), participants were instructed to carry out their 
normal daily routines. Prior to the measurements, participants were instructed to pay attention 
to the correct sensor orientation (the same sensor should always face towards the body). They 
were also instructed to immediately confirm their action in the smartphone app after sensor 
donning or doffing, to minimize the difference between the time of the actual change and the 
time logged by the smartphone. Participants were allowed to doff the sensors temporarily 
(e.g. during a clothes change). Unexpected doffing periods that lasted more than 30 s had to 
be noted. After each measurement session, temperature data from the sensors and timestamp 
data from the smartphone app were transferred to a computer for further processing and 
analysis. 

4.2.4. Participants 
A total of 15 healthy subjects (7 males and 8 females), with a median age of 35 years (range 
24–67 years) participated in the study. Inclusion criteria included the ability to follow simple 
instructions. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Twente 
(reference number 2020.39). Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects before 
the study. 

4.2.5. Data processing 
Each temperature sample was assigned a label 0 (‘off’) or 1 (‘on’) according to the timestamps 
logged by the smartphone app when the sensors were donned and doffed. Seventy percent of 
the measurement data was randomly assigned to a training set and 30% to a test set. 
Stratification was applied to maintain an equal distribution of the classes within these 2 sets. 
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Feature Abbreviation Equation 
Sensor temperature TIN 

TOUT 

 

Temperature difference between current and 
previous data point 

dTINdt TIN(i) – TIN(i–1)  

Temperature between 2 sensors ΔT TIN(i) – TOUT(i) 
Table 4.2 – Features that were extracted from the measurement data. 

Sensor configuration Selected features 
Single TIN + dTINdt 
Dual TIN + dTINdt + ΔT 

Table 4.3 – Selected features for the single and dual sensor configuration. 

In this study, the data were captured with a sampling time of 1 min. The obtained data-sets 
were down-sampled by a factor, n, leaving only every nth sample in the data-set. Thus, 
multiple data-sets with different sampling times were obtained from the original 
measurement data to allow for an in-depth evaluation of the algorithm performance at 
different sampling times. The chosen down-sampling factors (n) are: 1, 5, 10 and 15, 
corresponding to sampling times (tS) of: 1, 5, 10 and 15 min. 

Depending on the configuration used, different features can be calculated and the selected 
features were used during data processing. The study investigated whether a dual sensor 
configuration can better estimate wear time compared with a single sensor configuration. In 
a single sensor configuration, temperature readings from only 1 sensor, directed towards the 
body (TIN), are available. A derived feature is the temperature difference of this sensor from 
its previous reading (dTINdt). In a dual sensor configuration, temperature readings from a 
sensor directed away from the body (TOUT) are also available. Thus, the temperature 
difference between the 2 sensors (∆T) can also be computed. Table 4.2 summarizes the 
features that were calculated from the measurement data. Table 4.3 lists the selected features 
that were used for data processing in the single and dual sensor configuration.  

4.2.6. Binary classification 
In total, 16 different data-sets were constructed based on the collected measurement data 
(Fig. 4.2). A decision tree classifier was trained to map temperature data (input) to 
corresponding device states (output) based on example input-output pairs. This can be 
considered a binary classification problem, as there are only 2 classes to be discriminated for 
each sample in the data-set: use (‘on’) or non-use (‘off’). A well-trained model correctly 
predicts these classes (‘on’ and ‘off’) for each data point obtained during a certain 
measurement period. Any inconsistency between the predicted state (predicted by the trained 
model) and the true state (recorded by the smartphone app) will decrease the accuracy with 
which the class can be correctly determined. 
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Fig. 4.2 – Construction of different 16 data-sets based on collected measurement data. For all participants 16 
data-sets are created, differentiating between location (arm or chest), sensor configuration (single or dual) and 
sampling time (1, 5, 10 and 15 min). 

 

4.2.7. Classifier training and performance evaluation 
The classification error rate (eCLASS), or misclassification rate, is defined as the number of 
incorrect predictions, divided by the total number of predictions. Fig. 4.3 shows an overview 
of the classifier training and performance evaluation procedure. Stratified K-fold cross-
validation was used to evaluate and optimize the performance (error rate) of the classification 
algorithm. For this, the training data was split into k subsets (folds). In each fold the class 
ratios were maintained. For every iteration a different fold was held out as a validation set. 
The mean classification error rate was then determined over all iterations and the model 
parameters resulting in the best mean performance were selected.  

For each data-set (different sampling times and body location), and for the 2 feature subsets 
(representing a single or dual sensor configuration), the classification error rates and the 95% 
confidence intervals (95% CI) of the trained model were determined using the held-out test 
set, containing 30% of the original data. The 95% CIs were calculated using the following 
equation: 

 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 1.96 ∗ �𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐∗(1−𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)
𝑛𝑛

 (4.1) 

where eCLASS is the classification error rate. 

4.2.8. Wear time estimation (interval data-set) 
The cumulative wear time (TWEAR) is the total time that the orthotic device is worn during a 
certain measurement period, and is calculated by multiplying the total number of data points 
labelled "on" by the sampling time. The estimated cumulative wear time (TEST) is calculated 
by multiplying the total number of data points with the classification label "on" by the 
sampling time.  
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Fig. 4.3 – Graphical overview the classifier training and optimization, and performance evaluation procedure. 
For each of the 16 data-sets (e.g. single sensor mounted to the chest, and a 5-min sampling time) the temperature 
data of all 15 participants were used to construct a data-set. Seventy percent of the data were used to train the 
classifier and the other 30% were used to evaluate the classifier performance of the trained model. 

 

The wear time error is then defined as the ratio between the estimated and true wear times. 
The wear time error can be positive (overestimation of the wear time) or negative 
(underestimation of the wear time). For each data-set mean the wear time errors including 
their 95% CIs were estimated by bootstrapping the test set (sample size=80%, 
iterations=1000). Boot-strapping is a sampling method to estimate a quantity of a population 
[12]. For this, the test set is randomly sampled many times with replacement.  

Each bootstrap sample represents 1 realization of a test set. The resulting mean wear time 
errors were then calculated, and the 95% CIs were obtained that bound the estimated skill of 
the trained model. Differences between mean wear time errors of the single and dual sensor 
configuration are statistically significant (p < 0.05) if the degree of overlap of the 95% CIs is 
< 50% of the mean margin of error (MOE). The MOE is defined as half the CI width [13]. 

4.2.9. Wear time estimation (continuous use data-set) 
The performance of the trained model to estimate the wear time was also evaluated when 
sensors were not frequently donned and doffed, but worn for a single long, consecutive period 
per day. For this purpose, 5 additional data-sets were obtained from healthy participants who 
only donned and doffed the sensors once (at the beginning and end of an 8h period of use) 
during a 24h measurement session. Temperature and timestamp data from these 
measurements were processed and provided as test sets to the trained classifier. The wear 
time error was calculated in a similar manner as for the original test set. 
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Fig. 4.4 – Typical temperature data from the inward (o) and outward (x) directed sensors on the arm, for different 
sampling intervals. The top figure shows the original temperature data, the other figures show the down-sampled 
measurement data (5, 10 and 15 min). The shaded areas indicate the intervals that the sensors were marked "on" 
in the smartphone app. 
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4.3. Results 
4.3.1. Data-sets 
In total, 22,427 data samples were collected from 15 participants. Unbalanced data-sets 
(unequal distribution of classes ‘on’ and ‘off’) were obtained due to the nature of the data 
collection (8h of repeated donning and doffing, during a 24h measurement period). Two 
participants reported intervals with inconsistent sensor orientation during their measurement. 
In 1 occasion the participant noticed that the donning action was not confirmed in the app. 
The corresponding samples were removed from their data-set to maintain internal 
consistency, leaving 22,224 data points for classification. Fig. 4.4 shows a plot of the 8h 
measurement time-period with periods of repeated donning and doffing for a typical 
participant. This figure shows data from both temperature sensors TIN (o) and TOUT (x), which 
were mounted on the forearm, for increasing sampling times (top to bottom). The grey areas 
indicate the intervals that the sensors were marked ‘on’ in the smartphone app. As can be 
seen from the data, after donning, the temperature increases slowly until the temperature of 
the contact surface is reached, while after doffing, the temperature slowly returns to the 
ambient temperature. It can also be seen from the graphs that the temperature TIN was higher 
than the temperature TOUT throughout the entire measurement period, which lasted over 8h. 

4.3.2. Classifier performance 
The classifier performance was evaluated by cross-validating the training set and determining 
the mean of the calculated classifier errors. In Fig. 4.5 the classification errors (%) are 
presented for the arm (left) and chest (right), and for the single (o) and dual (x) sensor 
configuration and different sampling times. Error bars indicate the 95% CIs of the 
classification error. Overall, the mean classification error increased for increasing sampling 
times. Classification errors of the chest sensor(s) were, in all cases, higher than the errors of 
the arm sensor(s). Fig. 4.5 shows that the lowest classification errors (1.4% and 1.1%) were 
seen when the sensor(s) were mounted to the arm and sampled every 1 min. The highest 
classification errors (4.0% and 3.0%) were made when the sensor(s) were mounted to the 
chest and sampled every 15 min. For all data-sets, the classification errors in the dual sensor 
configuration were lower than in the single sensor configuration. In addition, the classifier 
performance on unseen data (test set containing 30% of held-out data) was also reported (x) 
in Fig. 4.5. 

4.3.3. Wear time estimation (interval data-set) 
Besides the classifier performance, the wear time estimation performance was also obtained 
by comparing the estimated wear times of the test set with the true wear times. In Fig. 4.6 
(top) the mean wear time errors (%) and their 95% CIs are shown for each data-set. 

For the arm, the mean wear time errors were –2.3%, –0.5%, –0.1% and 4.9%, respectively, 
for a 1, 5, 10 and 15 min sampling time. For the chest, these mean errors were 1.5%, –0.4%, 
–1.9% and –11.5% for a 1, 5, 10 and 15 min sampling time, respectively. The 95% CIs 
increased with increasing sampling times, meaning that the range of plausible values for the 
true wear time error increased. The mean wear time errors between the single (o) and dual 
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(x) sensor configuration were not significantly different, as their 95% CIs overlap sufficiently 
(13). 

4.3.4. Wear time estimation (continuous use data-set) 
To evaluate the performance of the trained classification model for alternative use cases, an 
alternative test set was presented to the trained model. The test set consists of data from 5 
participants who wore the sensors for 8h consecutively, and then doffed the sensors. In total, 
24h of data were collected from each participant. For this test set the mean wear time errors 
were obtained after bootstrapping, based on the trained classification algorithm. Fig. 4.6 
(bottom) shows these wear time errors. It can be seen that the algorithm in all cases 
overestimates the actual wear times (positive error). Also, the mean errors were larger than 
for the 15–60 min use intervals test set. 

The mean wear time errors were 4.3%, 3.8%, 8.5% and 15.3%, respectively, for 1, 5, 10 and 
15 min sampling times. For the chest, these mean errors were 5.4%, 5.7%, 5.2% and 11.6%, 
respectively, for 1, 5, 10 and 15 min sampling times. The 95% CIs, however, were smaller 
than for the other test set, which indicates a smaller range of plausible values of the true error. 
The differences between the mean wear time errors between the single (o) and dual (x) sensor 
configuration were statistically significant in 4 out of 8 data-sets (see Fig. 4.6, bottom). 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.5 – Mean classification errors for the arm (left) and chest (right) obtained after cross-validating the 
training set. Results are shown for the single (o) and dual (x) sensor configuration as well as for different 
sampling times. The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs). Classification errors resulting 
from the test set are indicated with (□). 
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Fig. 4.6 – Test set performance for the single (o) and dual (x) sensor configuration. The mean wear time errors 
were calculated from sensors that were worn during 15–60-min use intervals (top) and 8h of consecutive use 
(bottom), on the arm (left) or chest (right). Error bars represent the 95% CIs of the wear time error, obtained 
after bootstrapping the test set. Significant differences between the single and dual sensor configuration are 
indicated with (*). 

4.4. Discussion 
Obtaining information about upper limb orthotic device wear time can improve treatment 
outcomes. This study proposed a new method, based on a trained decision tree classification 
algorithm, to estimate the wear time, using miniature temperature loggers attached to the arm 
and chest, and evaluated its performance. Data were captured during periods of frequent 
donning and doffing of the sensors, and while wearing the sensors on top of the clothing, 
mounted on the arm and chest. The study showed that the trained algorithm can correctly 
classify unseen temperature data with a mean classification error of between 1.1% and 3.1% 
for the arm, and between 1.8% and 4.0% for the chest. This results in mean wear time errors 
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of between 0.5% and 8.3% for the arm, and between 0.13% and 13.0% for the chest. The 
wide availability and low cost (approximately 30 USD) of the selected miniature temperature 
logger makes it an affordable solution for healthcare professionals to gain insight into the 
wear time of any prescribed (commercial) upper limb orthosis. 

This study investigated whether the wear time can be better predicted when 2 sensors (dual 
sensor configuration) are used, compared with one sensor (single sensor configuration). For 
the 15–60 min interval use case, the algorithm performed equally well for the single and dual 
sensor configuration. For the 8h continuous use case, the dual sensor configuration performed 
significantly better for the arm (1 and 5 min sampling times) and chest (1 min sampling time), 
and worse for the arm (15 min sampling time) compared with the single sensor configuration. 
In the other conditions, the algorithm performed equally well for the single and dual sensor 
configuration. The added value of using 2 sensors is thus dependent on the use case, sampling 
time and body location. In general, we can conclude that, in most conditions, there is no 
practical benefit of using 2 sensors, as this will only increase the volume and cost of the 
solution, while not resulting in a significantly better wear time estimation. 

Compared with subjective alternatives, such as diaries or questionnaires where patients tend 
to overestimate their wear time by as much as 200% [14], the proposed method is a preferable 
choice. A direct comparison between the results of this study and other studies using 
objective methods based on temperature sensors is difficult, as the use cases differ to a great 
extent. However, some general remarks can be made, as follows.  

Firstly, we have shown that we can accurately estimate wear times without the need for direct 
contact between the sensor and the skin. This enables a wide application of our method, as 
many upper limb orthoses, such as arm slings, are often worn on top of clothing instead of 
directly on the skin. The temperature sensor can therefore be easily applied to many types of 
(commercial) upper limb orthoses. In other studies, the sensor was embedded in the 
thermoplastic of an orthosis or insole of a shoe, limiting the potential use for different 
orthoses.  

Secondly, we have shown that our algorithm is able to accurately estimate wear time, even 
during periods of frequent donning and doffing. Temperature sensors need time to warm up 
when donned or cool down when doffed. These periods of transition may be difficult to detect 
otherwise, but our algorithm was able to capture these effects, as indicated by the reported 
classification errors. In other studies, results during frequent donning and doffing are not 
available as their use case was different (prolonged, continuous use). 

Thirdly, the performance of our algorithm was evaluated with unseen test data, leading to 
unbiased results that show the actual classification and wear time estimation errors. Other 
studies trained and evaluated their model on the same data-set, leading to overestimated 
algorithm accuracies. 

Depending on the use case, the wear time prescription generally includes a range of several 
hours, e.g. 2 times a day for half an hour, to 20–23 h/day consecutively. As an example, a 
wear time error of 5% results in an absolute error of 12 min when the orthosis is worn for 4h 
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during a 24h period. The choice for an acceptable level of wear time estimation accuracy is 
up to the physician or therapist, but, in general, knowledge of wear time to within 90% 
accuracy is sufficient. For short sampling intervals, reported wear time estimation errors in 
this work are well within this requirement. 

Our method allows monitoring of the patient's adherence for a prolonged period (up to a few 
months), without supervision, return to the clinic, or recharging of the device, depending on 
the chosen sampling time. This will further increase the chance of successful implementation 
in the current clinical practice. For longer sampling times, the amount of data that can be 
stored on the sensor increases, but the estimated wear time error and estimation error range 
(indicated by the 95% CIs) also increase. The therapist or physician using this technology 
should be aware of these implications for the margin of error when choosing a sampling time. 

The timestamps logged by the smartphone app were used to label the measurement data (‘on’ 
or ‘off’). Participants were instructed to respond in a timely manner to the notification and 
immediately confirm their action (‘don’ or ‘doff’) once done. Theoretically, there could have 
been a difference between the actual and reported timestamps, which could have negatively 
affected the classifier performance. However, only 1 participant reported a discrepancy 
between 1 donning action and subsequent confirmation in the app during 1 interval. 
Therefore, it was assumed that any discrepancy between the actual and reported timestamps 
was negligible. 

The data for this study were collected in December and January in the Netherlands. As no 
data were recorded on warm days, the model was not specifically trained for conditions with 
a high ambient temperature. However, a large variation was still present in the recorded data-
sets, to allow for a proper training of the classification model. During the measurements, the 
ambient temperature outside was in the range 5–10°C. Therefore, participants often wore a 
coat on top of their clothing when they went outside. Indoors, the ambient temperature was 
limited, and was approximately in the range 18–21°C. All participants wore long sleeves, but 
the thickness of their clothing varied, enabling us to train the model for a wide variety of 
clothing types. We believe that the data presented here represent a worst-case, as (thick) 
clothing in between the sensors and skin make it more difficult to correctly estimate the wear 
time. Future studies should address the effect of a higher number of parameters (high ambient 
temperature, sensors worn directly on skin) on the classifier performance and wear time 
estimation. By adding these data to the data-set, the classification and subsequent wear time 
estimation may be improved.  
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 Evaluating the clinical effects of a dynamic shoulder 
orthosis 

 

Abstract—Shoulder orthoses reduce the gravitational pull on the shoulder by providing an 
upward force to the arm, which can decrease shoulder pain caused by stress on the 
glenohumeral structures. In this interventional study, the clinical effects of a recently 
developed dynamic shoulder orthosis were assessed in 10 patients with chronic shoulder pain. 
The shoulder orthosis provides an upward force to the arm with two elastic bands. These 
bands are arranged to statically balance the arm, such that the supportive force is always 
directed towards the glenohumeral joint and shoulder movements are not impeded. The study 
population was provided with a dynamic shoulder orthosis for two weeks. In the week before 
the orthosis fitting, the participants had no intervention. The primary outcome measures were 
the mean shoulder pain scores before and during the intervention, and the distance between 
the humeral head and the acromion without and with orthosis. Ultrasound evaluation showed 
that the shoulder orthosis resulted in a reduction of the distance between the acromion and 
humeral head at different levels of arm support. Also, it was demonstrated that the mean 
shoulder pain scores (range 0-10) decreased from 3.6 to 3 (in rest), and from 5.3 to 4.2 (during 
activities) after two weeks of orthosis use. In general, patients were satisfied with the weight, 
safety, ease in adjusting and effectiveness of the orthosis. The results of this study show that 
the orthosis has the potential to reduce shoulder complaints in patients with chronic shoulder 
pain. 
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5.1. Introduction 
The shoulder joint permits a large range of motion (ROM), at the expense of its stability. 
Decreased muscle tone or a lesion of the rotator cuff muscles may cause glenohumeral 
subluxation (GHS) which is defined as a, inferior, partial dislocation of the humeral head 
from the glenoid [1]. Reported incidences of GHS vary from 17 up to 67% in CVA [2]. Other 
causes of GHS include shoulder trauma and operative procedures [3], neuromuscular 
disorders such as cerebral palsy and brachial plexus injury [4], and brachial neuritis (also 
called neuralgic amyotrophy) [5].  

The passive stabilizing structures such as the capsule and ligaments become more dominant 
as a result of the reduced tone in one or more shoulder muscles. A continuous, passive stretch 
of these structures due to the weight of the arm can provoke pain, even if no GHS is present 
[6].  

Patients suffering from chronic shoulder pain are frequently prescribed a shoulder orthosis 
(also called brace or support) to reduce the gravitational pull on the shoulder by providing an 
upward force to the arm [7]. Studies assessing the effects of shoulder orthoses on shoulder 
pain only show low to modest improvements in pain measures [8-10]. Also, many available 
shoulder orthoses have a disadvantage in that they limit the remaining range of motion of the 
arm to stabilize the glenohumeral joint [11].  

In previous research a dynamic shoulder orthosis was developed to reduce the stress on the 
passive structures surrounding the glenohumeral joint by applying an upward force to the 
arm with two elastic bands that are attached between an upper arm cuff and a shoulder bracket 
[12]. The unique feature of this device is that the elastic bands are arranged to statically 
balance the arm, such that the supportive force is always directed towards the center of 
rotation of the glenohumeral joint. Therefore, this force will not the impede the remaining 
range of motion of the arm, as no additional moment around the shoulder joint in the sagittal 
plane is introduced. A prototype was designed and tested with two patients to subjectively 
assess the immediate effects of the orthosis on shoulder pain, glenohumeral stability and the 
range of motion. This pilot clinical evaluation showed promising results.  

In this study, we redesigned the dynamic shoulder orthosis to increase the robustness, 
usability and level of comfort of the device without altering the working principle of the 
orthosis. Also, the weight was reduced from 605g to 247g. The prototype that was used in 
this study can be seen in Fig. 5.1. The shoulder orthosis includes elastic bands suspended at 
the anterior and posterior side of the shoulder that provide an external, upward force to the 
arm. The magnitude of the supportive force can be altered by tensioning the elastic bands. 
Proximally, these bands are connected to a rigid wireframe construction supported on the 
shoulder. Straps around the waist and the chest hold this construction in place. Two main 
differences between the previous and current version of the orthosis are: (1) A thin, metal 
wire-frame was used at the lateral side of the body, instead of a large aluminum construction. 
(2) The silicone arm cuff of the previous prototype relied on friction which is associated with 
warmth and perspiration and contributes to discomfort [13]. In the current prototype we 
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therefore used an arm cuff made of fabric that locks itself around the forearm due to its 
conical shape. 

The aim of this interventional study was to assess the clinical benefit of the dynamic shoulder 
orthosis in a population of patients with chronic shoulder pain that is probably caused by 
stress on the glenohumeral structures. The study population was provided with a dynamic 
shoulder orthosis for the duration of two weeks. In the week before the orthosis fitting, the 
participants had no intervention. The primary outcome measures were the mean shoulder 
pain scores before and during the intervention, and the distance between the humeral head 
and the acromion without and with orthosis. The secondary outcome measures included the 
pain-free active range of motion, shoulder function and arm activity before and during the 
intervention, the orthosis wear time, and user satisfaction with the orthosis. 

5.2. Methods and materials 
5.2.1. Participants 
Patients with chronic shoulder pain that was probably caused by stress on the glenohuermal 
structures were recruited from the Roessingh, Center for Rehabiliation (Enschede, the 
Netherlands) and Radboud University Medical Center (Nijmegen, the Netherlands). 
Exclusion criteria were defined as an inability to sit upright in a chair without supporting the 
arm for at least 15 minutes consecutively, an irritated skin in the application area of the 
orthosis, recent shoulder or arm surgery (<6 months before participation in the study) or 
inability to understand and follow simple verbal instructions.  

 
Fig. 5.1 – A) Prototype of the dynamic shoulder orthosis. 1) elastic bands. 2) rigid construction. 3) forearm cuff. 
4) tensioning mechanism. 5) strap around contralateral side of the chest. B) Close-up of the arm cuff and 
tensioning mechanism with flexed elbow. 6) Forearm cuff with soft Velcro straps. 6) Ring aligned with elbow 
joint center of rotation. 8) Upper arm part to guide the force from the elastic bands (1) to the forearm cuff. 
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Ethical approval for the study was granted by the Committee on Research involving Human 
Subjects, region Arnhem-Nijmegen (number NL74819.091.20). Written informed consent 
was obtained from all subjects before the start of the study.  

The patients’ age, weight, height, dominant arm and affected shoulder, diagnosis, and time 
since the onset of their shoulder complaints were recorded prior to the start of the study. 

5.2.2. Study outline 
The study consisted of three assessment and two monitoring sessions per participant, see Fig. 
5.2 for a detailed overview of the study outline. The participants carried out their normal 
daily routine at home for a period of three weeks (one week without orthosis, and two weeks 
with orthosis). The first week provided a baseline to which the second and third week (with 
orthosis) were compared. 

During the initial assessment (day 0), the pain-free range of motion (PF-ROM) during 
shoulder anteflexion and abduction movements were measured, and general patient 
characteristics were noted. Also, the initial orthosis fitting was performed to obtain body 
measures that are required for the customization of the orthosis.  

During the intermediate assessment (day 7), several questionnaires were conducted regarding 
arm activity and shoulder pain, and the PF-ROM was measured. Additionally, the 
acromiohumeral distance (AHD), i.e. the distance between the acromion and humerus, was 
measured. Both the PF-ROM and AHD measurements were carried out without and with 
orthosis, and at three levels of supportive force (40%, 80% and 120% of the arm weight) to 
assess the immediate effects of the orthosis. At the beginning of this session, final 
adjustments were made to the shoulder orthosis.  

During the final assessment session (day 21) the same tests were performed as on day 7. 
Additionally, a  questionnaire regarding user satisfaction (D-QUEST) and a short interview 

 

Fig. 5.2 – Schedule depicting the tests that are conducted throughout the a period of three weeks. Each row 
represents a different test. On day 0, 7 and 21 the assessments were conducted. 
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were conducted, the latter containing custom questions about the type of activities the 
participants performed with the orthosis. 

5.2.3. Shoulder pain 
The shoulder pain was measured with a 10-cm visual analogue scale (VAS) [14-15]. All 
subjects reported their daily average shoulder pain over the last 24 hours in rest and during 
activities for a period of three weeks (1 week before and 2 weeks during the intervention). 
Subjects were asked to mark their response on the scale, where the ends of the scale represent 
extreme limits of the pain, orientated from left (no pain at all) to right (worst pain 
imaginable).  

5.2.4. Acromiohumeral distance  
The AHD was assessed with diagnostic ultrasound without and with the shoulder orthosis to 
measure the immediate effect of the orthosis on the AHD. The change in AHD caused by 
shoulder supports are most often assessed using radiography [16]. However, exposure to 
radiation and high costs limit the clinical application of this technique [17]. Diagnostic 
ultrasound does not involve exposure to radiation and was therefore adopted in this research. 
The AHD was defined as the shortest distance from humeral head to the tip of the acromion 
[18], see Fig. 5.3.  

The ultrasound examination was performed with a ACUSON s1000 system (Siemens, 
Germany) and 5-14 MHz (14L5) linear array transducer. A custom preset was defined to 
optimize image quality. The transducer was placed over the lateral border of the acromion. 
This placement does not interfere with the position of the orthosis on the body.  

First, the AHD of the (unsupported) affected and unaffected shoulder were measured to be 
able to compare both shoulders. Then, the orthosis was fitted to the patient and the AHD of 
the affected shoulder was measured again, this time with the orthosis. To investigate the 
influence of the magnitude of the supportive force on the AHD, three supportive force 
conditions were defined. The tension of the elastic bands was set to support 40%, 80% and 

 
Fig. 5.3 – Example of acromiohumeral distance measurement with the arm in a neutral position. Indicated are 
the acromion (AC), humerus (H) and acromiohumeral distance (AHD). 
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120% of the arm weight. The arm weight was estimated from the total body weight, according 
to the values presented by de Leva [19].  

Subjects were examined while seated upright in a chair (hips and knees in 90° flexion). They 
were instructed to keep their arm in a neutral position (without internal or external rotation), 
and elbow in 0° flexion, while keeping their trunk still. No additional loading was placed on 
the shoulder other than the own weight of the arm. Each condition was repeated three times. 

The ultrasound device was operated by a researcher who received training from an expert 
with over 20 years of experience in ultrasound examination. After the training session on 
healthy volunteers, the researcher was familiar with the device and the measurement protocol. 
The operator was also the rater of the ultrasound images. The rater was blinded to the 
supporting condition (unsupported, or 40%, 80% and 120% of arm weight supported). The 
captured ultrasound images were then transferred to a computer for further analysis. The 
AHD was measured from the ultrasound images with Matlab 2019a (Mathworks, USA) using 
a custom script. The recorded ultrasound images were presented in a random order to the 
rater. Each image was presented three times to the rater, from which the mean AHD could be 
measured. Additionally, two-sample t- tests were performed to investigate whether the mean 
AHD significantly changed between conditions (p < 0.05).  

5.2.5. Active PF-ROM 
A decreased shoulder range of motion can adversely affect a person’s ability to perform tasks 
and independent functioning in daily life. Many shoulder supports hold the arm internally 
rotated and adducted at the shoulder, encouraging disuse which in turn may lead to muscle 
shortening and/or changes in muscle tone [20]. Our device permits a large range of motion. 
Application of the shoulder orthosis should at least preserve, and preferably increase, the 
remaining shoulder ROM. Techniques for measuring the end points of the shoulder ROM 
measurement include the maximum active shoulder ROM, the ROM until passive resistance 
is first felt, or the ROM until the point of pain [21]. As pain is often a movement-limiting 
factor for patients with shoulder pain, in this study we adopted the definition of the active 
ROM until the point of pain, or pain-free ROM (PF-ROM), for the examination of the 
shoulder range of motion [21-22].  

The PF-ROM measurements were performed without the orthosis and with the elastic bands 
tensioned to 40%, 80% and 120% of the total arm weight, for both anteflexion and abduction 
movements. The PF-ROM measurement without orthosis was conducted at the beginning of 
the session. In case the participants indicated fatigue of their shoulder muscles after 
measurements with orthosis, the measurement without orthosis was repeated at the end of the 
session and both results were inspected for large differences. The measurements at 40%, 80% 
and 120% arm weight support were conducted in randomized order. 

Subjects were seated on a chair with back rest in upright position, with their hip and knees in 
90° flexion. They were instructed to fully extend their elbow and keep their wrist in a neutral 
position. The thumb was leading in the sagittal plane. The goniometer app Clinometer 
(Plaincode, Munich, Germany) was used to measure the active PF-ROM. This smartphone 
app is validated for shoulder anteflexion and abduction movements [23]. For anteflexion 
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movements, the smartphone screen was aligned with the longitudinal axis of the humerus, 
perpendicular to the sagittal plane. Subjects were instructed to move their arm in the sagittal 
plane while keeping their trunk still until they reached the threshold of pain or the end of their 
active ROM. At this point, the inclination angle of the goniometer app was read from the 
smartphone. The same procedure was repeated for abduction movements, only the movement 
now occurred in the frontal plane, and the smartphone screen was oriented perpendicular to 
the frontal plane. Both anteflexion and abduction angle measurements were repeated three 
times for each condition and the mean PF-ROM was calculated. With these data two-sample 
t-tests were performed to investigate whether the mean PF-ROM for anteflexion and 
abduction movements significantly changed between conditions (p < 0.05). 

5.2.6. User satisfaction with device 
The Quebec User Evaluation of Satisfaction with assistive Technology 2.0 (QUEST2.0) [24] 
is the only validated questionnaire available in Dutch to evaluate the satisfaction regarding 
assistive devices [25]. This questionnaire was conducted at the end of the intervention to 
assess the user’s satisfaction with the provided shoulder orthosis. All eight items of this 
questionnaire that were related to the assistive device were rated by the subject on a scale 
from 1 (not satisfied at all) to 5 (very satisfied). Additionally, all subjects were asked about 
how they used the orthosis, and about the type of activities they performed the most while 
wearing the orthosis. 

5.2.7. Orthosis wear time 
To gain insight in the usage of orthotics and prosthetics in daily life, often questionnaires or 
logbooks are used to measure the time that the devices are worn by patients [26]. These results 
might be biased since they rely solely on the accuracy of reporting [27]. Therefore, we 
recently proposed a new method to objectively estimate orthosis wear times using miniature 
temperature loggers and a trained classification algorithm [28]. A temperature logger was 
attached to the chest strap of the shoulder orthosis and the temperature was automatically 
logged every 5 minutes during the two weeks of unsupervised orthosis use. After this period, 
the sensor was retrieved from the orthosis and the temperature data were transferred to the 
computer for further processing with the algorithm. The algorithm provides an estimated 
device state (’on’ or ’off’) for every temperature sample. The number of ’on’ states were 
multiplied with the sample time (5 minutes) to obtain the estimated wear time. From the data 
the total wear time, and mean wear time per day were calculated.  

5.2.8. Shoulder function 
Objective assessment of shoulder function is possible in a clinical setting. However, a 
patient’s capacity to perform specific clinical tests (e.g. maximum active ROM) may not 
reflect their motor performance in daily life [29]. Instead, we proposed to assess the patient’s 
perceived performance of their affected shoulder in daily life with an without the shoulder 
orthosis using the Motor Activity Log (MAL) [30-31] and the Simple Shoulder Test (SST) 
[32]. For the MAL, the participants were asked to rate the Quality of Movement (QOM) and 
Amount of Use (AOU) of their affected arm during several functional daily tasks. All 26 
items were rated on an ordinal scale from 0 (affected arm was never used) to 5 (ability to use 
the affected arm was as good as before the shoulder complaints) on the QOM subscale, and  
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ID Gender Age 
(y) 

Weight 
(kg) 

Diagnosis Length 
(m) 

Dominant 
arm 

Affected 
shoulder 

Time since 
complaints 
(y) 

S1 F 23 68 Plexus trauma 1.69 Left Right 8 
S2 F 50 98 NA 1.70 Right Right 6 
S3 F 52 75 NA 1.70 Right Right 23 
S4 F 46 64 NA 1.63 Right Left 8 
S5 F 55 58 NA 1.71 Right Left 23 
S6 F 59 110 NA 1.76 Right Right 6 
S7 F 35 75 NA 1.77 Right Left 5 
S8 M 60 84 CVA 1.86 Right Left <1 
S9 F 43 90 Iatrogenic 

nerve injury 
1.78 Right Left 6 

S10 F 19 70 Erb’s palsy 1.71 Right Left 19 

Table 5.1 – Subject characteristics. ID: subject ID; F: female; M: male; NA: Neuralgic amyotrophy; CVA: 
cerebrovascular accident. 

from 0 (affected arm was never used) to 5 (affected arm was always used during the activity) 
on the AOU subscale. The SST consists of 12 items to assess the functional limitations of the 
affected shoulder. Each item was scored as either 0 (no) or 1 (yes). The summed scores were 
divided by 12 and multiplied by 100 to obtain the total score (range 0-100 points). A higher 
score represents less functional limitations of the affected shoulder.  

By conducting the MAL, SST twice (after the first week, and after three weeks), we were 
able to investigate the influence of the shoulder orthosis on the perceived shoulder 
performance. The mean AOU and QOM subscale scores of the MAL, and the total score of 
the SST were reported for all participants without and with the orthosis.  

5.3. Results 
Ten participants (1 male, 9 female) with a median age of 48 years (range 19 - 60) were 
recruited from Roessingh, Centre for Rehabiltiation and Radboud University Medical Center. 
A short summary of their characteristics is provided in Table 5.1.  

5.3.1. Shoulder pain  
The mean VAS scores in rest (Fig. 5.4, top), and during activities (Fig. 5.4, bottom) were 
calculated from the daily VAS scores without orthosis (the week before the intervention) and 
the daily VAS scores with orthosis (during the two-week intervention period) for each 
subject. Days without reported VAS scores (due to incomplete subject logs), or without active 
use of the shoulder orthosis were not taken into account during the calculation. The mean 
shoulder pain in rest, represented by the VAS score, across all subjects was 3.6 (range 0.3 to 
7.5) without orthosis, and 3.0 (range 0.1 to 7.7) with orthosis. The mean shoulder pain during 
activities across all subjects was 5.3 (range 2.5 to 8.4) without orthosis, and 4.3 (range 1.8 to 
8.0) with orthosis. To see whether the use of the shoulder orthosis led to a decrease in 
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shoulder pain, the difference (∆VAS) between the mean VAS scores without and with 
shoulder orthosis was also determined in rest (Fig. 5.4, top right) and during activities (Fig. 
5.4, bottom right). For 8 out of 10 subjects, the mean shoulder pain in rest decreased when 
the subjects wore the shoulder orthosis, while for 9 out of 10 subjects, the mean shoulder 
pain during activities decreased. The mean difference in VAS score across all subjects was   
-1.0 in rest and -0.6 during activities. 

 
Fig. 5.4 – The VAS scores in rest (top) and during activities (bottom). Left: mean VAS without shoulder orthosis; 
Middle: mean VAS after wearing the shoulder orthosis. Right: differences in VAS scores without and with 
orthosis. A decrease in VAS score (negative Δ) corresponds to reduced shoulder pain. Error bars represent the 
standard deviation of the mean.  
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5.3.2. Acromiohumeral distance 
The mean AHD was determined for the following conditions: non-affected (N), unsupported 
affected (UA), and affected shoulder with 40% (A40), 80% (A80) or 120% (A120) of the 
arm weight supported. The results are shown in Table 5.2. For two subjects (S1, S2) no 
recordings were available from the non-affected side and the 120% support condition as these 
conditions were added to the measurement protocol after the first two participants. For 
subject S5, the data were not correctly stored for the non-affected shoulder. The mean AHD 
of the non-affected shoulder across all subjects was 13.0 mm (range 10.2 to 15.5 mm). The 
mean AHD of the affected, unsupported shoulder across all subjects was 11.9 mm (range 9.7 
to 14.5 mm). The difference in mean AHD between the non-affected and affected 
unsupported shoulder was not statistically significant (p = 0.11).  

The differences in mean AHD between the affected, unsupported condition and the 
conditions at 40% (p = 0.003) respectively 80% (p = 0.011) and 120% (p = 0.015) arm weight 
support were all statistically significant. For the three supported conditions, the mean AHD 
was smaller than for the unsupported condition.  

The results show that the shoulder orthosis was able to significantly reduce the AHD between 
the affected unsupported and supported force conditions (∆(UA-A40), ∆(UA-A80), ∆(UA-
A120)), even though for none of the patients a glenohumeral subluxation could be 
established. A comparison between the different supported force conditions revealed no 
statistically significant differences.  

ID N 
(mm) 

 UA 
(mm) 

 A40 
(mm) 

 A80 
(mm) 

 A120 
(mm) 

 ∆(N-UA) 
(mm) 

∆(UA-A40) 
(mm) 

∆(UA-A80) 
(mm) 

∆(UA-A120) 
(mm) 

 mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std     
S1 - - 9.7 0.3 8.5 0.2 9.2 0.3 - - - 1.2 0.5 - 

S2 - - 11.3 1.1 11.6 0.7 10.5 1.0 - - - -0.3 0.8 - 

S3 13.0 0.6 13.5 0.3 11.5 0.6 12.0 0.8 11.4 0.3 -0.5 2.0 1.5 2.1 

S4 10.2 0.2 10.0 0.4 9.8 0.3 9.6 0.4 9.9 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.1 

S5 - - 13.7 0.2 11.5 0.2 11.3 0.2 11.4 0.7 - 2.2 2.4 2.3 

S6 12.2 0.4 12.0 0.4 10.6 0.3 12.0 0.3 12.1 0.3 0.2 1.4 0.0 -0.1 

S7 15.0 0.8 14.5 1.0 11.4 0.8 10.7 0.5 9.9 1.3 0.5 3.1 3.8 3.0 

S8 13.4 0.8 12.8 0.9 9.4 0.6 9.5 0.4 9.0 0.5 0.6 3.4 3.3 3.8 

S9 15.5 0.4 12.2 0.6 10.1 1.3 9.4 1.3 9.6 1.0 3.3 1.4 2.8 2.3 

S10 11.9 0.3 9.2 0.3 8.9 0.3 9.7 0.5 8.9 0.4 2.7 0.3 -0.5 0.3 

Table 5.2 – Acromiohumeral distance measured with ultrasound for different conditions. ID: subject ID, N: non-
affected shoulder; UA: unsupported affected shoulder; A40: affected shoulder with 40% arm weight support; A80: 
affected shoulder with 80% arm weight support; A120: affected shoulder with 120% arm weight support and 120%. 
std: standard deviation. 
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 Initial Intermediate Final 
ID 
 

UA 
(°) 

UA 
(°) 

A40 
(°) 

A80 
(°) 

A120 
(°) 

UA 
(°) 

A40 
(°) 

A80 
(°) 

A120 
(°) 

 mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std 

S1 76 2.0 71 3.2 76 6.9 82 3.9 - - - - - - - - - - 
S2 70 4.6 70 3.7 82 2.6 83 3.9 - - 86 2.6 87 2.0 87 1.2 - - 
S3 69 15.7 50 4.0 37 2.4 53 0.7 42 8.3 57 8.9 49 11.4 61 4.7 47 10.8 
S4 82 4.1 68 2.4 72 4.8 70 2.4 65 1.8 66 1.0 72 1.6 67 2.4 63 3.1 
S5 74 2.3 59 0.7 67 3.6 77 4.4 74 2.1 75 0.6 69 0.6 68 0.5 56 1.0 
S6 98 8.2 81 4.0 76 4.4 77 2.6 66 3.5 - - 56 4.9 69 1.7 53 1.4 
S7 84 1.6 80 3.9 74 2.8 67 3.4 70 3.0 72 3.9 75 3.0 69 3.2 69 1.9 
S8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
S9 12 1.1 11 1.4 13 0.6 14 1.8 9 1.3 25 1.8 24 1.7 16 2.7 12 1.2 
S10 79 4.7 83 6.8 67 2.9 75 1.8 65 1.1 69 1.6 69 0.5 76 2.1 72 2.5 
Table 5.3 – Anteflexion PF-ROM of the unsupported shoulder, and with 40%, 80% and 120% of the arm weight 
supported by the shoulder orthosis, measured during the initial, intermediate and final assessment.. Initial: initial 
assessment; Intermediate: intermediate assessment; Final: final assessment; ID: subject ID; UA: unsupported 
affected shoulder; A40: affected shoulder with 40% arm weight support; A80: affected shoulder with 80% arm 
weight support; A120: affected shoulder with 120% arm weight support and 120%. std: standard deviation. 

 Initial Intermediate Final 

ID 
 

UA 
(°) 

UA 
(°) 

A40 
(°) 

A80 
(°) 

A120 
(°) 

UA 
(°) 

A40 
(°) 

A80 
(°) 

A120 
(°) 

 mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std 

S1 68 7.0 76 4.1 77 0.8 84 1.4 - - - - - - - - - - 
S2 75 2.1 75 4.1 75 0.8 79 1.6 - - 85 1.2 89 1.2 85 0.6 - - 
S3 30 9.6 32 5.8 24 3.6 44 7.3 40 7.8 33 8.3 31 6.5 37 6.5 36 3.5 
S4 73 4.6 62 2.2 60 2.1 59 1.9 60 2.6 59 2.5 57 0.8 56 1.1 59 1.8 
S5 66 0.6 55 5.2 51 1.3 64 1.8 66 2.0 68 3.5 66 1.7 62 3.2 55 2.0 
S6 66 2.6 56 3.4 51 2.6 62 1.2 51 3.1 - - 46 6.3 51 0.7 49 1.8 
S7 67 3.5 55 1.7 47 1.3 49 2.9 53 0.6 44 10.4 43 3.8 47 1.2 46 1.5 
S8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
S9 16 0.4 14 1.5 20 0.8 21 1.1 25 1.4 12 1.2 15 1.5 13 0.0 17 0.6 
S10 64 2.6 46 2.8 62 1.2 61 4.0 55 2.6 59 5.8 58 1.3 63 3.6 62 0.7 
Table 5.4 – Abduction PF-ROM of the unsupported shoulder, and with 40%, 80% and 120% of the arm weight 
supported by the shoulder orthosis, measured during the initial, intermediate and final assessment. Initial: initial 
assessment; Intermediate: intermediate assessment; Final: final assessment; ID: subject ID; UA: unsupported 
affected shoulder; A40: affected shoulder with 40% arm weight support; A80: affected shoulder with 80% arm weight 
support; A120: affected shoulder with 120% arm weight support and 120%. std: standard deviation. 
 

5.3.3. Active PF-ROM  
For the active PF-ROM we assessed the pain-free shoulder anteflexion and abduction ROM 
of the affected unsupported shoulder, and with 40%, 80% and 120% of the arm weight 
supported during the initial, intermediate and final assessment, see also Tables 5.3 and 5.4. 
For two participants (S1, S2) no measurements were available for the 120% arm weight 
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condition as this condition was added to the protocol after the first two participants were 
measured. For S1, the final assessment was not completed as the subject was unable to travel 
to the measurement location. For S8 no PF-ROM measurements were carried out as he was 
not able to actively lift his arm against gravity.  

The results suggest that the shoulder orthosis had no instantaneous effect on the active PF-
ROM for both anteflexion and abduction movements, as no significant differences were 
found between the mean PF-ROM of the unsupported and supported affected shoulder at 
40%, 80 % and 120 % arm weight support.  

The results also suggest that using the orthosis for two weeks had no effect on the active PF-
ROM, as no statistically significant differences were found between the intermediate and 
final assessment.  

5.3.4. User satisfaction 
Overall, the 10 subjects reported a high level of satisfaction with the assistive device (mean 
4.1, range 3.3-4.9). See also Fig. 5.5 for the D-QUEST subscores per subject. Subjects were 
most satisfied with the weight (247g) of the device (4.5), the safety (4.3), the ease in adjusting 
(4.2) and the effectiveness (4.2). Of all aspects, comfort was rated lowest (3.4). The 

 
Fig. 5.5 – Results of the D-QUEST questionnaire, showing the satisfaction with the shoulder orthosis for the 
aspects ’dimensions’, ’weight’, ’ease in adjusting’, safety’, ’durability’, ’ease of use’, ’comfort’ and 
’effectiveness’ per subject. The further away from the center, the higher the score (1-5). 
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downward force pressing on the shoulder arc, required to lift the arm, was mentioned by 
several subjects as a factor that decreased the comfort of the orthosis.  

Subjects reported that they used the orthosis both at home and outdoor. Most subjects wore 
the orthosis over their clothing. A wide range of activities that were performed with the 
orthosis. Among frequently reported activities are walking (6x), cooking (4x) and gardening 
(3x). Two participants (S4 and S10) reported that they used the orthosis during their work. 
Apart from these participants, only S1 was employed. For the majority of the participants, 
the level of comfortable arm weight compensation ranged between 40% and 80%, depending 
on the type of activity that was performed. 

5.3.5. Orthosis wear time 
For 9 subjects, the temperature data were processed with the estimation algorithm. For one 
subject (S10) the self-reported wear times were used during the analysis as the temperature 
data could not be retrieved from the data logger. The orthosis wear time was highly variable 
between subjects. In total, the measurement period consisted of 15 days (including the day 
of the intermediate and final assessment). See Fig. 5.6 for an overview of the days that the 
subjects used the shoulder orthosis, including the total and average wear time per day. On 
average, subjects used the orthosis 9.5 days (range 3-14 days) for 155 minutes per day (range 
63-397 min./day). In general, subjects who were more satisfied with the orthosis, used the 
orthosis more. S1 used the orthosis the least (270 min. across 3 days) due to a lack of comfort, 
and stopped wearing the orthosis after one week. S6 was not satisfied with the effectiveness, 
ease of use and the dimensions. This was also reflected as she used the brace only during 8 
days, with an average wear time of 63 min./day. S7 reported a low effectiveness and comfort 
level. From the wear time results it can be seen that her orthosis usage dropped significantly 
after one week. S8 used the orthosis the most (4760 min. across 12 days). While this subject 

 
Fig. 5.6 – Overview of the days when each subject used or did not use the orthosis during the measurement 
period, including the total estimated wear time from the miniature temperature loggers and the average wear 
time per day that the orthosis was used. * indicates self-reported wear times. 
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indicated that he could not don the orthosis without help, he reported a high effectiveness 
score.  

5.3.6. Shoulder function 
The MAL and SST scores are presented in Table 5.5. The mean amount of use (AOM) and 
quality of movement (QOM) of the affected arm across all participants improved from 3.3 to 
3.6 (AOM), and from 3.0 to 3.3 (QOM) for the situation without and with orthosis. These 
changes, although minor, suggests that wearing the shoulder orthosis can improve the 
perceived functional performance of the affected arm. For none of the subjects the SST 
scored decreased for the situation without and with orthosis. For five subjects, the SST score 
remained the same, while for the other five subjects the score improved. The mean 
improvement on the SST questionnaire across all participants was 7.5 points.  

5.4. Discussion 
In this study we evaluated the immediate effects of a dynamic shoulder orthosis in a group 
of 10 patients with chronic shoulder pain, and the effects after two weeks of medium-
prolonged use. It was demonstrated that the mean shoulder pain scores decreased in from 3.6 
to 3 (in rest), and from 5.3 to 4.2 (during activities) after two weeks of orthosis use. Also, 
ultrasound evaluation showed that the shoulder orthosis was able to reduce the distance 
between the acromion and humeral head at different levels of arm support. The pain-free 
range of motion of the affected shoulder was not compromised while wearing the shoulder 
orthosis. Additionally, the perceived shoulder function also improved slightly. In general, 
patients were satisfied with the weight (4.5 out of 5), safety (4.3 out of 5), ease in adjusting 
(4.2 out of 5) and effectiveness (4.2 out of 5) of the orthosis.  

Table 5.5 – MAL subscale scores, and SST scores of each participant during a typical week without shoulder orthosis 
and after two weeks of orthosis use. ∆ indicates the difference in test scores without and with orthosis. ID: subject 
ID; AOU: amount of use subscale score; QOM: quality of movement subscale score. SST: simple shoulder test 
scores. 

 AOU (0-5) ∆AOU QOM (0-5) 
 

∆QOM SST (0-100)  ∆SST 
 without with  without with  without with  
S1 3.3 3.3 0.0 3.6 3.5 -0.1 67 67 0 
S2 5.0 5.0 0.0 4.3 4.4 0.1 67 67 0 
S3 1.8 2.0 0.2 2.2 2.2 0.0 17 33 17 
S4 2.4 2.9 0.5 2.9 3.0 0.1 8 8 0 
S5 2.5 2.3 -0.2   0.0 8 25 17 
S6 4.8 4.1 -0.8 3.9 3.6 -0.3 30 30 0 
S7 4.6 4.4 -0.2 3.3 3.7 0.4 42 42 0 
S8 5.0 5.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 8 17 8 
S9 2.3 4.7 2.3 2.0 4.7 2.7 0 8 8 
S10 1.7 2.4 0.7 2.3 2.8 0.5 58 83 25 
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In our study pain scores improved for 8 of 10 participants (80%) in rest, and for 9 of 10 
participants (90%) during activities. Across three studies found in literature, 57% of the 
patients reported improved pain scores after wearing a shoulder orthosis for several weeks 
[8,9,16,33]. However, as none of these studies used the VAS as a measure of shoulder pain, 
a direct comparison of pain scores was not possible. The improvements were either described 
as better (10 of 40 patients) or definitely better (8 of 40 patients) by Hesse et al. [9], and in 
the study by Hartwig et al. sensory pain scores were provided as a subset of the shoulder hand 
syndrome score, ranging from 0 (no pain) to 5 (spontaneous pain). Here the mean pain scores 
improved from 1.8 ± 1.1 to 0.4 ± 0.6 (n=20) [8].  

Limitations of this study included a lack of participants with objectively established 
glenohumeral subluxations, large individual differences in baseline shoulder pain and range 
of motion, limited sample size, and the relatively short duration and uncontrolled nature of 
the intervention period.  

Nadler et al. reported pooled data about the reduction of vertical subluxation caused by three 
main orthosis design types [16]. However, these data are difficult to compare to our results 
due to a different methodology (radiography vs. ultrasound) and target population (stroke vs 
neuralgic amyotrophy, and degree of subluxation). We hypothesized that continuous stress 
on the glenohumeral joint contributes significantly to shoulder pain instead of GHS, and 
therefore did not include an (objectively) established GHS as inclusion criterion. It turned 
out that none of the participants in our study suffered from glenohumeral subluxation.  

In this research we assumed that the non-affected shoulder was healthy as none of the patients 
indicated shoulder issues in their non-affected shoulder. In theory the non-affected shoulder 
could also have been ’slightly’ affected which may have affected the analysis. However, the 
acromiohumeral distances were well in the range of healthy controls [34], making this an 
unlikely scenario. The subacromial distance of the affected, unsupported shoulder was not 
significantly different from the non-affected shoulder in our population. Therefore, the 
amount of decrease in AHD was also expected to be less than would have been the case if 
the shoulder was subluxated, as the possible reduction in subacromial distance is dependent 
on the level of subluxation. This could explain the fact that supporting the arm more (with 
80% or even 120% of the arm weight) would not further decrease the acromiohumeral 
distance. Even so, we did see a slight reduction in subacromial distance due to application of 
the shoulder orthosis. This means that the upward force created by the elastic bands caused 
the arm to move slightly towards the glenoid.  

Previous studies were only able to relate a change in shoulder pain to a change of the vertical 
displacement of the glenohumeral joint, due to the type of orthosis used [8-10]. These 
shoulder orthoses are position-controlled, not allowing researchers to precisely control the 
applied force during the investigation. Therefore, they were not able to easily discriminate 
between different levels of shoulder off-loading. Our dynamic shoulder orthosis is force-
controlled, meaning that the amount of upward force provided by the device is always equal, 
irrespective of the arm position. To our knowledge the current study is the first to investigate 
the difference between stress reduction and physical repositioning of the humeral head on the 
subacromial distance.  
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Our study confirms that wearing the shoulder orthosis reduces the shoulder pain, in spite of 
the lack of participants with glenohumeral subluxation. This supports the claim that shoulder 
pain reduction may be more dependent on a stress reduction of the structures surrounding the 
shoulder joint than an actual translation of the humeral head towards the glenoid. To confirm 
this hypothesis, future research should include a more diverse patient population in terms of 
baseline characteristics (diagnosis, degree of subluxation, etc.).  

Most participants reported an unpleasant feeling in the glenohumeral joint region when large 
arm weight compensation forces (>80%) were applied by the orthosis during the intermediate 
and final assessment. The discomfort could have been caused by impingement of the muscle 
between the acromion and humeral head as the arm was pushed towards the glenoid more.  

The results of the SST questionnaire suggest that the shoulder orthosis is able to improve 
shoulder function for some subjects after two weeks of use. This was mainly attributed to an 
increased comfort level of the arm at rest for 4 out of 5 subjects with improved SST scores.  

Rather than looking at statistically significant differences, clinical benefit of the shoulder 
orthosis is determined by comparing the study results to the minimally important differences 
(MIDs). MIDs represent the minimal change in outcome that are important to the patient [35]. 
Typical MIDs are 0.5-3.0 for the VAS [36-39], 0.5 for the MAL [31], and 17 for the SST 
[40]. The improvements in shoulder pain (VAS) were not only statistically significant, but 
the results were also in the range of the MID. For the MAL and SST, the MIDs were not 
achieved. This might be caused by the relatively short use period (two weeks). Therefore, we 
suggest to extend the orthosis use period to a few months in a future study.  

The VAS is an instrument that is frequently used to assess pain intensity. In clinical practice 
the amount of pain relief, assessed by VAS, is often considered as a measure of the efficacy 
of treatment. In this study we saw that the arm activity correlated with the reported the VAS 
score. Periods of high arm activity were reflected in the daily VAS scores. As we did not 
want to intervene in the subjects’ daily activities, this could have affected the results. 
However, as many people schedule their activities on a regular basis, we accounted for this 
effect, since the measurement periods included both working days and weekends. In a future 
study we will extend the period of orthosis use to further reduce these effects. 
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Part II 
the Hand 
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 Mechanical design and feasibility of a hand 
exoskeleton to support finger extension of severely 
affected stroke patients 

 

Abstract—In this paper we presented the mechanical design and evaluation of a low-profile 
and lightweight assistive hand exoskeleton that supports the finger extension of stroke 
patients during daily activities without applying axial forces to the finger. The hand 
exoskeleton consists of a flexible structure that is secured to the index finger of the user while 
the thumb is fixed in an opposed position. Pulling on a cable will extend the flexed index 
finger joint such that objects can be grasped. The device can achieve a grasp size of at least 
7 cm. Technical tests confirmed that the exoskeleton was able to counteract the passive 
flexion moments corresponding to the index finger of a severely affected stroke patient (with 
an MCP joint stiffness of k = 0.63Nm/rad), requiring a maximum cable activation force of 
58.8N. A feasibility study with stroke patients (n=4) revealed that the exoskeleton caused a 
mean increase of 46◦ in the range of motion of the index finger MCP joint. The patients (n=2) 
who performed the Box & Block Test were able to grasp and transfer maximally 6 blocks in 
60 sec. with exoskeleton, compared to 0 blocks without exoskeleton. Our results showed that 
the developed exoskeleton has the potential to partially restore hand function of stroke 
patients with impaired finger extension capabilities. 
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6.1. Introduction 
Stroke is one of the leading causes of permanent disability among adults. In 2017, 1.12 
million incident strokes occurred in Europe [1]. Many stroke patients experience hand motor 
impairments such as decreased grip strength and finger extension impairment. 
Approximately 65% of the stroke patients do not involve their impaired hand during daily 
activities 6 months post-stroke [2]. Factors contributing to a loss of hand function after stroke 
may include extensor muscle weakness, increased flexor muscle tone, spasticity and 
contracture [3-4]. These symptoms typically causes the hand to be clenched, which affects 
the patient’s ability to perform (bimanual) activities of daily living (ADL). 

Assistive hand exoskeletons can support the impaired hand of stroke patients with reduced 
finger extension capabilities to improve the execution of bimanual tasks. Three common 
approaches are found in literature that are specifically aimed at extending the finger during 
daily activities using portable hand exoskeletons. (Exoskeletons focusing primarily on 
grasping assistance are not regarded in this overview.) Cable-driven finger extension 
exoskeletons use cables that are routed on the dorsal side of the finger through a glove [5-8]. 
Donning glove-based designs is considered challenging and is typically not possible without 
assistance [9]. Also, inherent to their design, these devices exert high, undesired, axial forces 
to the fingers during extension. Pneumatic systems can also extend impaired fingers [10], 
[11]. As no rigid structure is present to guide the extension torques to the finger, 
misalignment may lead to secondary injuries or discomfort [12]. Additionally, bulky and 
heavy actuators are required to provide the large extension torques necessary to extend the 
fingers of stroke patients, which limit the portability of these devices [12]. Spring-operated 
finger extension devices include the SaeboFlex [13] and SaeboGlove (Saebo Inc., USA). 
These devices rely on the stiffness of normal extension springs or rubber bands to extend the 
fingers. In order to grasp objects, patients require high voluntary flexion torques to overcome 
the (high) spring stiffness. If patients cannot provide sufficient flexion torques, then the 
functional benefit of these spring-operated extension devices during ADL is limited. 

In this paper we present the mechanical design and evaluation of a novel, lightweight 
assistive hand exoskeleton that supports the finger extension of stroke patients. The hand 
exoskeleton consists of a flexible structure that is connected to the index finger of the user in 
a two-step donning process. The thumb is fixed in an opposed position. By pulling on a cable 
the finger is extended to provide enough hand opening to allow for object grasping, without 
applying axial forces to the finger. The required actuation forces to operate the extension 
mechanism were measured while being attached to a mechanical finger simulating a high 
finger joint stiffness. The orthosis-patient interaction was evaluated with four stroke patients 
in terms of kinematics and required cable forces. Also a performance-based test (Box & 
Block test) was conducted to investigate the difference in task execution between the 
supported and non-supported condition. 
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6.2. Requirements 
In this research a novel hand exoskeleton was developed with a small form-factor and low 
weight, that supports the finger extension of stroke patients during ADL without applying 
axial forces to the finger. The main requirements for this assistive device are summarized in 
Table 6.1. An elaborate description can be found below.  

Requirement Description 
Maximum grasp size  Between 5 and 7 cm 
Compensated MCP finger joint stiffness ≥ 0.63 Nm/rad (when initiating movement 

from a resting angle of 40°) 
Degrees of freedom Enable precision and power grip 
Wrist Stabilized in functional position 
Weight <200g (hand-mounted part) 
Size <8 mm above dorsal surface of hand 
Usability Independent donning and doffing 
Axial forces No axial forces applied to fingers 
Adaptability Fit adult hand sizes 

Table 6.1 – Summary of requirements for hand exoskeleton to support extension of the fingers during ADL. 
 

Grasp size: Patients with a high finger joint stiffness will initiate their hand movement from 
a flexed position. Achieving a sufficient hand opening is crucial for enabling activities of 
daily living (ADL). Feix et al. found that a grasp size of 7 cm or less was sufficient for their 
observed (healthy) population to grasp 90% of the objects in a data set [14]. In 83% of the 
cases, the required grasp size was less than 5 cm. To accommodate grasping of a sufficiently 
large range of objects, it should therefore be possible to achieve a grasp size of at least 5 cm, 
and preferably 7 cm with the device. To achieve a hand opening of more than 5 cm with an 
average-sized finger, index finger flexion angles of approximately 10° (MCP) and 20° (PIP) 
are required. Here, a fixed thumb CMC abduction angle of 30° is assumed.  

Finger joint stiffness: Antagonistic flexor and extensor muscles control the rotation of the 
metacarpophalangeal (MCP), proximal interphalangeal (PIP) and distal interphalangeal 
(DIP) joints of the finger (Fig. 6.1A). Mechanical resistance to rotation, or rotational stiffness 
(k), is expressed as the ratio of the change in moment (ΔM) to the change in joint rotation 
angle (Δθ): 

 𝑘𝑘 = ∆𝑀𝑀
∆𝜃𝜃

 (6.1) 

Depending on the severity of their impairments, the finger joint stiffness may vary 
considerably among stroke patients. The Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS) is a clinical score 
commonly used to grade the degree of resistance against passive rotation of a joint on a scale 
from 0 (no resistance) to 4 (joint rigid in flexion or extension) [15]. MCP finger joint stiffness 
values associated with stroke range from approximately k=0.09-0.14 Nm/rad in mildly 
affected patients (MAS=1+), to k=0.52-0.54 Nm/rad in moderately affected patients 
(MAS=2), and up to k=0.63 Nm/rad in severely affected patients (MAS=3) [16], [17]. The 
associated MCP joint resting angle was 42° flexion for the most severe patient. For healthy 
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controls, the measured finger joint stiffness values were significantly lower (between 0.03-
0.05 Nm/rad) [16]. With this exoskeleton we aim to extend the fingers of mildly to severely 
affected patients. Therefore, the hand exoskeleton should be able to extend fingers with an 
MCP joint stiffness up to 0.63 Nm/rad.  

Degrees of freedom: The device should allow for the interaction with different types of 
objects to be useful in daily life. Both the precision and power grip are commonly used grasp 
modes during object manipulation [18]. For the precision grip, the object is clamped between 
the fingers and the opposing thumbF. For the power grip, the object is clamped between the 
fingers and the palm of the hand, whereas the counter pressure is applied by the thumb [18]. 
The precision grip requires only one degree of freedom (DOF), whereas the power grip 
requires two DOFs [19]. In both grips, the thumb should be opposed to the fingers [20]. Also, 
it is acceptable to couple the movements of the index and middle finger [20]. The device 
should allow for some passive finger abduction/adduction of the MCP joint to accommodate 
slightly deformed hands and be comfortable during use. For patients with impaired wrist 
stabilization, the wrist should be stabilized in a functional (neutral) position.  

 

Fig. 6.1 – A) Side view of the hand with the index finger in a flexed (closed) position, showing the 
metacarpophalangeal (MCP) proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joints of the index finger, rotated by angles θm 
respectively θp. The thumb is rotated around the carpometacarpal (CMC) joint by an abduction angle θa. B) 
The finger extension mechanism applied to the MCP joint of the index finger consists of the following elements: 
(1) flexure that allows for MCP joint rotation while preventing axial forces being applied to the finger, (2) hand 
bracket, (3) spacer segments, (4) middle segment, (5) distal segment, (6) cable, (7) metal rod which length is 
customized during fitting such that the connectors are located halfway the proximal and middle segments of the 
index finger. C) Pulling on the cable with force (F) will extend the MCP joint of the index finger. The PIP joint 
angle is fixed. D) The finger extension concept extended to the PIP joint. Pulling on the cable results in a 
combined extension of the PIP and MCP joint. 
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Weight: The hand-mounted part of the exoskeleton should weigh less than 200g to be 
acceptable for use during daily activities [20]. 

Size: The height of the mechanism from the dorsal finger surface should be limited to not 
hinder hand function. We consider 8 mm (e.g. one-half the thickness of the finger) to be an 
acceptable mechanism height for ADL purposes. 

Usability: The exoskeleton should allow for independent donning and doffing [20]. Control 
of the device should be easy and intuitive. 

Adaptability: The device should be adaptable to fit various adult hand sizes [12]. 

6.3. Design 
6.3.1. Finger extension mechanism 
In Fig. 6.1B the key components of the finger extension mechanism are identified. The finger 
extension mechanism straightens a flexure that is mounted next to the index finger by pulling 
on a cable. The flexure allows for joint rotation, while preventing axial forces being applied 
to the finger. The rotational axis of the mechanism is aligned with the rotational axis of the 
MCP joint. The proximal end of the flexure is secured to a hand bracket. The distal end of 
the flexure is secured to the middle segment. This middle segment is connected to a female 
connector, which in its turn is attached to the proximal phalanx of the index finger. Spacer 
segments allow for bending of the flexure, but keep the cable at a fixed distance from the 
flexure. Pulling on the cable results in straightening of the flexure, and thus an extension of 
the MCP joint. The metal rod and distal segment prevent flexion of the PIP joint. The distal 
segment is attached to a female connector that is secured to the middle phalanx of the index 
finger. The length of the metal rod can be customized during fitting to align the connectors 
to the proximal and middle phalanxes of the index finger. For simplicity, only the extension 
of the MCP joint is considered in Fig. 6.1B and 6.1C. However, the mechanism can be easily 
extended to the PIP joint as seen in Fig. 6.1D. The DIP joint is left unsupported as to not 
impede fingertip sensation of the user. Hyperextension of the finger joints is prevented as the 
segments cannot be extended further than neutral position (0°  flexion). 

6.3.2. Wrist and thumb support 
A Bowden cable configuration, including a PTFE liner and 1x7 nylon-coated stainless steel 
wire (0.5 mm diameter, 18.2 kg tensile strength) removes the need for having the actuation 
source mounted close to the finger. This reduces the weight of the hand-mounted part. A 
static wrist splint (LP Support, USA), mounted on the ventral side of the arm provides an 
anchoring point for the Bowden cable, and keeps the wrist in a neutral position. The thumb 
is fixed in an opposed position using a magnetic connector and metal rod, such that the flexed 
index finger touches the tip of the thumb. 
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Fig. 6.2 – A) The donning process of the hand exoskeleton. (1) The female connectors are first secured to the 
finger and thumb with medical adhesive tape. (2) Then the middle and distal segments (containing magnets) are 
attached to the female connectors from the medial side. B) The hand exoskeleton when fully donned. 

 

6.3.3. Donning procedure 
Patients with hand motor impairment often have difficulties with correctly positioning their 
hands and fingers to facilitate exoskeleton donning. To ease the process of donning (Fig. 
6.2A), this procedure is split into two steps: 1) The female finger connectors are secured to 
the index finger (proximal and middle phalanx) and thumb (proximal phalanx) with medical 
adhesive tape. If a simultaneous movement of the index finger and middle finger is desired, 
the adhesive tape can be wrapped around the combined index and middle finger. 2) The 
device is attached to the fingers by positioning the mechanism onto the female connectors 
from the medial side. The neodymium magnets (8x5mm, N45 grade) that are glued to the 
mechanism and will attach to the metal plate of the female connector, providing a sturdy 
connection. The female connectors are secured halfway the proximal and middle phalanxes, 
such that their position matches the position of the magnets. Fig. 6.2B shows the device when 
fully donned. 

6.4. Technical characterization 
6.4.1. Grasp size 
The grasp size was evaluated by mounting the exoskeleton to an average-sized hand of a 
healthy subject. 
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Fig. 6.3 – Moment-angle plot of stroke patient with high finger joint stiffness (dashed line), derived from [16]. 
The performance of the extension mechanism was tested by measuring the cable actuation forces at the marked 
locations (o). 

 

6.4.2. Cable force 
To characterize the performance of the finger extension mechanism, the cable activation 
forces were measured to extend a mechanical finger at different MCP joint angles while 
simulating a high joint stiffness. The cable activation force is defined as the lowest cable 
force that counteracts the passive flexion moment. The moment-angle relationship of a finger 
with a high MCP joint stiffness (k=0.63 Nm/rad) was derived from Shi et al. [16], see also 
Fig. 6.3 (dashed line). These data were used as a reference to set the passive flexion moment 
of the mechanical finger between 0° and 40° (resting angle) MCP flexion, see Fig. 6.3 (o 
markers). 

Experimental setup: The measurement device (Fig. 6.4) consisted of a mechanical finger with 
a single degree of freedom (MCP joint). A support containing a load cell is bolted onto the 
base, such that when the finger is flexed, the tip rests perpendicularly against the load cell. 
By changing the position of the support, different flexion angles of the mechanical finger can 
be set, according to Fig. 6.3. The appropriate passive flexion moment at each flexion angle, 
also according to Fig. 6.3 were generated by tensioning a helical spring such that the force 
measured below the tip of the mechanical finger by the load cell (KD24s, ME Messsysteme, 
Germany) times the moment arm (90 mm) equals the passive flexion moment from Fig. 6.3 
at that specific joint angle. The extension mechanism was mounted onto this mechanical 
finger to counteract the passive flexion moment. The extension mechanism was operated by 
pulling on the cable that was guided through a Bowden-cable arrangement to a handle. The 
cable force was measured with a force sensor (Futek, USA) mounted between the cable and 
the handle. 

Methods: The extension mechanism was extended by slowly pulling on the cable with a 
constant rate and releasing the tension on the cable with a similar constant rate. This was  
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done at 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40° MCP flexion. The activation force is defined as the lowest cable 
force that causes the force measured below the tip of the mechanical finger to be <0.1N. This 
is an indirect measure that the passive flexion moment is compensated. Each moment-angle 
combination was measured 3 times and the mean and standard deviation of the cable force 
were determined. 

6.5. Evaluation of patient interaction 
The exoskeleton-patient interaction was evaluated with four stroke patients that have limited 
finger extension capabilities. Other inclusion criteria included a normal passive finger range 
of motion, patients should be capable of following verbal instructions and should be 18 years 
or older. Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the 
University of Twente (ref. number 2022.129). Ethical approval from a medical ethical 
committee was not required, as the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act was not 
applicable. All participants gave their informed consent prior to the study onset. The goal of 
this evaluation was to investigate the performance of the exoskeleton when mounted to the 
hand of a patient.  

At the start of the measurement, the mean grip strength of the impaired hand across three 
measurements was recorded with a hand-held dynamometer (Jamar). Also, the MAS score 
was determined for each subject. 

 

Fig. 6.4 – Setup consisting of a mechanical finger (1) to measure the cable actuation force required to counteract 
the flexion moment provided by the tensioned spring (2) with the extension mechanism (3) for different MCP 
joint angles. The extension mechanism is aligned with the MCP joint (4). The passive flexion force is measured 
by the load cell (5). The cable (6, in blue) is guided by the Bowden cable (7) to the actuation handle (not 
depicted). The Bowden cable was not bent during the measurement. 
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6.5.1. Range of motion 
We measured the active range of motion (ROM) of the index finger while the subject was 
seated on a chair, with his elbow flexed to 90 degrees and wrist supinated. A webcam  

(640x480px, 20 frames/second) was placed perpendicular to the sagittal plane of the hand, 
aligned with the flexion-extension axis of the MCP joint, at a distance of approximately 20 
cm. 

Without exoskeleton: To measure the active range of motion without exoskeleton, the subject 
voluntarily extend his index finger from the resting position to a maximum extended position, 
while the finger movements were recorded with the camera. Lines were drawn manually onto 
stills of the captured video with a custom Matlab script (Matlab 2021b, Mathworks, USA), 
to estimate the index finger MCP and PIP joint angles in rest and in during maximum finger 
extension. 

With exoskeleton: The extension mechanism was mounted to the affected hand of the subject, 
to support extension of the index finger MCP joint. The subject was then asked to operate the 
extension mechanism by pulling on the cable with his unaffected hand to extend the index 
finger from a resting position to a maximum comfortable extended position and back to the 
resting position, at a slow, constant speed. These movements were repeated three times. Then, 
the same procedure was performed, but now with the extension mechanism connected to the 
combined index and middle finger. During each trial, video recordings of the finger 
movements were made from which the kinematics were determined, similar as was done for 
measurements without exoskeleton. Additionally, the cable forces required to extend the 
finger(s) were recorded with a force sensor (Futek, USA) that was mounted between the 
operating handle and the cable. See also Fig. 6.5 for an overview of the test setup.  

 
Fig. 6.5 – Test setup used during evaluation of the kinematics and cable forces with the hand exoskeleton 
supporting the extension movement of the index finger. (1) Hand exoskeleton; (2)Webcam; (3) Bowden cable; 
(4) Force sensor; (5) Actuation handle; (6) Slider. 
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Fig. 6.6 – A) Prototype of the hand exoskeleton mounted to the hand of a healthy user, with the MCP joint in 
maximum flexion. B) Prototype of the hand exoskeleton, with MCP joint in maximum extension. C) Prototype of 
the hand exoskeleton with an active DOF at the MCP and PIP joint in maximum flexion. D) Grasping an object 
with a diameter of 7 cm is possible with the device. 

6.5.2. Box & Block Test 
The Box & Block Test is a functional test to measure gross manual dexterity [21]. The test 
consists of a rectangular box with two compartments that are separated by a partition and 
contains 150 colored wooden blocks (2.5cm in size) that should be grasped and transferred. 
Subjects were instructed to move as many blocks as possible in 60 seconds from one 
compartment to the other, (1) with their unsupported affected hand, and (2) with their affected 
hand supported by the exoskeleton that was operated by their unaffected hand. For each tested 
condition the number of transferred blocks in 60 seconds were counted. 

6.6. Results 
The developed hand exoskeleton is shown in Fig. 6.6 during maximum MCP joint flexion 
(A) and maximum MCP joint extension (B). The PIP joint is fixed. Instead of actuating only 
MCP joint extension, Fig. 6.6C shows the mechanism when controlling both MCP and PIP 
joint extension. In Fig. 6.6D, we show that an object with a diameter of 7 cm can be grasped 
with the device. The hand-mounted part of the hand exoskeleton weighs 87g, including a size 
S wrist splint (43g), or 105g including a size M wrist splint (61g). The form-factor of the 
device is small as the hand exoskeleton extends only 6 mm above the dorsal surface of the 
hand. The height of the cable above the flexure determines the extension moment that is 
created by the mechanism for a given cable force. In the prototype the height was fixed at 
12.5 mm. To operate the mechanism in this configuration from a fully closed (θMCP = 90°) to 
a fully extended (θMCP = 0°) position, a cable excursion of 20 mm is required. The design is 
also modular: by removing or adding flexible segments, the device can be easily adjusted to  
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MCP joint angle (°) Passive flexion moment 
(Nm) 

Cable activation force  
(mean ± std) (N) 

0 0.53 58.8 ± 1.24 
10 0.36 38.5 ± 0.78 
20 0.24 24.2 ± 0.44 
30 0.13 12.0 ± 0.40 
40 0.02 2.5 ± 0.13 

Table 6.2 - Mean cable activation forces for each tested moment-angle combination while simulating a paretic finger 
with a high finger joint stiffness. Std: standard deviation. 

ID Gender Age 
(y) 

Weight 
(kg) 

Dominant 
hand 

Affected 
hand 

Time since 
complaints 
(y) 

Grip 
strength 
impaired 
hand 
(kg) 

MAS 
score 
(0-4) 

S1 M 61 80 Right Left 1 0 3 
S2 M 27 66 Right Right 15 9.5 3 
S3 M 76 85 Right Left 5 4.2 3 
S4 F 19 60 Right Right 4 10.5 2+ 

Table 6.3 - Subject characteristics. ID: subject ID; F: female; M: male; 

different hand dimensions. Because the flexure can bend anywhere along the line of flexible 
segments, no perfect alignment with the MCP (or PIP) joint is required. 

6.6.1. Cable force 
The mean cable activation forces were determined for each of the MCP moment-angle 
combinations marked in Fig. 6.3. The results are shown in Table 6.2. As an example, the 
measured cable and fingertip forces measured during three extension movements are shown 
in Fig. 6.7 while a passive moment of 0.53 Nm was set with the spring at 0° MCP flexion. 

6.6.2. Evaluation of patient interaction 
The characteristics of the four stroke patients who participated in this evaluation study are 
listed in Table 6.3. S1 had no voluntary muscle activation of the flexor and extensor muscles. 
For S3 we used no thumb support as his thumb was already in an opposed positioned. S2 and 
S4 struggled to relax their finger flexors which led to highly variable muscle tone. For S4, 
we therefore decided to stabilize the DIP joint with an additional metal rod secured to the 
index finger with adhesive tape, as excessive flexion caused the DIP to render the index finger 
dysfunctional. For S2 we decided to attach the distal portion of the extension mechanism to 
the distal segment of the index finger. Due to the excessive tone of the thumb flexor muscles, 
we required a stiffer thumb rod for this participant to keep his thumb in an opposed position. 

6.6.3. Range of motion 
The MCP and PIP joint angles of the index finger in resting and maximum extended position 
are listed in Table 6.4. For three subjects (S1, S2 and S4) no active joint extension was 
measured. For S3, the MCP range of motion was 12°, and the PIP range of motion was 14°. 
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Fig. 6.7 – Cable forces and forces measured at the tip of the mechanical finger, while counteracting a passive 
flexion moment of 0.53 Nm at 0° MCP flexion (1) and while counteracting a passive flexion moment of 0.24 Nm 
at 20° MCP flexion (2). 

In Table 6.5 the MCP joint resting angles and maximum extension angles are listed when the 
subject extended his finger with the extension mechanism to a maximum position by pulling 
on the actuation handle. The required cable forces to extend the finger to achieve this position 
are also listed in this table. Subjects with the highest MAS scores, required the highest cable 
forces to extend their index finger. Also, higher forces were required to extend the index and 
middle finger simultaneously, than to extend the index finger alone.  

ID θMCP,R (°) θPIP,R (°) θMCP,E (°) θPIP,E (°) 
S1 55 75 (55)1 (75)1 
S2 53 32 (53)1 (32)1 
S3 59 35 47 21 
S4 74 96 (74)1 (96)1 

Table 6.4 – Index finger resting and maximum active extension angles. 1: no active joint extension was measured; 
ID: subject ID; θmcp,r: index finger MCP joint resting angle; θpip,r: index finger PIP joint resting angle; θmcp,e: 
index finger MCP joint maximum active extension angle; θpip,e: index finger PIP joint maximum active extension 
angle. 

ID Digit θMCP,R (°) 
(mean ± std) 

θMCP,E (°) 
(mean ± std) 

Fc (N) 
(mean ± std) 

S1 II 31 ± 1 5 ± 1 37.8 ± 4.3 
 II + III 37 ± 55 3 ± 1 39.7 ± 4.3 
S2 II 45 ± 8 9 ± 1 34.4 ± 4.0 
 II + III 541 71 56.01 

S3 II 52 ± 8 40 ± 3 40.9 ± 4.5 
 II + III 42 ± 7 23 ± 3 62.5 ± 9.4 
S4 II 32 ± 0 1 ± 0 20.4 ± 2.0 
 II + III 27 ± 1 5 ± 2 35.1 ± 3.5 

Table 6.5 - Mean MCP joint angle (θmcp,e) and cable force (Fc) at maximum extension with the hand exoskeleton 
attached to the index finger (digit II), or combined index and middle finger (digits II+III). ID: subject ID; θmcp,r: 
index finger MCP joint maximum extension angle; θmcp,e: index finger MCP joint maximum extension angle; II: 
index finger; III: middle finger; 1: based on one trial. 
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ID Without exo (# of blocks) With exo (# of blocks) 
S2 0 6 
S4 0 5 

Table 6.6 - Scores of the Box & Block Test, denoting the number of blocks transferred by the affected hand in 60 
sec. 

By comparing the maximum extension angles of Tables 6.4 and 6.5 it can be seen that the 
extension mechanism improved the finger extension. On average the extension angle 
increased with 46° (range 7 to 73) were achieved across all participants. For S1 and S4 the 
exoskeleton had a large effect on the MCP joint resting angle of the index finger. 

6.6.4. Box & Block Test 
Subjects should have sufficient proximal (arm) control to position their hand from one 
compartment to the other to complete the Box & Block Test. Only two of the four subjects 
(S2 and S4) were able to accomplish this. Therefore, the results from the test were only 
reported in Table 6.6 for these subjects. From our data it is observed that both subjects were 
able to successfully transfer several blocks with the exoskeleton mounted to their hand, 
compared to none without exoskeleton. In Fig. 6.8 three stills of the Box and Box Test of 
P02 are shown during grasping of one block. 

6.7. Discussion 
 In this study we presented the mechanical design and evaluation of a novel hand exoskeleton 
that supports the finger extension of stroke patients. A technical evaluation of the device 
showed that the mechanical structure was able to counteract the passive flexion moments 
corresponding to the index finger of a severely affected stroke patient (with an MCP joint 
stiffness of k = 0.63Nm/rad). The maximum cable activation force that was measured during 
this evaluation was 58.8N. The device can achieve the desired grasp size of 7 cm when 
mounted to an average-sized hand of a healthy user. The device was also able to improve the 
extension of the index finger of four stroke patients when performing extension movements 
with the exoskeleton mounted to their hand. In a functional test (Box & Block Test) with two 
stroke patients, we demonstrated that the hand exoskeleton improved their ability to pick up 
2.5 cm wooden blocks. 

 

 
Fig. 6.8 - Stills from the Box & Block Test of P02 showing the initial hand opening (left), actual grasping (middle) 
and lifting (right) of one block. 
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Aspect EXTEND 
exoskeleton 

HERO Grip 
Glove [8] 

SaeboFlex 
[13] 

SaeboGlove 
(Saebo Inc., 
USA) 

Design type [12] Compliant Compliant 
(glove) 

Base-to-distal Compliant 
(glove) 

Actuation strategy Not 
implemented 
yet 

Active 
(pneumatic) 

Passive 
(extension 
springs) 

Passive 
(rubber bands) 

Weight (g) 105 284 1587 453 
Extension moment 
(Nm) 

0.53 N/A (80N 
tensile force) 

N/A (depends 
on spring 
stiffness) 

N/A (depends 
on band 
stiffness) 

Min. grasp size (cm) 0 0 6-71 3-41 

Max. grasp size (cm) >7 >72 >72 >72 

Dimensions (cm) 24x9x5 33x10 34x23x34 23x20x7 
Active DOF  
(digits I-V) 

II, or II+III I to V I to V I to V 

Wrist support 
(Yes/No) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Fingertip covered 
(Yes/No) 

No Yes Yes Yes 

Table 6.7 – Comparison of the main aspects of the EXTEND hand exoskeleton with the state of the art. N/A: not 
available; 1: estimation; 2: estimation, but highly depending on user’s grip strength and impairment level. 
 

In Table 6.7 we present a brief comparison of the characteristics of our developed device 
with other devices found in literature. Compared to the state of art, our hand exoskeleton is 
lightweight, has a small volume and is easily mounted to the affected hand. 

Several limitations regarding the design and test methods are addressed below. 

In our device, the magnets that attach the extension mechanism to the finger connectors are 
subjected to forces parallel to the surface, which lowers the adhesive force to approximately 
15-25% of their specified adhesive force. A raised brim on the edge of the finger connectors 
counteracts this effect partially. Still, the adhesive force is a limiting factor of the maximum 
force that can be applied to the finger. In the future we may consider using different magnets 
or a different magnet connector design. 

In this study we focused on the technical aspects of the mechanical design. In a future study 
we will focus more on usability aspects such prolonged use during daily activities, and 
independent donning and doffing, and durability of the mechanism (e.g. of the cable and 
flexure). To be able to evaluate this, a portable actuation strategy should be implemented, 
such as body-powered actuation, or joint stiffness compensation based on a negative spring 
mechanism. Both strategies have the potential to be easy and simple to use, while they don’t 
require complex, expensive and heavy components which are typically involved in 
electrically or hydraulically powered systems. Body movements directly control the hand 
opening as the cable of the extension. Body-powered actuation is commonly applied in upper 
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extremity prosthetics [22], where often contralateral shoulder movements control the 
prosthesis. In stroke patients using the contralateral side of the body may pose problems as it 
can lead to overstraining of the non-affected side. The application of body-powered control 
strategies should therefore be investigated further. Another actuation strategy is to use 
extension springs in a particular (so-called negative stiffness) configuration to compensate 
for the intrinsic stiffness of the finger joints [23]. Ideally, the passive flexion moment at each 
joint angle is perfectly counteracted by the energy stored in a normal extension spring. For  
the user to operate the device now only small voluntary finger flexion forces are required. A 
downside of this strategy is that it cannot compensate for hysteresis in the system.  

The developed finger extension mechanism can be easily extended to the PIP joint, such that 
simultaneous control of the MCP and PIP joint is possible. We observed promising results of 
extending the finger with only active MCP control. Future work should also explore the 
finger kinematics of the finger when assisting both MCP and PIP extension.  

The efficiency of Bowden cable transmissions largely depends on the geometric 
configuration of the system [24]. When evaluating the exoskeleton with users, the cable of 
the extension mechanism was attached to an operating handle through a Bowden cable. Even 
though the radius of curvature of the Bowden cable experimental setup was large (>30 cm), 
the frictional losses due to a wrap angle of 360° caused the force transmission to be less 
efficient. The cable activation forces will be lower if the wrap angle is decreased, e.g. when 
the cable is directed from the hand towards the actuation system in a straight line. 

Increasing the height of the cable above the flexure can further decrease the required 
activation force, but will also increase the size of the mechanism.  

In this design we secured the finger connectors to the proximal and middle phalanx of the 
finger, while the distal phalanx was left unsupported to not impede fingertip sensation. As 
the finger flexor tendon crosses multiple joints, the DIP joint will typically flex when 
extending the fingers. Therefore, in a future design, we might reconsider fixing the DIP joint 
to 15° flexion, as suggested by [19]. 

Also it will be worth investigating the possibilities of adding flexion assistance, especially 
for patients with limited grasp strength, by replacing the cable with a flexure. 
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 Design and feasibility of the T-GRIP thumb 
exoskeleton to support the lateral pinch grasp of spinal 
cord injury patients 

 

Abstract— Improving the impaired hand function of spinal cord injury patients with a robotic 
exoskeleton can highly impact their self-management, and ultimately their quality of life. In 
this paper the design and evaluation of a new, lightweight (50g) robotic thumb exoskeleton, 
called T-GRIP, was presented that supports the lateral pinch grasp. The mechanism consists 
of a linear actuator that was mounted to the dorsal side of the hand, and a force transmission 
mechanism that flexes the thumb towards the side of the index finger. The thumb movement 
was controlled through contralateral wrist rotation. Experimental results from an evaluation 
with three spinal cord injury patients showed that the achieved grip force (~7N) was higher 
and the overall performance during the Grasp and Release Test was better with the T-GRIP 
than without device. The device shows great potential for improving the hand function of 
patients with cervical spinal cord injury by actuating only a single degree of freedom. 
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7.1. Introduction 
A spinal cord injury (SCI) can be traumatic (e.g. due to falls, road traffic accidents or sports) 
or non-traumatic (e.g. due to bleedings, infections, tumors or degenerative diseases). The 
incidence of traumatic SCI is estimated to be 14-16 per million per annum in Western Europe 
[1-2]. The incidence of non-traumatic SCI is unknown but assumed to be slightly higher than 
the incidence of traumatic SCI [3]. More than 69% of the traumatic cases are cervical lesions 
(tetraplegia) [1]. Depending on level and severity of injury, the motor and sensory function 
of the upper extremities might be affected. 77% of the tetraplegic subjects expect an 
important or very important improvement in their quality of life if their hand function would 
improve [4].  

Several assistive, robotics devices are available to support the impaired hand function 
following SCI, including recent developments such as proposed in prior research [5–8]. Most 
of these devices support the hand by enabling a cylindrical grasp which requires at least two 
or more fingers to be actuated. An extensive review of the current state of the art is presented 
in [9]. 

Reconstructive surgery can (partially) restore impaired hand function by transferring tendons 
[10] or nerves [11]. However, this change is permanent and the procedure is invasive. In a 
survey study by Wagner et al., the factors of risks and recovery time have been shown to 
influence the desire to undergo surgical procedure among 62% and 52% of the interviewed 
SCI patients [12].  

In this paper we present the design and evaluation of a new robotic thumb exoskeleton, called 
T-GRIP, that solely supports the lateral pinch grasp. For most spinal cord injury patients, this 
grasp is considered the most useful one to be restored [13]. In lateral pinch, objects are 
clamped between the thumb and the side of the index finger. Our design approach helps to 
deal with the most important factors to consider in assistive hand exoskeleton design such as 
wearability, low weight and comfort [9]. Compared to other assistive devices that support for 
example the cylindrical or tripod grasp, our new mechanism provides functional support with 
minimal hardware as only one degree of freedom (one thumb rotation) needs to be controlled. 
The other fingers are assumed to stay in place (or will be fixated).  

First, an overview of the mechanical design including kinematic analysis is presented, 
followed by the experimental procedure and the results from an evaluation with 3 patients. 

7.2. Thumb exoskeleton 
7.2.1. Mechanical design 
The hand-mounted part of the exoskeleton (see Fig. 7.1) consists of a thermoplastic hand 
bracket onto which an electric micro linear actuator (Actuonix Motion Devices Inc., Canada) 
is attached. This actuator has a weight of 15g, a stroke of 20mm and provides a maximum 
force of 40N. To accommodate a pinch grasp, the linear actuator pushes on a lever arm which 
moves a thumb ring to the index finger. The hand bracket and thumb ring can be adjusted to  
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fit the user’s hand. Hyperextension of the distal joint of the thumb is prevented by the thumb 
ring design. 

A lateral pinch grip requires a flexed index finger to provide a stable counterpart for the 
grasping movement. If the user is unable to maintain a flexed index finger position, or if the 
passive stiffness in medio-lateral direction is limited, an additional bracket can be used to 
stabilize the finger in the desired flexed position. The total weight of the hand-mounted part 
is 50g. The maximum height of the mechanism above the hand is 40 mm. The device 
accommodates grasping of objects of different size and shapes, see also Fig. 7.2. 

 
Fig. 7.1 - Overview of the T-GRIP thumb exoskeleton that supports the lateral pinch grip. The force transmission 
mechanism is shown with the thumb in extended (left) and flexed (right) position. 

 

Fig. 7.2 - The T-GRIP enables grasping of various objects of different size and shape, including cylindrical, flat 
and irregular shaped objects. 
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The linear actuator is suspended on the dorsal side of the hand at point F, see Fig. 7.3A. The 
lever arm hinges around point P and is on one end connected to the actuator (at point A) and 
on the other end to the thumb ring (at point T).  

To successfully grasp and manipulate thin objects with the lateral pinch grasp, the tip of the 
thumb should be able to touch the side of the index finger. Depending on the width of the 
index finger and thumb, the thumb extension angle θe (Fig. 7.3B) at which the thumb touches 
the side of the index finger is approximately 10°. The maximum extension of the actuator 
should therefore move the thumb to an extension angle of 10° or less, while the minimum 
extension of the actuator should not cause the thumb to exceed the maximum comfortable 
extension angle limit of approximately 40° to 50°. This is dependent on the maximum passive 
thumb extension of the patient.  

 
Fig. 7.3 – A) Schematic overview of the T-GRIP mechanism mounted on the hand while the lever arm causes the 
thumb to be in extended (green) and flexed (blue) position (frontal view). The lever arm rotates around the pivot 
point (P) and secures the tip of the actuator (A) to the thumb (T). The actuator is suspended on the hand at point 
(F). B) Top view of the hand in opened position, showing the thumb extension angle (θe). C) Free body diagram 
of the lever arm of the T-GRIP mechanism. Actuator force (Fa) causes the lever arm to rotate around the pivot 
point, resulting in a force (Fp) at the distal point of the lever arm. Varying the ratio between l1 and l2 will affect 
the resulting force Fp and the thumb range of motion. 

 
Fig. 7.4 - Plot showing the thumb extension angle θe (°) versus pinch force Fp (N) for different lever arm ratios 
(l1 / l2). The dashed line indicates the approximate thumb extension angle at which the thumb and index finger 
touch. 
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A kinematic model was derived (Appendix 7.1) to calculate the thumb range of motion and 
pinch force for any configuration of the mechanism. The range of motion of the mechanism 
can, among others, be adjusted by changing the lever arm ratio (l1 / l2), see Fig. 7.3C. As an 
illustration of this effect, in Fig 7.4 the pinch forces are plotted as a function of the thumb 
extension angle for varying lever arm ratios (l1 / l2) while keeping the total lever arm (l1+l2) 
length equal. The configuration that was used for this calculation was: Fa = 40N, 
l1+l2=50mm, lFX=50mm, lFY=25mm, lA=8mm, lP=10mm, β=15°. See also Appendix 7.1 for a 
detailed description of all relevant model parameters. From Fig. 7.4 it can be seen that 
decreasing the lever arm ratio will increase the total range of motion, and causes a smaller 

 
Fig. 7.5 – Flexion and extension of the T-GRIP thumb exoskeleton is controlled with the programmable 
smartwatch that is worn on the contralateral wrist. 

 
Fig. 7.6 – Discrete state machine of the exoskeleton control showing the possible transitions from the static state 
(hold) to the dynamic states (‘thumb extending’ and ‘thumb flexing’). Actions to transition between these states 
are written next to the arrows. Pronation of the contralateral wrist controls thumb flexion. A neutral position 
stops the motor. Supination of the contralateral wrist controls thumb extension. 
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minimum θe to be reached. Thus, for smaller lever arm ratios smaller objects can be grasped. 
However, the maximum pinch force (Fp) will decrease as the ratio decreases.  

7.2.2. Control strategy 
The actuator movement direction of the exoskeleton is controlled by rotating a 32-bit 
programmable smartwatch (LilyGo, CN) that is worn on the contralateral wrist, see Fig. 7.5. 
The smartwatch contains a digital, triaxial acceleration sensor that measures wrist orientation 
which is then sent over Bluetooth Low Energy to a discrete state machine (see Fig. 7.6) that 
is implemented on an ESP32 microcontroller (LilyGo, CN). Wrist pronation starts a flexion 
movement and wrist supination triggers thumb extension by sending a PWM signal to the 
motor that determines the average value of the output voltage. Thumb movement is stopped 
if the wrist is put into neutral position, or if the actuator soft end stop is reached. The 
electronics and battery are contained in an enclosure (170g, 80x150x35 mm). The 
exoskeleton is powered by a rechargeable 6V battery (Ni-MH, 350 mAh). 

7.3. Experimental procedure 
The goal of the feasibility study was to evaluate the technical viability of the T-GRIP thumb 
exoskeleton when used by SCI patients. During this session pinch force measurements, the 
Grasp and Release Test and the D-QUEST questionnaire about the user satisfaction with the 
device were conducted.  

Three tetraplegic patients (AIS A/B) were recruited from Roessingh, Center for 
Rehabilitation (Enschede, the Netherlands). Other inclusion criteria included: ≥18 years, 
weakness of finger flexors (Medical Research Council muscle power ≤ 2, and normal passive 
range of motion of the thumb. Contra-indications for the participants were: increased tone or 
spasticity in the arm and hand, severe contractures or joint deformities in the fingers, open 
wounds and infected areas of the hand, recent arm or hand surgery (<6 months) or lack of 
active contralateral wrist pronation and supination. Ethical approval for this study was 
obtained from the Ethics Committee of the University of Twente (ref. number 2021.12995). 
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants before the study onset. During 
fitting, only lengths l1 and l2 of the lever arm were customized for each patient. The other 
parameters were kept the same. 

7.3.1. Pinch force 
The peak and sustained pinch grip force were assessed firstly without, and then with the 
thumb exoskeleton. Subjects were instructed to hold and squeeze an E-link Pinchmeter 
(Biometrics Ltd, USA) during a 10-second period. Each condition was repeated three times 
and the average peak force and average force over the last 60% of the measurement were 
reported per participant. 

7.3.2. Grasp and Release Test 
The Grasp and Release Test (GRT) measures the unilateral hand function during object 
manipulation and is validated for SCI patients [14-15]. For this study, three (out of six) 
objects of the GRT were chosen that require a lateral pinch grasp: peg, fork and weight (see 
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also Fig. 7.7). These objects vary in size, weight and surface texture. The sequence of 
movements for the peg and weight equals ’grasp’, ’lift’, and ’release’. The sequence of 
movements of the fork equals ’depress handle’, ’lift’ and ’release’. For each object, the 
corresponding sequence was executed by the subjects as many times as possible in 30 seconds 
and the number of successful completions were scored. In total three trials per object were 
performed. Between trials there was a 30-second resting period. For the peg a successful 
completion involved dropping the item in the test box (20x20x4.5cm) without touching the 
side of the box. The fork should be pressed down to the indicator line, while the weight should 
be placed upright on top of the test box for a successful completion. For each participant, the 
mean number of successful sequence completions performed in 30 seconds across three trials 
were reported per object. 

7.3.3. User satisfaction 
The satisfaction of the participants with the assistive device was rated with the Quebec User 
Evaluation of Satisfaction with Assistive Technology (QUEST) questionnaire [16]. The first 
eight items of this questionnaire relate to the assistive device, and were scored on a scale 
from 1 (not satisfied at all) to 5 (very satisfied). The question related to the durability was 
left out of the investigation, because the use period was too short to rate this aspect. 

 Age Gender Dominant hand Exo SCI level 
     AIS Motor Sensory 
P1 39 M Right Right B C5 C6 
P2 26 M Right Right A C5 C4 
P3 39 F Right Left A C6 n/a 

Table 7.1 – Baseline characteristics of participants. SCI: Spinal Cord Injury; AIS: American Spinal Injury 
Association Impairment Scale; M: male; Motor: motor level of injury; Sensory: sensory level of injury; F: female; 
C[1-7]: cervical vertebra that defines the level of injury. 

 
Fig. 7.7 - 3D representation including specifications of the three objects of the Grasp and Release Test that are 
handled with a lateral pinch grasp. These are: peg, fork and weight. 
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 Maximum pinch force (N) Sustained pinch force (N) 
 No exo With exo No exo* With exo 
 Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
P1 0.0 (0.0) 7.2 (0.5) -  6.5 (0.5) 
P2 0.7 (0.5) 7.8 (0.0) - 6.5 (0.5) 
P3 0.0 (0.0) 1.3 (0.5) - 1.3 (0.5) 

Table 7.2 – Average maximum and sustained pinch grip strength measured without and with the exoskeleton across 
three measurements. Sustained pinch force is the mean pinch force over last 60% of 10s pinch force measurement. 
* Participants were unable to reach the threshold (1N) that triggered the start of the sustained force measurement 
with the E-Link pinchmeter. SD: standard deviation. 

7.3.4. Pinch force 
The results of the maximum and sustained pinch force measurements are reported in Table 
7.2. For all participants, the maximum pinch force measurement with exoskeleton was higher 
than without exoskeleton. For participant P3, the maximum pinch force measurement with 
exoskeleton was much lower than for the other two participants. All three participants were 
unable to reach a threshold of 1N that triggered the start of the sustained pinch force 
measurement with the E-Link Pinchmeter software. Still, it can be concluded that the 
sustained pinch force with exoskeleton was higher than without exoskeleton. 

7.3.5. Grasp and Release Test 
The Grasp and Release Test (see Fig. 7.8) was conducted to observe the difference in ability 
of participants to grasp and release standardized objects with and without the thumb 
exoskeleton. The mean number of successful completions across three trials (Nsuccess, see 
also Fig. 7.8) show that all participants were able to successfully grasp the pegs without 
exoskeleton. For two participants, the mean number of successful peg sequence completions 
was lower when the exoskeleton was used. None of the participants were able to successfully 
grasp the fork and weight without exoskeleton. In contrast, all participants were able to grasp 
the fork and weight with exoskeleton. 

 
Fig. 7.8 - The results of the Grasp and Release Test for each participant and object showing the mean number 
of successful completions (Nsuccess) in 30 seconds across three trials without and in with the exoskeleton. 
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7.3.6. User satisfaction 
To evaluate user satisfaction, the Quebec User Evaluation of Satisfaction with assistive 
Technology (QUEST), was conducted after the measurements. In Table 7.3 the questions and 
scores are reported per participant. Also a mean score per aspect was calculated. The results 
from the questionnaire reported a high level of satisfaction (range 3.7-4.3). Users are most 
satisfied with the safety (4.3) and effectiveness (4.3) of the device. Comfort was rated lowest 
(3.7). According to the participants, the most important aspects were weight, and 
effectiveness, followed by ease of use and comfort.  

How satisfied are you, P1 P2 P3 Mean 
score 

1. With the dimensions (size, height, lengths, width) of 
your assistive device? 

5 3 4 4 

2. With the weight of your assistive device? 5* 3* 4 4 
3. With the ease in adjusting (fixing, fastening) the parts 

of your assistive device? 
5 4 3 4 

4. How safe and secure your assistive device is? 5 4 4 4.3 
5. How easy it is to use your assistive device? 5* 4 3 4 
6. How comfortable your assistive device is? 5 3* 3 3.7 
7. How effective your assistive device is (the degree to 

which your device meets your needs)? 
5* 4* 4 4.3 

Table 7.3 – User satisfaction results from QUEST questionnaire. 1: not satisfied at all; 2: not very satisfied; 3: more 
or less satisfied; 4: quite satisfied; 5: very satisfied; * = most important aspects of an assistive device according to 
user. 

7.4. Discussion 
Supporting the impaired hand function of SCI patients with a robotic exoskeleton can highly 
impact their self-management, and ultimately their quality of life. In this study, the design of 
a new, lightweight thumb exoskeleton, T-GRIP, was presented that supports the lateral pinch 
grasp. The mechanism consists of a force transmission mechanism that moved the thumb 
towards the side of the index finger. The exoskeleton focuses on enabling the core 
functionality required to regain basic functional performance.  

Experimental results from an evaluation with three SCI patients showed that the pinch force 
improved when using the exoskeleton. Also, their ability to successfully grasp and 
manipulate objects of different sizes and weights was improved. The low weight (50g) of the 
hand-mounted part is another advantage of the device. The average weight of comparable 
hand exoskeletons found in literature is approximately 200g [9]. The evaluation revealed a 
high degree of satisfaction with the device. Although these conclusions are based on only 
three participants, the results still provide valuable insights and suggestions for 
improvements such as increasing the speed and personalize the fitting. A clinical study with 
more participants should be performed to further investigate the functionality and usability 
of the system. 
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Limitations of the study were a sub-optimal fitting procedure and a limited number of 
participants. A peak pinch force of more than 7N was measured for two participants. For 
participant P3, the measured force was much lower 1.3N. This may have been caused by the 
small hands of this patient. For participant P3, the fitting procedure might have been not 
optimal, leading to incomplete flexion of the thumb and therefore insufficient pinch force. 
This emphasizes that it is essential to personalize the thumb exoskeleton based on more 
parameters besides the lever arm ratio, for example the position of the mechanism with 
respect to the hand (lPX, lPY, lPZ), the position of the actuator (lFX, lFY), or lever arm parameters 
(lA, lP, β), see Fig. 7.9. The order of the test execution was not randomized due to the small 
sample size. Potential fatigue could have biased the results. However, as the evaluation with 
the exoskeleton was always performed after the evaluation without exoskeleton, it is unlikely 
that the results were positively biased towards the exoskeleton. The additional bracket that 
may be used to help maintaining a flexed index finger also provides support of the index 
finger in medio-lateral direction. Not using a bracket thus could have affected the maximum 
grip force of the two participants that did not use the bracket, as the pinch force will be lower 
if the index finger is pushed medially by the thumb. Future work should include a larger and 
more diverse sample size to provide more conclusive results about the potential benefit of 
the T-GRIP exoskeleton. 

Even with weak motor function, grasping and manipulation of lightweight objects is often 
still possible for SCI patients by utilization of the natural tenodesis effect [17]. In fact, the 
addition of the thumb exoskeleton decreased the performance for two participants during the 
peg object of the Grasp and Release Test, as the speed of the linear actuator (max. no-load 
speed of 10mm/s limited the speed of the test execution. For heavier objects such as the fork 
and weight during the Grasp and Release Test, the thumb exoskeleton improved the 
performance. In a future study the limiting effect of the actuator speed will be investigated.  

Of all device aspects, comfort was rated lowest (3.7 out of 5) by the three participants. 
Improvements that could increase the comfort are to use padding between the hand bracket 
and the skin, and to further personalize the fitting procedure. 

All three participants were able to easily control the thumb exoskeleton through contralateral 
wrist rotation after a 3-minute training period. This indicates that the used control strategy is 
intuitive. However, the strategy decreases the employability of their contralateral hand during 
bimanual tasks or trunk stabilization. For users with low residual hand function, or during 
unilateral tasks, this might not be a problem, but in other cases this is not desired. In the 
future, we will explore alternative control strategies such as voice control to bypass this 
problem. Also, it would be interesting to add a feedback modality, but this may be 
complicated due to a decreased sensitivity of the fingers.  
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Appendix 7.1 
A kinematic model of the thumb and the exoskeleton was derived to calculate the pinch force 
(Fp) and the thumb angles (θe and θa) for any mechanism configuration. In Fig. 7.9, all 
relevant model parameters are shown. The closed-form expression of Fp was found from the 
moment equilibrium of forces Fa and Fp acting around point P: 

 𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 = 𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎
𝑙𝑙1
𝑙𝑙2

cos(𝛾𝛾 − 𝛼𝛼) cos (𝛽𝛽) (7.1) 

Actuator and pivot (α and γ) angles were numerically solved (using MATLAB’s routine 
fsolve) by minimizing sum of the squared function values of the system of equations S1: 

𝑅𝑅1(𝛼𝛼, 𝛾𝛾) = �
−𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥 + (𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠) cos(𝛼𝛼)− �𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 cos(𝛾𝛾)− 𝑚𝑚1 sin(𝛾𝛾)− 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 cos(𝛾𝛾)� = 0
𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑦𝑦 + (𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠) sin(𝛼𝛼) − �𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 sin(𝛾𝛾) + 𝑚𝑚1 cos(𝛾𝛾)− 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 sin(𝛾𝛾)� = 0

 (7.2) 

 

 
 
Fig. 7.9 - A) Top view of the hand with the thumb extended by angle θe. B) Side view of the hand with the thumb 
in flexed position, and abducted by angle θa. C) Front view of the hand with the actuator fully extended such 
that the lever arm (blue) flexed the thumb. The actuator (length lact and stroke ls) is suspended at a distance 
(lfx, lfy from pivot point P. D) Close-up of the lever arm. Actuator force (Fa) causes the lever arm to rotate 
around the pivot point (P), resulting in a force (Fp) at the distal point of the lever arm (T). 
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The thumb angles (θe and θa) were numerically solved (using MATLAB’s routine fsolve) by 
minimizing sum of the squared function values of the system of equations S2: 

 𝑅𝑅2(𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎, 𝜃𝜃𝑒𝑒) = �
𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥 − �𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 cos(𝛾𝛾) + 𝑚𝑚2 sin(𝛾𝛾)�
𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦 − �𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 sin(𝛾𝛾)− 𝑚𝑚2 cos(𝛾𝛾)�

 (7.3) 

Here, T is the interface point between mechanism and thumb: 

 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥(𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎)𝑅𝑅𝑦𝑦(𝜃𝜃𝑒𝑒) �
− �

𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
2

+ 𝑚𝑚0�
0

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 + 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

�+ �
−𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥
−𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦

𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑧𝑧 − 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎,𝑖𝑖

� (7.4) 

Rx and Ry are the basic 3D rotation matrices around the x- and y-axis, wPP is the thumb 
proximal phalanx width, l0 is an offset from the skin, lMC and lPP are the metacarpal and 
proximal phalanx thumb lengths, and r is a fraction. lPX, lPY, lPZ are the MCP joint coordinates 
relative to P, and lMC,I is the index finger metacarpal bone length. 
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 General discussion 
Many daily activities, such as reading hard-copy of this thesis, require the use of one’s arms 
and hands: First the arm must reach to the thesis on the shelf. Then, the hand must be opened 
sufficiently to encompass the object, followed by a suitable grasping pattern of the fingers 
and adequate forces to grasp the book, while stabilizing the arm. Finally the thesis must be 
lifted and placed in front of the body, in order to read it. If one does not suffer from any upper 
extremity motor impairments, then all steps above can be performed without much effort. 
However, motor impairments of the shoulder and/or hand can largely affect the execution of 
daily activities and restrict participation of the person in society. Assistive devices aimed at 
reducing impairments can reduce disability and improve the quality of life of its users.  

The main contribution of this thesis was the development and evaluation of novel assistive 
devices that support patients with impaired shoulders or hands. The research focused on 
improving the state of the art, by exploring alternative mechanical design strategies that can 
provide functional benefit to the patient by assisting them during daily activities. Three 
assistive devices were developed, one for the shoulder (Chapters 2-5) and two for the hand 
(Chapters 6 and 7). In this discussion we look back on our achievements. Furthermore, we 
expanded the toolkit of orthotists therapists with two new methods to improve orthosis 
alignment and to objectively assess orthosis wear time. We will discuss the potential of these 
procedures for enhancing treatment personalization. Each section is accompanied with some 
directions for future research. Finally a short conclusion is presented.  

8.1. Improving the state of the art 
The extent to which assistive devices aid in reducing disability largely depends on their 
perceived benefit. To be adopted by patients, assistive devices should not only reduce body 
impairments, but also ease daily activities and promote participation in society by removing 
performance barriers. Both the health condition and contextual factors (Fig 1.2) influence the 
degree of disability and should be taken into account during assistive device selection. 
However, suitable technology that matches the users’ characteristics and needs does not 
always exist. In previous research, researchers often tend to focus on the development one or 
more technological (e.g. mechanical) aspects without considering the context in which the 
device will be used, as well as critical user requirements. Devices that originate from this 
approach, therefore often lack the subtleties that are required when designing assistive 
devices that are worn by their users during prolonged periods of time. Several gaps were 
identified in the current state of the art of assistive devices for the upper extremity (Chapter 
1), mostly concerning aspects such as effectiveness, reliability and comfort. For example, a 
shoulder orthosis should not limit the remaining range of motion of patients with residual 
arm function, and hand orthoses should be lightweight, comfortable and should allow for 
independent donning an doffing without help from caregivers, while providing a sufficient 
degree of functionality to support daily activities. Our work differs from existing research as 
we specifically targeted problems that require technological advancements, but kept track of 
core user needs. 
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Requirements were gathered by means of interviews, questionnaires, observations made 
during the use of competitive devices, and literature searches. The feasibility of the developed 
prototypes were repeatedly evaluated throughout the design process with different 
stakeholders, by showing the design iterations and gathering feedback about the performance 
and the satisfaction with the proposed devices during use. In our effort to improve the state 
of the art, we explored the use of (passive) spring-based, and (active) underactuated 
approaches to support the impaired shoulder and hand.  

8.1.1. Shoulder orthosis 
The main objective of the shoulder orthosis was to support the impaired shoulder to decrease 
shoulder pain without limiting the user’s functional arm movements. In this way secondary 
symptoms such as muscle atrophy and increased joint stiffness resulting from non-use can be 
prevented. Existing orthoses typically use non-elastic bands to support the arm. This static 
design (i.e. the arm is kept in a fixed position) creates significant restrictions during the 
execution of daily tasks. We therefore decided to focus on the development of a dynamic 
design (i.e. the arm can freely move). Additionally, a passive system consisting of elastic 
materials to store and release energy was preferred over an active system, due to its simplicity 
and cost-effectiveness. The amount of energy required to support the arm is easily stored in 
passive springs. Active systems would require the use of many (heavy, complex or 
expensive) components to store and release the energy which will potentially limit the 
wearability and comfort of the solution. 

Our dynamic orthosis is based on a passive spring-balancing system that does not restrict the 
functional range of motion of the user. The shoulder orthosis features two elastic bands, 
located anteriorly and posteriorly of the shoulder, that are arranged in a special configuration 
between the shoulder and upper arm to create a spring-to-spring balancer. In Chapter 2 the 
conceptual design of this orthosis was presented. The first prototype included an aluminum 
bracket to suspend the elastic bands proximally (Fig. 8.1A). The elastic bands were distally 
attached to an upper arm cuff that was held in place by friction between the silicone liner 
material and the human skin. The magnitude of the supporting force can be adapted by 

 

Fig. 8.1 – Evolution of the prototypes of the shoulder orthosis. A) First prototype that was used during the pilot 
evaluation (Chapter 2). B) Improved prototype that was used during the clinical trial (Chapter 5). 
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changing the tension of the elastic bands. The prototype was evaluated in a pilot study with 
two patients, assessing, among others, the glenohumeral stability, restriction during 
movement, and comfort. Promising results were reported regarding stability and unrestricted 
movement, which encouraged us to continue with our investigation. However, both users 
reported high pressures on the shoulder arc due to the rigid aluminum construction. Also, one 
participant mentioned discomfort due to the rigid parts pressing on the spine during seating. 
To improve comfort, the aluminum construction was replaced with a wire-frame construction 
that was positioned laterally on the torso to prevent interference with the body and the 
environment (e.g. back rest of a chair), see Fig. 8.1B. The wire-frame can be easily modified 
to follow the contours of the human body. The aluminum construction on the shoulder arc 
was replaced by a padded liner to further increase the level of comfort. Perspiration and 
warmth, caused by the silicone liner material of the arm cuff, were issues frequently 
mentioned by shoulder orthosis users in a previous study [1]. Therefore, the upper arm cuff 
of the first prototype was substituted by an arm cuff made of fabric that locks itself around 
the forearm due to its conical shape. The improvements made to the construction and arm 
cuff reduced the total weight of the original prototype from 650g to a weight of 274g for the 
improved prototype.  

The clinical effects of the improved shoulder orthosis were then assessed in a clinical trial 
(Chapter 5) with 10 patients who suffered from chronic shoulder pain. After two weeks of 
use, participants were most satisfied with the weight of the device, the safety, the ease in 
adjusting and the effectiveness. The improved prototype was well-tolerated by the patients 
who participated in the clinical trial. The results provide strong evidence that the shoulder 
orthosis is capable of supporting the impaired shoulder to decrease this shoulder pain. As 
none of the participants in our study suffered from glenohumeral subluxation we concluded 
in Chapter 5 that a reduction of the stress on the glenohumeral structures was primarily 
responsible for this achievement, not the restoration of joint alignment.  

Similar designs have less functionality. For example the Omo Neurexa (Otto Bock, Germany) 
and Neuro-lux II (Sporlastic, Germany) limit the existing range of motion due to the use of 
non-elastic straps, while the GivMohr sling requires elbow extension to create an upward 
force to support the shoulder, which limits the use of the arm during functional tasks. In 
Chapter 5 we showed that our orthosis did not affect the remaining range of motion. Users 
felt less restricted by the dynamic orthosis during their daily activities compared to other, 
previously worn orthoses, which can potentially break the vicious cycle of shoulder pain, 
non-use and muscle atrophy. The weight (~250g) and physical appearance of our design was 
comparable or better to other devices (ranging from 250g to 900g), but provides an additional 
benefit as the level of supporting force provided to the arm can be controlled more precisely 
by changing the tension of the elastic bands. As the duration of our clinical trial was only two 
weeks, the clinical effects of the orthosis should be further explored in an extended study. 

Based on the results of the clinical study we conclude that the newly developed dynamic 
shoulder orthosis has a higher degree of functionality while providing a comparable or higher 
degree of effectiveness than existing shoulder orthoses.  
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8.1.2. Hand exoskeletons 
By focusing on core user needs we aimed to improve the state of the art of assistive hand 
exoskeletons. Two uses cases were defined at the start of this project for which the state of 
the art could be improved:  

(1) Hand opening may be compromised if patients do not have sufficient muscle 
strength to overcome the effects of increased muscle tone of the finger flexors. The 
objective of the hand orthosis presented in Chapter 6 was to support finger extension 
of stroke patients.  

(2) Performing grasping tasks is complicated if patients do not have sufficient muscle 
strength to grasp objects. The objective of the hand orthosis presented in Chapter 7 
was to support spinal cord injury patients with grasping during daily activities.  

The first prototype of a hand exoskeleton to support hand opening (Fig. 8.2A) explored the 
idea of using negative stiffness springs to compensate for the increased finger joint stiffness 
without the need for external actuators and sensors [2]. With this particular spring 
arrangement, we aimed to improve the commercially available spring-based extension 
devices that typically require large voluntary flexion torques in order to grasp objects. The 
pilot feasibility study seemed promising, as the system was able to increase the range of 
motion. However, the resulting mechanical design was considered too heavy to be useful 
during daily activities. Also, the digit caps blocked fingertip sensation during object grasping 
and the stiffness tuning was considered too impractical. Therefore, we decided to focus on 
alternative mechanical designs to support hand opening of severely affected stroke patients. 
Multiple prototype iterations have resulted in the hand exoskeleton shown in Fig. 8.2B. 
Compared to existing devices such as developed by [3] and [4], the mechanical design was 
reduced significantly in terms of size and weight (105g, instead of >350g of competitive 
devices). This was mainly due to the remote actuation strategy that reduces the need for 
actuators to be mounted close to the hand. Also, we decided to actuate only the index (and 
middle) finger, while stabilizing the thumb in an opposed position. The state of the art 
features many gloves, either cable-driven or pneumatically actuated [5-7]. These gloves are 
difficult to don and doff for patients with a clenched fist. In an attempt to further improve the 
state of the art, we chose to stay away from glove-like designs and split the donning procedure 
in two steps. First, the connectors are attached to the thumb and index finger with medical 

 
Fig. 8.2 – Different hand exoskeleton prototypes that were developed to support hand opening. A) Design based 
on a negative stiffness mechanism, to passively compensate joint stiffness of the thumb, index and middle finger 
[2]. B) Mechanical design of the hand orthosis to support extension of the index finger (Chapter 6). 
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adhesive tape after which the device is magnetically fastened to the connectors from the 
lateral side. A technical characterization of the system showed that the device can compensate 
for large joint stiffness associated with severely affected stroke patients. A feasibility study 
with four stroke patients revealed that the exoskeleton was able to increase the range of 
motion of the MCP joint of the index finger. 

The results of Chapter 6 prove that our novel mechanical design has the potential to support 
hand opening of patients with high finger joint stiffness values. However, the usability 
evaluation was not extensive. We recommend to increase the sample size in a future 
evaluation, and focus more on usability aspects such as one-handed donning and doffing. 
During the development process, parts were designed to support easy customization of the 
exoskeleton. By simply changing the number of flexible segments and the size of the hand  
splint, the mechanism can be easily fitted to different hand sizes. The resulting mechanical 
design is able to withstand high forces, but was only tested for a relatively short period. Its 
suitability for everyday use needs yet to be explored.  
The aim of Chapter 7 was to develop an assistive device that supports grasping of bimanually 

affected patients (e.g. spinal cord injury patients). The combination of task, object and hand 
constraints often cause a particular grasping task to be impossible for these patients. A small 
increase in hand function may already represent a clinically meaningful change in 
performance as the assistive device can allow particular grasps to be feasible.  

During the initial generation of conceptual designs to support the hand during grasping, we 
focused on actuating multiple fingers, while stabilizing the thumb in an opposed position. 
This design approach is commonly used in other exoskeletons. Conveying large forces to the 
fingertip to provide sufficient output force is possible with underactuated mechanisms that 
span multiple joints. Although the resulting designs were slim (Fig. 8.3A and 8.3B), the 
underactuated nature of these mechanisms may result in unpredictable behavior, especially 
when attached to the impaired hand. In our effort to develop a lightweight yet effective device 
that enables users to perform basic activities of daily living, we therefore decided to invert 
the role of the thumb and fingers during object grasping. Instead of actuating the fingers, we 
decided to actuate the thumb while keeping the fingers stable. This way, the complexity of 
the hardware can be reduced significantly. The resulting exoskeleton presented in Chapter 7 

 

Fig. 8.3 – Evolution of the different hand exoskeleton prototypes that were developed to support grasping. A) 
Underactuated mechanism* based on the actuation of curved leaf springs [10]. B) Underactuated mechanism* 
in which the index and middle finger are simultaneously flexed by pushing a leaf spring outwards with the linear 
actuator mounted on the dorsal side of the hand. C) T-GRIP exoskeleton (Chapter 7) to actuate the lateral pinch 
grasp. (* prototype does not include thumb stabilization.) 
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(see also Fig. 8.3C) supports the impaired hand by restoring the lateral pinch grip such that 
objects of different size and weight can be successfully grasped. In lateral pinch, the object 
is clamped between the thumb and the side of the index finger. This grasp is considered the 
most useful grasp to be restored [8]. Our design approach has resulted in a lightweight device 
of only 50g. Comparable exoskeletons that support grasping weigh approximately 200g [9]. 
Compared to commercial cable driven systems such as NeoMano (Neofect, South Korea) 
and Carbonhand (BioServo, Sweden), the mechanical structure of our hand exoskeleton 
guides the forces to the desired location without affecting safety. Compared to the RELab 
tenoexo, our minimalistic approach resulted in reduced hardware complexity. Still, the lateral 
pinch grip allowed for sufficient functionality such that objects of different weight and size 
could be grasped. Both the patients and involved clinicians were highly satisfied by the added 
functionality provided by the device during manipulation tasks. The results from the pilot 
study with three spinal cord injury patients (Chapter 7) showed that patients were able to 
provide pinch forces up to 7N, and objects of different size and weight could be successfully 
manipulated. The suitability of this technology for other target populations, such as for 
patients with unimanual impairments, remain yet to be investigated.   

8.1.3. Directions for future research 
Performance in daily life – All three assistive devices presented in this thesis were tested 
by patients suffering from various conditions. The clinical trial of the shoulder orthosis was 
the most extensive investigation, including unsupervised use at home for a duration of two 
weeks. A next step would be to investigate the long-term effects of the orthosis on outcome 
measures such as shoulder pain and shoulder function in an extended clinical trial. Both hand 
orthoses were only tested in a controlled environment during one session that lasted for 
approximately one hour. The tasks performed during this short evaluation included grasping 
of standardized objects. Although the results of these evaluations provided insight in the 
potential benefit of the developed hand exoskeletons, the actual performance of patients when 
using the device in an unsupervised setting remains to be investigated. Therefore, additional 
clinical evaluations are required.  

Sample size – A total of 12 patients were included during the evaluations of the shoulder 
orthosis and 7 patients evaluated the hand exoskeletons. The small sample size caused the 
statistical power of these studies to be low. In future trials, the number of participants should 
therefore be increased. 

Target population – Inclusion criteria of the patients that participated evaluations were 
deliberately kept broad during these initial evaluations. This allowed us to investigate the 
feasibility of the technology in a broad group of patients and identify potentially limiting 
contextual factors and health conditions for the application of the assistive device. For 
example, we found that the shoulder orthosis reduced shoulder pain, even in patients with no 
objectively established subluxation. Future work should investigate whether application of 
the orthosis to support the shoulders of patients with (large) subluxations will lead to a further 
reduction of shoulder pain and improvement in arm function. Spinal cord injury patients with 
limited wrist extension capabilities that used the thumb exoskeleton may require a static wrist 
splint, whereas other participants required stabilization of the index finger during lateral 
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pinch grasp. The thumb exoskeleton was only evaluated in a select group of spinal cord injury 
patients. Bimanually affected patients would require little improvement in hand function to 
gain a significant improvement in performance. On the other hand, patients with a unimanual 
impairment (e.g. stroke patients) will only use their affected hand during bimanual tasks to 
stabilize objects. As the lateral pinch grasp is very different from their normal grasping 
strategy (e.g. cylindrical grasp), the added benefit of the device for other target populations 
remains to be investigated. Future clinical investigations should take these findings into 
account.  

Control strategies – Although Chapter 7 and 8 were (primarily) devoted to advancing the 
mechanical design of the state of the art, we acknowledge that intuitive control plays a 
significant role in the usage of assistive devices. Due to individual characteristics and 
preferences a modular approach should be pursued such that different control strategies could 
be easily deployed in a particular device. Future investigations should focus on the 
implementation and personalization of different control strategies.  

8.2. Treatment personalization 
As every patient is unique, treatments involving assistive devices should be tailored to each 
individual as much as possible. This includes personalization of the assistive device itself 
including the fitting procedure. Our design approach resulted in modular systems with easily 
customized parts that allow for simple customization of the orthosis’ shape and dimensions, 
to fit a wide variety of patients.  Besides personalization of the assistive device, the treatment 
plan should be optimized to match the user’s needs as well. Effectiveness and comfort are 
among the major factors contributing to satisfaction of patients with assistive technology, as 
explained before. As an example, the shoulder orthosis developed in this thesis should be 
correctly aligned to the shoulder joint, to achieve its desired functionality. Also, 
misalignment of the orthosis can create undesired forces acting on the body that may 
contribute to discomfort. Improvement of the fitting procedure of this assistive device thus 
may improve the functionality and level of comfort. Additionally, gaining insight in device 
use may contribute to tailoring the treatment plan, as knowledge about the actual wear time 
could to help understand (the lack of) device efficacy. Reported numbers on the non-use of 
assistive technology are as high a one-third of all provided devices. Non-use may prevent an 
assistive device from mitigating the effects of disability, and may also result in wasted 
financial resources. In many cases, nonuse is caused by a lack of perceived benefit due to a 
mismatch between user expectations and technical features of the device. Personal and 
environmental factors play a big role in this. Revealing patterns of non-use could identify 
potential gaps in the user’s knowledge, or could serve as feedback for medical professionals 
that are responsible for the delivery to improve their service.  

The two methods developed in this thesis to assess the glenohumeral center of rotation 
(Chapter 3) and assess the wear time of upper extremity orthoses (Chapter 4) could be used 
to improve shoulder orthosis alignment and objectively determine the actual use by patients 
in an unsupervised setting. The center of rotation estimation method was not applied to the 
clinical trial of Chapter 5 due to a lack of time, but the wear time estimation method was 
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successfully deployed obtain the estimated wear time after two weeks of unsupervised use of 
the shoulder orthosis. 

8.2.1. Directions for future research 
Transfer to other joints – Currently available methods to estimate the glenohumeral center 
of rotation and the orthosis wear time are far below the desired degree of usability and 
therefore not (often) adopted in clinical practice. There is reason to believe that our proposed 
methods have significant advantages over other systems based on the results presented in 
Chapters 3 and 4. Both tools currently focus on a limited use-case, i.e. the shoulder. However, 
many use cases could potentially benefit from our technology, as orthosis misalignment is a 
common problem resulting in discomfort and undesired forces acting on the body [11-13]. 
Also, wear time assessment of other types of orthoses such as spinal correction braces, 
orthopedic footwear, hand splints, etc. may be beneficial. To this end, the tools developed in 
this thesis must be transferred to other body parts. 

Transfer from lab to clinic – In Chapter 5 we assessed the ability to objectively assess the 
wear times of a shoulder orthosis during a clinical study. However, the developed methods 
can not only help researchers, but can also help medical professionals in a clinical setting, to 
gain more insight in the usage of the devices that they provide to patients. A next step would 
thus be to transfer the methodology to the clinical practice. Similar remarks can be made for 
the shoulder orthosis alignment procedure. We recommend to implement and test this method 
with patients. Potential issues concerning the applicability of the proposed method may be 
encountered if the humeral head is not aligned with the glenoid due to an inferior shift in 
patients with glenohumeral subluxation. This means that the apparent center of rotation of 
the shoulder joint is different from the true center of rotation (resembling ‘healthy’ shoulder 
motion). The method presented in Chapter 3 can only estimate the apparent center of rotation. 
Without knowing the degree of subluxation, the true center of rotation can thus not be 
determined. In case of large subluxations, the proposed method may therefore not suffice. In 
other cases it might be safe to assume that the humeral head is located a few millimeters 
superiorly from the apparent center of rotation. Another option might be to passively support 
the arm with help from a second person such that joint alignment is temporary restored during 
the assessment.  

Additional analyses – From the ICF model of disability (Fig 1.2) can be seen that contextual 
factors contribute to disability, for instance personal factors such as cognitive abilities and 
motivation, but also environmental factors such as domestic situation. However, these same 
contextual factors may also affect a patient’s decision to use certain assistive devices in a 
particular situation. So far, we used the technology from Chapter 4 solely to assess the wear 
time, but the available data permits more analyses to be done. For example patterns of 
(non)use may be identified based on the logged data which can help to further personalize 
treatment plans. 

8.3. Conclusion 
The goal of this thesis was to develop and evaluate novel assistive devices that support 
patients with impaired shoulders or hands. Existing technologies often do not meet basic user 
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requirements regarding effectiveness and comfort, leading to high rejection rates of these 
assistive devices. We investigated which essential degrees of freedom should be represented 
in the device to improve the user’s performance during daily activities. By exploring 
underactuated and modular design approaches, we were able to develop effective, 
comfortable and easy to use devices that advance the state of the art. We developed and 
evaluated three assistive devices, one to reduce disability caused by impaired shoulder 
function and two to reduce disability caused by impaired hand function by following a user-
centered design approach. The shoulder orthosis reduced shoulder pain after two weeks of 
unsupervised used while it did not impede remaining arm movement. The hand exoskeleton 
improved the hand opening of stroke patients with increased flexor muscle tone. Also, spinal 
cord injury patients were able to restore basic grasping function by using the hand 
exoskeleton. Besides these advancements in hardware, two methods were developed to assist 
with the personalization of assistive devices. The first method includes a procedure to 
determine the center of rotation of the glenohumeral joint. This can improve the alignment 
of shoulder orthoses which may improve functionality and comfort. Secondly, a procedure 
was established to objectively assess the wear time of upper limb orthoses. With this 
information therapists can tailor a treatment plan and could to help understand (the lack of) 
device efficacy. In this thesis it was demonstrated that the developed assistive devices were 
effective in mitigating the effects of disability and succeeded in improving the current state 
of the art. Future studies have to further explore the added value of the technologies in clinical 
trials. 
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Summary 
To be able to independently perform daily activities, it is important that humans can use their 
arms and hands to a sufficient extent. The positioning of the arm and the execution of 
grasping tasks play an essential role in this. Disability caused by impairments of arm and 
hand function can lead to activity limitations and participation restrictions. Assistive devices 
can contribute to reducing the effect of disability. However, these devices must meet users’ 
expectations regarding effectiveness, reliability, durability, comfort and ease of use to reduce 
the risk of device abandonment. In this thesis we developed and evaluated three novel 
assistive devices that support patients with impaired shoulders or hands. During the design 
process we focused on restoring performance (i.e. on the activity and participation level) 
rather than restoring capacity (i.e. on the impairment level). Therefore, all device 
functionality that did not contribute to this goal was omitted from the design. 

The shoulder plays an important role in positioning the arm. When the passive structures 
around the shoulder joint are continuously stretched, pain often occurs that prevents patients 
to actively engage their arm in daily activities. In Chapter 2, a dynamic shoulder orthosis 
has been developed with the aim of reducing the stress on the shoulder joint and thereby 
reducing pain without impeding the retaining range of motion of the shoulder. This orthosis 
works by statically balancing the arm with two elastic bands. In a clinical study with 10 
patients (Chapter 5), the effects of the orthosis on shoulder pain and arm function were 
investigated after two weeks of use. The results show that the orthosis supports the shoulder 
and that patients can use the shoulder orthosis well during daily activities. 

For an optimal functioning of the balancing principle of the shoulder orthosis, the orthosis 
must be aligned with the glenohumeral joint. There is currently no easy method to do this. 
Therefore, in Chapter 3 a new method was developed to determine the center of rotation of 
the glenohumeral joint using only one camera and two printed markers. Experiments with a 
test bench have shown that the method is accurate. Experiments with 5 healthy subjects have 
shown that the method is reproducible. 

An orthosis can only be effective if it is worn by the user. It is therefore important to 
determine the wearing time objectively. Subjective methods such as diaries or questionnaires 
are often used in the current clinical practice, but these frequently lead to an overestimation 
of the actual use. In Chapter 4 an algorithm has been developed that provides an objective 
estimate of the wearing time of orthoses for the upper extremities using miniature 
temperature loggers. The algorithm was trained and validated with data from 15 healthy 
subjects who repeatedly put the temperature loggers on and off during a 24h period. 

In order to perform grasping tasks, it is important that the hand can be opened far enough to 
grasp objects, and then sufficient force can be applied to stabilize or lift objects. 

Hand opening may be compromised if patients do not have sufficient muscle strength to 
overcome the effects of contractures or hypertonia of the finger flexors. In these cases it may 
be necessary to support the hand opening with an assistive device. In Chapter 6, a hand 
exoskeleton has been developed that supports finger extension of stroke patients. The device 
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is controlled by a cable and can actively stretch the index and middle finger. The feasibility 
of the exoskeleton has been investigated in a pilot test with four stroke patients. Results show 
that the exoskeleton was able to improve finger extension of severely affected stroke patients. 

Performing grasping tasks is also complicated if patients do not have sufficient muscle 
strength to grasp and lift objects. In Chapter 7, an active orthosis has been developed to 
support the hand function of spinal cord injury patients. The developed thumb orthosis is 
lightweight and supports the lateral grip (key grip) of the hand by means of a miniature linear 
actuator. A study with three spinal cord injury patients showed that the orthosis improved the 
grip force which enabled patients to regain basic hand function. 

In conclusion, the work presented in this thesis showed the significant steps that were made 
in improving assistive devices to support shoulder and hand function during daily activities. 
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Samenvatting 
Om dagelijkse activiteiten zelfstandig uit te kunnen voeren, is het van belang dat mensen hun 
armen en handen in voldoende mate kunnen gebruiken. De positionering van de arm en het 
uitvoeren van grijptaken spelen daarbij een essentiële rol. Aandoeningen aan de arm- en 
handfunctie kunnen leiden tot activiteits- en participatiebeperkingen. Hulpmiddelen kunnen 
bijdragen aan het verminderen van het effect van een handicap. Deze apparaten moeten echter 
voldoen aan de verwachtingen van gebruikers met betrekking tot effectiviteit, 
betrouwbaarheid, duurzaamheid, comfort en gebruiksgemak om het risico op het afstoten van 
hulpmiddelen te verminderen. In dit proefschrift hebben we drie nieuwe hulpmiddelen 
ontwikkeld en geëvalueerd die patiënten met aangedane schouder- of handfunctie 
ondersteunen. Tijdens het ontwerpproces hebben we ons gericht op het herstellen van 
prestaties (op het activiteiten- en participatieniveau) in plaats van op het herstellen van 
capaciteit (op het niveau van beperkingen). Daarom is alle functionaliteit die hier niet aan 
bijdraagt weggelaten uit het ontwerp. 

De schouder speelt een belangrijke rol bij het positioneren van de arm. Wanneer de passieve 
structuren rond het schoudergewricht continu worden uitgerekt, treedt vaak pijn op waardoor 
patiënten hun arm niet actief kunnen betrekken bij dagelijkse activiteiten. In hoofdstuk 2 is 
een dynamische schouderorthese ontwikkeld met als doel de belasting van het 
schoudergewricht te verminderen en daarmee pijn te reduceren zonder het bewegingsbereik 
van de schouder te belemmeren. Deze orthese werkt door de arm statisch te balanceren met 
behulp van twee elastische banden. In een klinische studie met 10 patiënten (hoofdstuk 5) 
werden de effecten van de orthese op schouderpijn en armfunctie onderzocht na twee weken 
gebruik. De resultaten laten zien dat de orthese de schouder ondersteunt en dat patiënten de 
schouderorthese goed kunnen gebruiken tijdens dagelijkse activiteiten. 

Voor een optimale werking van het evenwichtsprincipe van de schouderorthese moet de 
orthese uitgelijnd zijn met het glenohumerale gewricht. Er bestaat momenteel geen simpele 
methode om dit te doen. Daarom is in hoofdstuk 3 een nieuwe methode ontwikkeld om het 
rotatiecentrum van het glenohumerale gewricht te bepalen met slechts één camera en twee 
gedrukte markers. Experimenten met een proefopstelling hebben aangetoond dat de methode 
nauwkeurig is. Experimenten met 5 gezonde proefpersonen hebben aangetoond dat de 
methode reproduceerbaar is. 

Een orthese kan alleen effectief zijn als deze door de gebruiker wordt gedragen. Het is daarom 
belangrijk om de draagtijd objectief vast te stellen. In de praktijk worden veelal subjectieve 
methoden zoals dagboeken of vragenlijsten gebruikt, maar deze leiden vaak tot een 
overschatting van het daadwerkelijke gebruik. In hoofdstuk 4 is een algoritme ontwikkeld 
dat een objectieve schatting maakt van de draagtijd van orthesen voor de bovenste 
extremiteiten met behulp van miniatuur temperatuurloggers. Het algoritme is getraind en 
gevalideerd met gegevens van 15 gezonde proefpersonen die de temperatuurloggers 
gedurende een periode van 24 uur herhaaldelijk om- en af hebben gedaan. 
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Om grijptaken uit te voeren, is het belangrijk dat de hand ver genoeg kan worden geopend 
om objecten vast te pakken, en dat vervolgens voldoende kracht kan worden uitgeoefend om 
objecten te stabiliseren of op te tillen. 

Het openen van de hand wordt bemoeilijkt als patiënten niet voldoende spierkracht hebben 
om de effecten van contracturen of hypertonie van de vingerflexoren te overwinnen. In deze 
gevallen kan het nodig zijn om de handopening te ondersteunen met een hulpmiddel. In 
hoofdstuk 6 is een handexoskelet ontwikkeld dat vingerextensie van patiënten met een 
beroerte ondersteunt. Het apparaat wordt bestuurd door een kabel en kan de wijs- en 
middelvinger actief strekken. De haalbaarheid van het hulpmiddel is onderzocht in een 
pilottest met vier CVA-patiënten. De resultaten tonen aan dat het hulpmiddel de 
vingerextensie van ernstig getroffen patiënten met een beroerte kan verbeteren. 

Het uitvoeren van grijptaken wordt ook bemoeilijkt als patiënten niet voldoende spierkracht 
hebben om objecten vast te pakken en op te tillen. In hoofdstuk 7 is een actieve orthese 
ontwikkeld om de handfunctie van patiënten met dwarslaesie te ondersteunen. De 
ontwikkelde duimorthese is lichtgewicht en ondersteunt de laterale greep (sleutelgreep) van 
de hand door middel van een miniatuur lineaire actuator. Een studie met drie 
dwarslaesiepatiënten heeft aangetoond aan dat de orthese de grijpkracht verbetert, waardoor 
patiënten de handfunctie deels wordt hersteld. 

De onderzoeken die gedaan zijn in het kader van dit proefschrift laten de significante stappen 
zien die zijn gezet bij het verbeteren van hulpmiddelen ter ondersteuning van de schouder- 
en handfunctie tijdens dagelijkse activiteiten. 
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